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A $25-million program to mod-i • At Kelowna, construction of 
a new sawmill and planer 
mill and modifications to the
MAJOR MODERNIZATION 
of Crown Zellerbach’s Kel­
owna building materials’ com-
FBI SAYS
plcx at cost of $10 million is 
planned by company under a 
$25 million construction pro­
gram in Okanagan. Kelowna
operation will have new saw­
mill and planer mill (indicat-
ed by light roofs), modifica- duced log movement and stor- 
tions to the plywood plant, air age in the lake.
quality improvements and re-
Breath Test Ruling
Skyjacker 'Dropped Money Brings No Comment'
As lie Floated From Jet
DETROIT (AP) — A 28-year- 
old unemployed man was ar­
rested at his home and charged 
as the airliner hijacker who got 
$502,500 ransom and parachuted 
over Indiana las* weekend, the 
FBI announced today.
Martin J. McNally, 28, of sub­
urban Wyandotte, was charged 
with violation of the federal air 
piracy statute, said Neil J. 
Welsh, special agent in charge 
of the Michigan FBI. McNally 
was arrested shortly before 
midnight Wednesday night and
was held by the FBI in Detroit 
pending arraignment today.
A spokesman said an FBI 
complaint would be filed today 
at St. Louis.
A hijacker took over the 
American Airlines Boeing .727 
shortly after it left St. Louis 
Friday night en route to Tulsa, 
Okla., with 94 persons r-. board.
He forced a landing at St. 
Louis where airline officials 
said the man armed with a 
sub-maching-gun was given 
$502,500 and two parachutes. He
Pilot Tells Of Pot Smuggling 
Between U.S., Mexico, Canada
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — A Se- 
attle, Wash., pilot has told a 
■. federal jury here of his part.in 
an alleged marijuana smuggling 
ring which operated in the 
United States, Mexico and Can­
ada.
William Barron, 31, testified 
Wednesday that marijuana was 
flown in from Mexico to isolated 
landing strips in Aura Valley, 
near Tucson, and that the con­
traband was then taken to Lake 
Tahoe, Tonappah and, Haw­
thorne, Nev., and to Canada.
He said three men, Wilson 
Weaver Waggoner, 28, Ernest 
Raymond Basurto, 22, both of
Tucson, and Cid A. Travers, 34, 
of Vancouver, ran the operation.
All three men are charged 
with unlawful importation of the 
marijuana and possession of 
marijuana with intent to distrib­
ute from February to Decem­
ber, 1971.
Barron told the court how he 
crash landed on his last flight 
near Sells, Ariz., while flying in 
about 655 pounds of marijuana. 
He said he hid the marijuana 
but when he returned to recover 
it the cargo had vanished.
He said he had decided to go 
into hiding for fear of his 
safety.
released most of the plane’s 
passengers and changed planes 
after a car raced on to the run­
way and smashed into the first 
airliner.
TOOK 6 HOSTAGES
The hijacker forced the plane 
with six hostages to fly toward 
Toronto and he bailed out over 
northern central Indiana. An 
American Airlines bag contain­
ing $500,000 was found in a 
farmer’s field Monday and a 
sub-machine-gun was found 
about five miles away.
FBI agents and Indiana state 
police combed the area near 
Peru, Ind., for five days.
Law enforcement o f f I c e r s 
speculated the hijacker was in­
jured in the jump since airline 
officials said he demand -d and 
was given instruction on how to 
operate the parachute.
An FBI agent at St. Louis 
said McNally told agents in De­
troit that the parachute opened 
correctly but that he dropped 
the bag with the money as he 
left the plane.
The FBI said extensive inves-
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Spokesmen for the Canada 
Safety Council, the RCMP and 
the Solicitor-General Goyer’s 
department refused to comment 
today on a Supreme Court of 
Canada decision allowing driv­
ers to consult a lawyer before 
taking a police breath test to 
determine blood alcohol levels.
In a 4-3 judgment, the court 
erased a conviction against 
Clarence Wayne Brownridge of 
Stayner, Ont., who was con­
victed of -refusing to take a 
breath test when asked to by a 
Toronto policeman.
Mr. Brownridge refused to 
take the test until he talked to 
his lawyer. The trial judge 
found that he had reasonable 
excuse to refuse to take the test 
but the Ontario Court of Appeal 
said a plea to see a lawyer first 
is not grounds for refusing the 
breath test.
Some spokesmen said they 
would be unable to comment 
until they had studied the deci­
given time to sober up.
Judge Thomas Graham, vice- 
chairman of the Ontario Police 
Commission, said an inebriated 
person lost an average IVi 
ounces of alcohol from his sys­
tem every hour.
Chief Robert Cook of Sarnia 
suggested a two-hour limit be 
imposed on lawyers under the
ernize Crown Zellerbach Cana­
da Limited’s lumber and ply­
wood operations in the Okana­
gan Valley was announced to­
day by the company.
President Robert G. Rogers 
described the modernization as 
the company’s largest single 
capital project in a decade, and I 
one that will create up to 400 
construction jobs during the 
next 18 months in the Okanagan 
area.
He said the program is ne­
cessary for CZ Canada to meet 
the B.C. Forest Service’s close 
utilization timber standards in
Siege Of Sfe. Scholastique 
Ends With A Brotherly Talk
STE. SCHOLASTIQUE, Que. I prevent a land administrator 
(CP) — Anthony Gilliland’s' *
three-day defence of his house 
and property against all intrud­
ers ended early today after two 
of his brothers—one from To­
ronto and the other from Sas­
katchewan-talked him Into turn­
ing his rifle over to police.
Police said all charges 
against the 30-year-old welfare 
recipient and former television 
repairman have been dropped.
His two brothers, who called 
reporters at the scene a "bunch 
of vultures," arrived at the Gil­
liland farm house about 1 a.m. 
Two hours later after negotia­
tions with police Mr. Gilliland 
gave up his fight against what 
he called a “richman’s conspir­
acy” to deprive him of his 
home, where he took a stand 
with his wife and five children.
He set up the barricade Mon­
day after shooting four horses 
from an adjacent riding club 
which he said were raiding his 
garden. One of the animals 
died.
The barricade was set up to
from evicting him from the 
house and property, which are 
owned by the federal govern­
ment.
LEASE EXPIRED
Michel Brunet, the land ad­
ministrator, said Gilliland’s 
lease expired In August, 1971, 
and he had never signed a new 
one. He said Gilliland -wed $500 
in back rent in March, 1971, 
“and in fact never paid his 
rent.”
tigation by agents in Missouri, 
Indiana, Illinois and Michigan 
developed information that led 
to McNally.
This was the 10th hijacking 
since last November in which 
an airline hijacker demanded 
ransom and parachutes. Now 
arrests have been made in all 
except the first, Involving a 
man identified as D. B. Cooper 
who bailed out between Seattle 
and Reno, Nev.
It also was the 10th time in 
the last 18 hijackings that the 
plane was taken over on Friday 
night. Psychologists have specu­
lated that loneliness of the ap­
proaching weekend is a factor 
in the timing.
An FBI spokesman said Mc­
Nally was divorced and unem­
ployed.
sion.
However, the majority of On­
tario’s police chiefs condemned 
the decision.
Chiefs interviewed at the an­
nual meeting of the Ontario As­
sociation of Police Chiefs at 
Kingston said it could mean the 
end of the breath test which 
was introduced in 1969.
The concensus among the 
chiefs was that lawyers would 
not be willing to come to police 
stations in early hours of the 
morning to talk to clients 
stopped for drinking.
Some chiefs said they were 
concerned that lawyers would 
stall a test until the client was
new ruling. If they did not ap­
pear within two hours, he said, 
they should be charged with ob­
struction and a drinking driver 
charged with refusing to take 
the test.
“Otherwise the lawyer may 
decide to stay away for hours 
until the effect of the alcohol 
has won off his client,” he said.
Chier Edward Tschirhart of 
Barrie, newly elected president 
of the association, said the 
breath test was a failure any­
way because it had not been a 
deterrent.
He contended drivers had 
their rights adequately pro­
tected under the breath-test 
law.
Andre Ledoux, legal adviser 
to the Montreal Police Depart­
ment, said it will be necessary 
to establish whether the accused 
person is not simply trying to 
delay the test by asking to see a
the Interior and meet or sur­
pass all environmental control 
regulations for the region.
“We have to meet these stan­
dards if we are to continue 
operating economically in the 
Interior,” Rogers said.
The modernization scheme, to 
begin immediately and sche-| 
duled for completion in 1974, 
includes:
• In the Armstrong area, con­
struction of a new sawmill 
and planer mill adjacent to 
the company’s plywo.od 
plant, and extension of the 
plywood plant, at a cost of 
$12 million.
plywood plant, at a cost of 
$10 million.
• At Lumby, construction of a 
planer mill, and modifica­
tions to the sawmill, costing 
$3 million.
• New log yards and dry land 
sorting facilities to stream­
line fibre flow from the 
woods to mills, and to re­
duce log movements and 
storage in waterways.
• Air quality improvements 
which include modifications 
at Kelowna to reduce smoke 
and cinder problems, and 
elimination of all CZ “bee­
hive" waste burners, with 
the exception of one at 
Lumby which . is currently 
being converted to a smoke-
i less-type burner.
In their prepared release, 
without saying so, .Crown Zeller­
bach ofifcials were indicating 








Five Old Mills Will 'Fade Out'
• ■ I <
Bite Put On
lawyer.
“However, we have no choice 
but to respect the ruling.
“I have no objections as long 
as it does not result in a delay 
going over the delay already 
prescribed by law—two hours.”
Clarence Wayne Brownridge 
of Stayner, Ont., the man whose 
case sparked the Supreme Court 
decision, refused to comment on 
the case.
B.C. Supreme Court Quashes 
Union Offices Search Warrants
b Sir Francis 'III' 
* Sails For Home
LONDON (AP) - Sir Francis' 
Chichester steered his yacht 
Gypsy Moth V toward France 
, today, almost certainly out of 
the single-handed transatlantic 
race after suffering an Illness at 
\ sea.
\ He was spotted 200 miles off 
the French coast late Wednes­
day night by a Royal Air Force 
jet. Gipsy Moth, its main sail 
furled, was making a leisurely 
six knots.
”1 have been ill. No rescue. I 
am OK,” the 70-ycav-old mari­
ner flashed the plane with his 
aldls lamp,
Chichester, knighted by Queen 
Elizabeth II for sailing solo 
around the wmld when he was 
65; had been a source of mys­
tery and considerable concern 
fur days.
He said the house had deterio­
rated to the point where it was 
no longer worthwhile to rertt, 
Gilliland said he Is fighting a 
rich man's conspira • because 
he had heard that his neighbor, 
Montreal lawyer Andre Masse, 
wanted 60 acres of the land.
Police said early today an In­
vestigation will be held into Gil­
liland's allegations.
For three days he stationed 
himself at a second-storey win­
dow with a .22-calibre rifle vow­
ing to shoot the first policeman 
who set toot on Ills property.
Earlier attempts by police to 
convince him to turn In his rifle 
failed.
Police said Mr. Gilliland will 
remain at the house temporar­
ily. They said welfare officials 
are attempting to locate a new 
home for the family. 1
Death Penalty 
Gets U.S. Axe
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Supreme Court held 5 to 4 today 
that the death penalty, as now 
used in tho United States, vio­
lates the constitution and can­
not be imposed.
While the decision leaves the 
door open tor state legislatures 
to reinstate capital punishment 
in some circumstances, one of 
tho nine opinions Issued by the 
Oourt said the Immediate result 
Is to remove the death sen­
tences from the 600 condemned 
prisoners across the U.S.
Tho question before the cour. 
was whether capital punishment 
violates the U.S, Constitution's 
prohibition against “cruel and
VANCOUVER (CP) - The 
British 'Columbia Supreme 
Court Wednesday quashed the 
warrants obtained by RCMP to 
search Vancouver offices of two 
B.C. construction unions.
The searches were part of a 
series of 52 RCMP raids on 
union offices through the pro­
vince last week, Documents and 
records were seized, as possible 
evidence for charges against 
.he unions for defying a gov­
ernment back-to-work order fol­
owing a six-week strike-lock­
out situation.
Local 170 of the Plumbers’ 
Union and Local 213 of the In­
ternational Brotherhood of Elec­
trical Workers contested the 
RCMP’s right to search, and 
their case was upheld by Mr. 
Justice Peter Seaton,
Judge'Seaton said Provincial 
Court Judge Alfred Watts, who 
Issued the search warrants, 
lacked reasonable grounds to 
believe the unions had commit­
ted an offence.,
He ordered the documenta 
seized by the RCMP returned.
Earlier Wednesday, Charles
Connaghan, president of the 
Construction Labor Relations 
Association, challenged the 
leaders of six holdout unions to 
allow members to vote on a 
management settlement pack­
age already accepted by 12 
other construction unions.
Mr. Connaghan told a news 
conference that “recent events 
confirm that a handful of union 
leaders control the destiny of 
virtually the entire British 
Columbia construction work 
force.”
fte said the carpenters, 
plumbers and electricians were 
"the musclemen of the con­
struction industry” and describ­
ed their leaders as "militants." 
The other three unions still 
without contracts are cement 
masons, boilermakers and heat 
and frost insulators.
The CLRA bargains for B.C. 
construction employers, involv­
ed In a dispute with the unions 
for more than two months. The 
dispute originally involved. 18 
unions, but now only six are 
without contracts.
Chimp's Owner
TORONTO (CP) — The owner 
of an 81-pound chimpanzee, 
which bit and mauled a seven- 
year-old girl Tuesday and in­
vaded a neighbor’s house 
Wednesday, has been charged 
with criminal negligence caus­
ing bodily harm.
Following Tuesday’s biting in­
cident, the medical officer of 
health ordered the chimp, Heidi, 
quarantined in its owner’s house 
for two weeks. But Wednesday 
the chimp escaped and jumped 
through a neighbor’s open win­
dow, frightening a woman and 
two small children until its 
owner, Kurt Petzoldt, took it] 
back home.
Amar Singh Jain, who lives 
next door to Petzoldt, said his 
wife and two children were sit­
ting in the living room when the 
animal suddenly jumped 
through the window.
He said his brother, who was 
home at the time, chased Heidi 
upstairs until Petzoldt arrived.
The chimp grabbed Mary Ma­
loney, 7, as she walked along a 
street Tuesday. The girl was 
bitten and bruised.
The new lumber manufactur­
ing facilities will replace five 
old lumber mills—at Kelowna, 
Armstrong, Enderby, Falkland 
and Monte Lake — which have 
become increasingly uncom­
petitive and are not equipped 
to meet the government’s new 
standards for small wood utili­
zation. The old mills will re­
main operating until new facili­
ties are in production.
I Rogers noted the company 
closed the Peachland lumber 
mill last fall because it was 
outmoded and not able to meet 
the new utilization standards.
“When our company moved 
to the B.C. Interior in 1965,” he 
said, "the mills we acquired* 
were adequate to handle the 
fairly uniform timber being log­
ged at that time.
“But since then the B.C. 
Forest Service has required 
that more fibre, much in the 
form of decadent wood or small 
diameter logs; should be re-
Planes Collide 
Leaving 18 Dead
OSHKOSH, WIs. (Reuter) - 
Eighteen persons are presumed 
dead in a mid-air collision be-
Tory Platform 
Aired Slowly
RICHMOND. B.C. (CP)-Ron 
Powell, a Cranbrook newspaper­
man who Is the provincial Pro­
gressive Conservative party 
candidate for Kootenay, said 
Wednesday after a party policy 
conference that the Conserva­
tive election platform will be 
released plank by plank for 
maximum public Impact.
Mr. Powell, the party’s chief 
Gibllc relations advisor, said it 
planned to make the first 
release of a policy plank next 
week.
unusual punishments.”
Reversed immediately by the 
decision were two death sen­
tences for non-fatal rapes In 
Georgia arid Texas and a death 
sentence for murder In Georgia.
The five-man majority was 
made up of Justice William O. 
Douglas, William J. Brennan, 
Thurgood Marshall and, with, 
some reservations, Potter Stew­
art and Byron R, White,
The four Nixon administration 
appointees to the court stood as 
a bloc In favor of the death 
penalty.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
HYDRI) FUSES
TORONTO (CP) - Three 
more generating stations were 
affected by rotating strikes 
today and Ontario Hydro re­
ported that supervisory person­
nel have been called on to oper­
ate units supplying 30 per cent 
of the publicly owned utility's 
full capacity of 14,5 million kilo­
watts.
Optimism Expressed In IWA Talks
VANCOUVER (CP) - Negotiators for 28,000 striking 
coast woodworkers in British Columbia entered another round 
of talks with the Industry today amid high expectations of a 
quick settlement. “Quite frankly, I feel we’ll’get a settle­
ment,” said Jack Moore, regional president of the Inter­
national Woodworkers of America and union spokesman in 
the negotiations.
Hawks Remain Mum On Losing Hull
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago Black Hawks are remaining 
mum on losing stiperstar Bobby Hull to the World Hockey 
Association “until at least after our lawyers study the case,” 
a club spokesman said today. . • '
Family Allowance Alternatives 'Costly1
OTTAWA (CP) — Welfare Minister John Munro contended 
today that opposition alternatives to the government’s pro­
posed new family allowance program would cost the federal 
treasury $3.5 billion more to implement. '
moved from the forests for beU 
ter use of the resource and ■ 
higher economic return to th| 
province.” I
The provincial regulations-! 
referred to as close utilization-! 
in effect require operators tl 
remove and process all log] 
down to four inches in dlametel 
at the top, <rom each acre o] 
forest. All logs must be bark] 
ed and converted to lumber! 
plywood or chips for pulp. I 
“The government utilization 
regulations have the effect cl 
increasing the amount of fibrj 
harvested per acre by opera 
tors, which will help offset th] 
costs involved in new plant] 
and equipment,” Rogers said. I
William 0. Beaton, the coni 
pany’s vice-president for bulla 
ing materials, said a task forcl 
spent two years evaluating 
methods for managing, harvest] 
ing and converting Interio] 
trees to -products which mee 
market needs.
Most Efficient Means Possible
“We found the cost would be 
prohibitive to convert our exist­
ing Interior mills individually 
to meet the close utilization re­
quirements. It was decided that 
three central manufacturing 
complexes—at Armstrong, Kel- 
' owna and Lumby—provided the 
most efficient means to process 
the available fibre under the
I government regulations.”
Crown’s plan is to convert a 
greater volume of timber to 
plywood and manufacture lum­
ber from all remaining usable
logs down to four Inches in toil 
diameter. Each complex will 
have barking and chippinfl 
facilities. 1
Most of the new production 
equipment will be purchased it] 
Canada, Beaton said. 1
The company’s Interior plyj 
wood production is expected tfl 
increase about 50 per cent, frond 
150 million square feet annuaM 
to 220 million, and there will also 
be a 50 per cent Increase lr 
lumber, from 120 million to KM 
million board feet. '
tween two small airplanes near! 
Oshkosh'Airport today.
. A North Central Airline Con- 
vair 580 prop-jet involved in the 
accident was carrying two pas­
sengers and a crew of three, a 
company spokesman said. They 
were unaccounted for.
Police reported that an air­
craft belonging to Air Wiscon­
sin, a commuter airline, also 
crashed with an unconfirmed 
Count of 13 persons possibly 
dead. This plane was a de Hav­
illand Otter.
CANADA'S HIGH-LOW
Medicine Hat, Castlegar -- 86
Dense Lake 31
Largest Employer In Region
Richard L. Carlson, general 
manager for Interior building 
materials’ operations, said the 
modernization program will re­
sult in about 55 fewer manu­
facturing jobs, but a corres­
ponding Increase in woods jobs 
will result because of the new 
harvesting, regulations.
The division provides jobs in 
plants and woods for an aver­
age of 1,240 people in . the Oka­
nagan. making it the region’s 
largest single employer.
"Wo will schedule• old mill 
closures to coincide with start­
IKnih i hHkl McGovern's Hope 
I Given Setback
up of our new facilities, so ouil 
employees will have tho oppod 
tunlty to transfer to, new jobs.’!
Crown Zellerbach entered th< 
Interior forest Industry sever 
years ago when it acquired! S 
M. Simpson Ltd, nt Kelowna 
and later it obtained additional 
mills around tho Armstrong] 
area. ' J
On tho B.C. const, ft has 
operated pulp, paper and build] 
ing materials ' manufacturing 
facilities since shortly after the 
turn of tho century. Its plants! 
and marketing oporation a 
across Canada employ about 
6,500 people, '
(Seo Also Page 3) j
I
WASHINGTON (AP) ~ Sena­
tor George McGovern’s pros­
pects for a first-ballot presiden­
tial nomination were dealt a 
crippling blow Thursday as the 
Democratic parly’s credentials 
I committee stripped him of more 
than half his delegates from 
I California,
By a vote of 73 to 65, Ute 
t committee awarded 151 of Call- 
I tomia's 271 convention scats to 
Senator Hubert fl. Humphrey 
and seven other candidates. In 
I proportion to their ihare of the 
I popular ballots east In the 
| state's l|inn 6 prfn^,
'Dangerous' Mam 
found Sleeping
MONCTON, N.B. (CP) 
— Moncton city police recap] 
tured James Cedric Cavanaugu 
this morning, almost two dnym 
after the 24-ycor-old Dorchester) 
penitentiary prisoner* escaped! 
custody while being taken baclc 
to tho prison,
Police found Cavanaugh, de-: 
scribed as “extremely danger­
ous,'* sleeping beneath a ramp 
at an oil bulk storage plant at 











































Trans. Cda. Glass 8% 



































































































The industrial index was down
Bow
B.C.







The Wm. S. Merrell Company, a leading manufacturer of prescription drugs 
requires a Sales Representative for the Okanagan Valley Area, 
University training is preferred but is not mandatory.
Prior pharmaceutical sales experience or direct selling at retail food and drug 
outlets are helpful.
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
B.C. Tourism Heads For Top Spot
Tourism is British Columbia’s 
, 3 industry, but the depart- 
t of travel industry pre* 
ct* that during the next de­
ad* It willt#boot past forestry 
mining and become No. 1. 
forest Industry’s revenue
1971 was $1.7 billion and mtn
ral production was estimated 
t $521.1 millionr Tourist rev- 
ue was $482 million, an in 
crease of 3.4 per cent over 1970.
Fin sure the travel industry 
closing in on No. 2 and event 
uallj-1 can see it becoming the 
acting industry in the prov 
ce,” said Richard Colby, ex 
ecutive director of the depart 
ent. "After all, there will
come a time when there’s a 
init to the number of trees
t can be cut down. I think
t’s feasible that If we play our
cards right the travel industry 
could be No. 1 in B.C. by 1980.
Former president Harry S.
Truman, 88, was examined by
dbetors at a Kansas City hospi­
tal Wednesday after he slipped 
at his home in nearly-Independ­
ence, Mo., Tuesday nlghf, a
HARRY TRUMAN 
. . . sore back
Jocular Private Exchange GOOD TO EATGrunt is a steamed pudding made with blueberries or other 
small fruits in the Maritimes, 
and is so named because of the 
sound it makes while boiling.
The Norwegian “post horn" 
stamp series has been in contin
»ous use since May, 1872, mak 
Ing it the world’s oldest scries
of the Canadian Scientific Pol­
lution and Environmental Con­
trol Society, (SPEC). SPEC 
spokesman Gary' Gallon said 
the bill was for the time spent 
by more than 650 students and 
adults to clean up the shore­
line in the White Rock-Crescent 
Beach area of British Colum­
bia following an oil spill from 
Atlantic Richfield’s refinery at 
Cherry Point, Wash., earlier 
this month.
the spokesman at Research Hos­
pital reported.
A bill fo' $16,508 was pre-hospital spokesman said. Tru­
man, who had complained of sented in Vancouver to the At- 
soreness in his lower back, re- > »i.e uicbftold Co. today by
turned home shortly afterward, the Surrey-White Rock branch
The provincial government’s 
plan to subsidize a Cominco 
Ltd. copper smelter by up to 
$250,000 a year is like giving 
welfare to Industry, Opposition 
Leader Dave Barrett said Wed­
nesday in Victoria. The New 
Democratic Party does not be­
lieve in giving welfare out in 
this way, the provincial NDP 
leader said.
A man wanted for question­
ing in connection with the mur­
der of Frank Irvin Mott in Cran- 
brook June 21 was found dead 
last Friday in Winnipeg, ap- 
parehtly a suicide, RCMP said 
Wednesday. A police statement 
said the man was sought by 
police just hours after they 
started investigating the mur­
der and investigation indicated
he committed suicide shortly 
after arriving in Winnipeg.
The number of flood asses­
sors handling claims for dam­
age from this month’s flooding 
in more’ than 75 Interior com­
munities has been increased to 
32 from 10 since the assess­
ment centre in Kamloops open­
ed Monday. Coordinator' Dale 
Extender said Wednesday in 
Kamloops it will take at least 
a week to handle all claims.
A jocular private exchange at 
a cocktail party at Quebec 
House in Paris has been blamed
tor an incident In which visitors 
allegedly were asked to re­
move Canadian flag badges 
Km their buttonholes.
The removal was said to have 
been proposed because Quebec 
House is Quebec soil.
i TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities
1654 Ellis St.
Gold is-;TORONTO (CP) ______
<ues on the Toronto stock mar­
ket edged fractionally higher in 
Qild-mornlng trading today 
While prices in most other sec­
tors remained lower in slow
59 to 200.40. base metals .14
04.19 and western oils .39
230.28. Golds were up .61
Volume by 11 a.m.
482,000 shares, down






Nor. CU. Gas 
Oshawa Wholesale 
Pacific Pete. 








Declines held a narrow
gin over advances, 109 to 91, 
With 167 issues unchanged.
Communication, merchandis­
ing, industrial mining, steel and 
banking stocks moved moder­
ately lower while beverage, gen­
eral manufacturing, food proc­
essing and oil refining issues 
scored fractional gains.
OPENING STOCKS 
VANCOUVER (CP) - The
majority of prices dropped in 
moderate early-morning trading 
today on the Vancouver Stock 




Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans. Can. Pipe 







White Pass & Yuk. 
Woodwards “A”
hour was 650,926 shares.
Leading the mines was Jack­
pot, at .26% after trading 210,000 
shares.
Leader in the industrials was
Canterra, up .05 at $1.40 on a 
turnover of 12,000.
In the oils, Texacai Resources 






































Interested & Pipe 13%
Kaiser Resources 3.35
Kops Transport, 10% 




Levesque said. “I don’t think 

































































































Placer Dev. 397k 41
Reeves McDonald 45 50





B.P. Explorations 5.15 5.20
Canada Southern 5.80 5.85
Cdn. Homestead 7.25 7.40
Cdn. Hydrocarbons 12% 123k
Chieftain Dev. 8.50 9.00
Dome Pete. 40-3k 40%
Numac 15’/z 15%
Pan. Can. Pete. 13% 13%
Pan. Ocean 107k 1034
Peyto 2.30 2.34
Ranger 173 k 173k
Scurry Rainbow 143k 14%
Sunningdale Oil 3.35 3.70
United Canso C.35 6.40
Voyageur 4.85 5.00
Wfestcoast Prod. 8% 9
























































Six-year-old Douglas Arthur 
McDonalds missing since Tues­
day evening in heavy bush 
northwest of Fort St. John, was 
found alive and well Wednes­
day. RCMP with tracking dogs, 
aircraft and 100 volunteera 
were involved in a search for 
the boy who apparently wander­
ed into the bush while his par­
ents were working on a sum­
mer home.'
Thomas Osslannky, 20, was 
charged with non-capital mur­
der Wednesday in the deaths of 
four restaurant employees who 
, were gunned down early Sun­
day in Montreal, * Oszlanszky, 
who pleaded not. guilty, also 
. was charged with the attemptec 
I murder of a security guard at 
' the shopping centre where the 
murders occurred and with
However, Gerard-D. Le­
vesque, intergovernmental af­
fairs minister, told the Quebec 
national assembly Wednesday 
the provincial government plans 
no action unless new informa­
it—or a constitutional question." 
The Quebec government’s po­
sition was well known.
“We're proud to be Quebecers 




vincial conference to discuss the
ARob«lMul«oan/KcharaA.»wn 
Pioduction






















































































PLUS — SOME KIND OF NUT 






























robbing the Ben Ash delicates­
sen of $3,444.
Southam Press Ltd. announ­
ced in Vancouver Wednesday 
night the appointment of Paddy 
Sherman, editor, to suceed 
Fred S. Auger who retires 
Friday as publisher of The Pro­
vince. Mr. Sherman, 44, has 
been editor since 1965. No an­
nouncement was made regard­
ing his successor.
tlon comes to light.
He told questioners “every­
thing was said In a joking tone" 
when Yves Michaud, Quebec 
commissioner-general for exter­
nal co-operation, was alleged to 
have asked for the badge re­
moval.
"It was a private conversa­
tion which had no official con­
tent," aaid Mr. Levesque.
CALLED'TEASING’
He said it was a matter of 
"teasing,” and when Opposition 
Leader Gabriel Loubler asked 
whether it was true that Mr. 
Michaud asked the visitors to 
remove their Canadian insignia, 
Mr. Levesque gave this ac­
count:
Mr. Michaud had said: “I no­
tice you have a Canada button; 
wouldn’t you like a Quebec but­
ton?”
"principles and details" of Otta­
wa a proposed housing legisla­
tion was called for by the On­
tario government.,
Revenue M i n I a t e r Allan 
Grossman said the federal pro­
posals fail to define clearly the 
federal role In programs requir­
ing municipal participation.
He said the federal govern­
ment had turned down an On­
tario request for such a confer­
ence, expressing reservations 
until the views of all provinces 
had been received. Mr. Gross­
man said copies of a letter sent 
May 25 to Ottawa were also 
sent to the other provinces and 
several had expressed support 
for the suggestion;
He said Ontario will suggest 
the new federal proposals be 
placed on the agenda of the an­
nual meeting of provincial min­
isters of municipal affairs In 
■ August.
Mr. Michaud then looked 
through his pockets for a 
Quebec button, found none and 
then'there was an exchange in 
which Mr. Michaud said he was 
a Quebecer before being a Ca­
nadian.
The visitor he was speaking to 
-Jean-Marie Seguin, a Hull city 
councillor—said he was a Cana* 
dian first.
“These , are things that are
Winnipeg—Full-time m a g 1 s 
trates in Manitoba will be 
known as provincial judges and 
a judicial council will be set up 
to oversee their performance 
under a bill before the Manitoba 
house.
The bill, distributed Wednes­
day, would give the new provin­
cial judges a pension plan anc 
tenure. The judicial council 
provision marks the first time a 
body has been set up to deal 
with complaints about a judge’s 
competenence or conduct.
Evenings 7 and I p.m.
TECHNICOLOR*
WARNING — A lot of swearing.




261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
THE SECRET BALLOT
The semi-public table provision for voting (federally
and provincially), as against the former compartment, 
was found unanimously disapproved of by an opinion poll
by advertisement In (he newspapers in this Central
Mr. Bruce Howard, M.P., Okanagan-Boundary, sup­
ports this opinion and is doing what he can to bring back
His early effort has brought an encouraging letter
from the Hon. Allan J. MacEachen, President of the
Privy Council, who writes to Mr. Howard as follows:—
"Thank you for your letter of June 2, 1972 concerning
the table-top voting booths used in federal elections. The
Chief Electoral Officer reports that yours is only the
second complaint received.












































A farmer who found and 
turned in $500,000 dropped by a 
plane hi-jacker refused a $10,- 
000 gift from American Airlines 
Wednesday in Peru, Ind., in­
dicating he thought the reward 
should be larger. Lowell Elliott, 
61," who found the mail bag full 
of money in his field Monday, 
turned down the $10,000 cheque 
offered by Frank W. Bodwell, 
the Indianapolis district sales 
manager for American.
Algeria has returned the 
l >500,000 ransom received by 
two U.S. hi-jackers who seized 
an airliner in the United Stat­
es June 3 and forced it to fly 
to Algiers, the president of 
Western Airlines said in Al­
giers Wednesday night. Robert 
O. Kinsey of Western said the 
money was handed over to him 
by Ait Messaoudine, president 
of the Algerian national air­
line, Air Algerie.
years in Australia. They were adopted in Canada by an
Guerrillas Truce May Crack 
And Attacks On Israel Go On
administrative decision of the former Chic! Electoral
Officer, Mr. Nelson Castonguay which was concurred in
by the Standing Committee on Privileges and Elections. 
In the General Election of 1963, they were used
limited, experimental basis and in the General





































Invest. Growth' 12.27 13.42
Invest. Int. 7.72 8.44





Pacific Retirement 5.13 ■
United Accum. 5,46 6.00
United American 2.40 2.64
United Horizon 3.65 4.04
United Venture 4.48 4.92
High-ranking officers of Mon- ' 
treat’s anti-terrorist squad said ’ 
Wednesday they have no evi- ! 
dence to back up a published 
report that a Cuban espionage 
organization is aiding Quebec 
terrorists—notably the Front de 
Liberation du Quebec. "It’s the 
first we’ve ever heard of it,’’ 
said a squad spokesman, add- , 
ing that he’d never heard of ' 
Orlando Castro Hidalgo who ! 
was identified in the Toronto 
Star as a former Cuban spy.
U.S. challenger Bobby Fis­
cher failed to show up Wednes­
day for two flights in New 
York that were to have taken 
him to Reykjavik, Iceland, for 
his world chess championship 
meeting with Boris Spasky of 
the Soviet Union. Officials of 
Pan American World Airways 
said that Fischer, 29, cancelled 
his reservation on their flight 
to Reykjavik.
The government of Puerto 
Rico has decided to appeal a 
Canadian court’s decision which 
rejected the extradition peti­
tion in the case of Humberto 
Pagan Hermandez, says an of­
ficial announcement Wednes­
day by the justice department. 
Judge A. E. Honeywell said in 
a decision made public Tues­
day in Ottawa that not enough 
evidence had been presented to 
warrant Pagan’s extradition.
Judge Alan B. Gold rejected 
union requests Wednesday in 
। Montreal to stop his arbitration 
i hearing on the longshoremen's 
strike which has tied up St. 
Lawrence River ports for sev­
en weeks. After testimony from 
management and union repre­
sentatives at toe second day of 
I heaving Judge Gold said he 
may hand down his arbitration 
decision today, "but I can’t 
! promlse,you anything."
BEIRUT (AP) — The agree­
ment to suspend Palestinian 
guerrilla attacks against Israel 
from South Lebanon appeared 
in danger today 24 hours after 
its announcement.
One guerrilla group said it 
will continue its operations and 
another said it was unaware of 
any negotiations with the Le­
banese government.
A splinter faction of the Popu­
lar Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine, know as PFLP-Gen- 
eral Command, said it will stop 
firing rockets across the border 
but not its attacks in Israel.
This group claimed responsi­
bility for the shelling last week 
that led to the massive Israeli 
air and ground attacks in south­
east Lebanon.
REACH AGREEMENT
After lenglhy meetings, during 
the weekend, the government 
and guerrilla leader Yasser Ar­
afat were reported to have 
reached an agreement to sus-
appeared after the 1970 civil 
war in Jordan but made a 
comeback in recent months.
The second guerrilla group to 
indicate unhappiness with the 
agreement was Al Saika, which 
the Syrian government supports 
but doesn’t allow to attack Is­
rael from Syrian territory.
“Saika has not been aware of 
mediation efforts between Leba­
non and the guerrilla movement 
and has authorized no one to 
negotiate an agreement on its 
behalf,” the statement said. 
However, Saika said that as a 
member of the executive com­
mittee, it will abide by an PLO 
decision.
“The use of these booths has been sufficiently
factory that at least six provinces have adopted
These include both British Columbia and Nova Scotia
The Standing Committee on Privileges and Elections 
reviewed the Canada Elections Act during this Parliament
and, as a result, the Act was revised in 1970. These
voting booths had been used nationally in the two General,
Elections immediately preceding the Committee study, 
apparently with general approval. There is, however, no
reason why this question cannot be reviewed by the 
Committee the next time that the Act is to be revised or, 
in, view of the fact that their use is based on an administra­
tive decision, the question can be examined when the
Estimates of the Chief Electoral Officer are next in
Alec C. Beasley, R.R. No. 1, Winfield, B.C
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES
pend guerrila activity in the 
south for the time being.
The executive committee of 
the Palestine Liberation Organi­
zation, on which most guerrilla 
groups are represented, took 
this step to prevent a govern­
ment crackdown on the com­
mandos.
But the PFLP-General Com­
mand, which has 500 members, 
is not represented on the com­
mittee. This faction all but dis-
Argentinians
In Uproar
BUENOS AIRES (Reuter) - 
Tension gripped Argentina 
today after the fifth successive 
night of nationwide anti-govern­
ment demonstrations on the 
sixth anniversary of the seizure 
of political power by the armec 
forces.
Thousands of demonstrators 
in Buenos Aires and various cit­
ies in the Interior marchec 
"Wednesday night and erected 
barricades, lit bonfires in the 
streets, hurled gasoline bombs 
and stoned buildings.
More than 1,000 demonstra­
tors in Buenos Aires erected 
barricades, lit a huge bonfire 
and hurled gasoline bombs Into 
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MR. J. C. ANDERSEN,
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Tills model features large base for 
extra stability — convenient switch 
— powerful motor — 2 speeds -- 
quiet operation (no TV or radio 
Interference) — fully'adjustable. — 
ton tilt adjustment — oscillator ad 
Justmcnt—oscillator release clutch 
•— removable one-piece molded 
polypropylene fan prop 
movable front guard* — 
slot for wall mounting 
year warranty.
26-95
12" (NiCILLATlNG FAN 20 OC 
Model No. 6710
keyhole
HOOVER 3-SPEED JET FAN
Thi* scientific venture ^ype jet fan produces broader 
air stream and the air direction Is adjustable to 36(1 
degrees and knurled knobs on clllier aide hold ad 
justment securely. The switch Is conveniently locat­
ed on the motor housing. It is harvest gold in color 
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MORE OR LESS TOLD TO LOOK ELSEWHERE i
Yacht Club Lease Not Signed Pollution Control
By DEAN MeNULTY 
Courier Staff
The Kelowna Yacht Club may 
be looking for a new home.
Although it hasn’t been dis­
cussed specifically by tire 
Yacht Club executive. Com­
modore Doug Sutherland said 
Wednesday the club had •’more 
or less" been told by the city 
to look for new property.
The recent agreement be­
tween Federal Departments of 
Justice and Indian Affairs and 
the Westbank Indian Council for 
a Marina there could make the 
Yacht Club move that much 
easier.
City Aiderman Syd Hodge, 
member of the city’s Yacht 
lease negotiating team, 
when told of a possible move 
by the Yacht Club commented, 
•’It might be a good idea.” 
Aiderman Hodge along with
Alderman Richard Stewart had 
worked but a lease agreement 
with Yacht Club Commodore 
Sutherland and vice-commodore 
Glenn Coe.
Aiderman Hodge complained 
that city council was none the 
more wise concerning the plans 
of the Yacht Club now than 
they were a month ago when 
the city received word the club 
would not accept the leasing 
agreement.
"To date ali we have are two 
letters saying the terms of the 
lease were unacceptable,’* 
Aiderman Hodge said.
The city aiderman said it 
would be, much easier to work 
out if the city was aware of the 
specific clauses in the lease 
which the Yacht Club objected 
to. He said the club had not let 
the city know what they felt 
was objectionable in the lease.
The Yacht Club is presently 
without a lease cm the Water 
Street club rooms and dock 
facilities. The old lease ran out 
at the end of January this year. 
Under terms of the proposed 
lease the Yacht Club would pay 
the city a total of $2,000 per 
year rent plus full taxes on the 
property.
The lease which expired in 
January, in effect since 1951, 
made the Yacht Club respon­
sible for a nominal rent of $1 
per year. For most of the per­
iod of the former lease the 
Yacht Club had also received 
a grant-in-aid from the city in 
lieu of taxes.
The club has not however, re­
ceived a grant for the past two 
years. Taxes on the city owned 
property are approximately $7,- 
400 per year.
I One of the most contentious
points of the proposed lease ac­
cording to Yacht Club officials 
was the two-year notice to 
vacate dause which states 
either party may withdraw 
from the agreement with a two 
yearnotice.
Officials of the club say this 
clause is not acceptable be­





danger of being told to 
should the city find a 
suitable use for the prop-
The lease hassle will most 
likely come up before city coun­
cil at Monday’s regular council 
meeting. City Administrator 
Doug Herbert could not con­
firm whether the Yacht Club 
Jj$d been invited to attend the 
meeting but Aiderman Hodge 
felt a delegation from the club 
will most likely be there to dis­
cuss the leasing arrangements.
In Expansion Plans
Environment Consideration 
'Was Given Top Priority
Efforts to preserve toe prime | problems in 4he Shuswap River 
recreational environment of the!
Okanagan region are given top 
priority in Crown ZeUerbach’s
Arena Plans Endorsed 
But Opposition Felt
। By GEORGE WHITELEY ] 
I Courier Rutland Staff I
Plans for a Rutland arena i 
were endorsed at a public 
meeting Wednesday night, for 
residents of Rutland, Ellison < 
and Belgo areas. About 50 
people attended.
Tne endorsation came at the ; 
end of a three-hour meeting 
which became a contest be­
tween people seeking an arena, 
and others seeking a major 
•ports complex.
The Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan was asked to 
study the possibility of building 
an arena in Rutland. Kelowna 
and District War Memorial 
Arena, the only one in the re­
gion, is full to overflowing, and 
may be restricted to city resi­
dents.
Rutland people will vote 
Tuesday on whether to buy 
about 20 acres of land near 
Rutland Secondary School. It 
is proposed to use about four 
acres for the arena, and the 
rest for a park. If toe land is 
not bought, another site for the 
arena would have to be sought.
Ellison-Belgo and Glenmore- 
McKinley Landing areas could 
also participate in the arena.
There are about 5,000 boys 
aged seven to 17 in the Central 
Okanagan region, said regional 
district administrator A. T.
Harrison. About 2,250 live in 
Kelowna, 1,950 in other com­
munities on the east side of 
Lake Okanagan, and 800 on the 
west side. This is the age range 
of boys in minor hockey.
The city arena can accommo­
date about 650-700 boys in a 
minor hockey program.
1,000 SEATS
The proposed building would 
have about 1,000 seats, with a 
regulation size artificial ice sur­
face 200 feet by 85 feet. Esti­
mated cost would be $330,000, 
and it would take about three 
and a half months to build.
A manager would be the only 
employee needed, it was sug­
gested. If the regional district 
adopted the recreation function 
and hired a recreation director, 
this person would be involved 
in the arena.
Based on the 1970 experience 
of the Oliver arena, expenses 
would be about $24,000 a year, 
income $16,000.
Using 1972 land and improve­
ment assessment figures in the 
three areas, it would cost 1.10 
mills a year for 20 years to 
pay for the building, and .30 
mills for the $8,000 deficit. This 
would mean $11.20 on a home 
■ assessed at $8,000, said Mr. 
I Harrison.
I The estimate should be doub- 
, led, suggested Jay Hunter,
coach of the Kelowna Juvenile 
Packers.
"Much of that land is gum­
bo,” claimed another man. 
"What are you going to do 
about drainage and parking?”
"They grew onions there for 
many years, ’ answered M. W. 
Marshall, Rutland director on 
the regional district board. 
"That is a good site for an 
arena.”
Mr. Hunter advocated provid­
ing space for older hockey play­
ers, and said there is a possibi-
lity of getting a western 
ada junior hockey league 
here.






plans to modernize its interior 
building materials operations, 
regional general manager Dick 
Carlson said today.
"The $25 million program pro­
vides wide-ranging measures 
to preserve water quality in 
lakes and streams around our 
operations and to combat air 
pollution by greatly reducing 
smoke emission," Mr. Carlson 
said.
“We’ll be meeting or surpas­
sing the requirements of all 
laws and regulations dealing 
with environmental manage­
ment in the area.” 
NO OBJECTIONS
at Enderby will end when the 
mill is closed.
Closure of old facilities also 
will eliminate smoky beehive 
waste burners at Enderby, 
Monte Lake, Falkland and Arm­
strong. Modification of the burn­
er at Lumby to the smokeless 
type will comply with current 
air quality regulations.
FLY ASH REDUCED
In another measure affecting 
air quality, the Kelowna oper­
ation will purchase much of its 
electric power needs, easing the 
demand on the mills’ power­
generating boilers and thus re­
ducing the emission of fly ash 
to well within government
Two local orchardists; Alan 
R, Borrett, and Bryan G, Mac- 
donnell, have been nominated 
to fill the vacancy on the South 
Kelowna Irrigation District, 
created by the death of Jack 
O’Reilly. An election will be 
held July 6 at the district office, 
Gulley Road, from 8 a.m., to 8 
p.m. There are 725 voters elig­
ible to cast ballots in the dis­
trict.
posed by Terry Ruttie. The ice 
surface on the bottom could be 
used for children, while that 
on top would be used for older 
players.
"That’s the best proposal 
I’ve heard for a long time,” 
agreed Mr. Hunter.
"We’ll look into it," promised 
regional district chairman W. 
C. Bennett, who presided over 
the meeting, "or how about 
locating an outdoor surface 
beside the arena?"
MORE TAXES
It was pointed out that Rut­
land is being asked to approve 
1.25 mills for the park. This 
would mean, f it and the arena 
were approved, taxes on an 
$8,000 house would rise more 
than $20 a year.
It has been estimated four 
outdoor rinks could be provided 
i for the cost of one arena. How­
ever, Ed Nelson, a local hockey 
official, said keeping these 
nnks clean would hamper sche­
dules, and players would be 
cold.
Residents should be taxed on 
improvements only, suggested 
Colin Day. He pointed out that, 
in Belgo, there are large tracts 
of land with few improvements, 
and charges should be graduat­
ed depending on how far a per­
son lives from the arena.
“The people in my area 
I (GlenmOre-McKinley Landing) 
want to pay the same as the
Probably one of the most em- 
barassing things that can be 
wrong with a car is the loud, 
squeaky brakes, and the em- 
barassment is compounded 
when a strange bystander 
makes a sarcastic remark 
about them. A young girl was 
coming up to a red light on 
Water Street and Bernard Ave­
nue and applied those squeaky 
brakes. A mailman, emptying 
his box on the same comer, 
glanced up and remarked, “you 
know, you could use those 
brakes as a horn.” A green 
light saved her from any more 
loss of face.
He said the company review­
ed its proposals with federal, 
provincial and local environ­
mental authorities during the 
planning stage. There were “no 
serious objections and a num­
ber of worthwhile suggestions.’’
The plan pays particular at­
tention to protecting the state 
of water-oriented recreation in 
the summer resort -area sur­
rounding Okanagan Lake.
One measure will be reduced 
towing, storage and handling 
of logs in Okanagan Lake, 
which in the oast created debris 
problems.
Up to two-thirds of the logs 
required at Kelowna will be 
hauled direct to the mill by 
truck. The movement of logs 
in flat rafts—which often re­
sults in loose togs in the lake- 
will be eliminated, replaced by 
movement in bundles.
Dry-land handling will re­
place the barking and bucking 
of timber in the lake, further 
reducing debris.
Log handling in the waters 
of Monte Lake will be discon­
tinued, with .11 handling and 
storage in ’he log yard. Debris
standards.
A new boiler at the Armstrong 
plywood plant will have modern 
emission control devices match­
ing those on ’he boiler installed 
when the plant was built last 
year.
The only open burning to re­
main will be ui the controlled 
disposal of debris—in favorable 
conditions and under permit- 
in log yards at Peachland, Ok­
anagan Westside and Monte 
Lake.
Noise will he controlled at all 
mills through use of special 
equipment or by enclosing 
noisy operations. Openings into 
manufacturing areas of plants 
will face away from communi­
ties where possible and exhaust 
steam will be released through 
silencers.
The new facilities are design­
ed to blend with their surround­
ings. The new Armstrong and 
Kelowna lumber mills will be 
similar in appearance to the 
Armstrong plywood plant, 
which has won general public 
approval. The Lumby mill is 
designed to suit its present in­
dustrial setting. -
Phased-out mills will be dis­
mantled and the sites cleared.
Program Will Help 
Everyone Involved
REDS ARE INTERESTED
Murray Zuk, right, co-or­
dinator for Cinclnatti Reds of 
the National League training 
camps In Canada, talks with 
Kelowna’s Mark Lang during 
a camp held Wednesday at 
Elk’s Stadium. Lang was'the 
only pluyer Reds' showed in­
terest In nt the camp, with 34 
players turning out. "We 
look tor the three's," Zuk
An assessor will be in Kelow­
na soon to obtain request for 
assessment forms from people 
who intend to claim for flood 
or high water damage. City 
residents can report to the city 
clerk’s office in City Hall, while 
district resdents can go to the 
Water Rights Branch office in 





The city may have to seek 
an additional $100,000 from the 
Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation to construct the
proposed trade waste treatment
CITY PAGE
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Meeting On Regatta Home 
Draws Favorable Response
te!eJn Ruttand a°’” said Mr- plant Mong Brent’sCreek in toe 
T ; , I city’s north end.
City engineering director Nel- 
l^<rtnnMi^d\v°nnnnnAhnHae1’lson Deck said today eight bids 
was unfolded by Don Roberts. Ifor the project have been re- 
'We're behind t h e times viewed, “and they’re way high- 
building an arena for 1,000 peo- er than we’d planned on—close 
pie,” suggested Ray Johnston, to $100,000.” Lowest bid was 
"I’m for an arena but not a from Douillard Construction of 
monument/’ *aid Jim Kitaura. Kelowna. Only one other bid 
L._ was local, that from Busch
NO GRANT Construction.'
A rink in Penticton cost Earlier this month, CMHC
Discussions are continuing on 
a possible permanent home for 
Regatta.
Officials of the association 
met with the advisory planning 
committee Wednesday to out­
line possible Uses for the facil­
ities such as a permanent water 
school (operating throughout 
the summer), fall fair, home 
shows, trade fairs and a con­
vention building.
Some of the major existing 
problems involved lack Of long- 
range planning in the park, the 
use of which must be requested 
from the city each year, as well 
as the lack of permanent fac­
ilities.
The association suggested
about $240,000, of which $100,- reversed a previous decision 
000 was paid by the senior gov- and decided to lend the city 
ernments, said Mr. Nelson. This $390,000, approximately two- 
brought a comment from Mr. thirds of the cost of the pro-
Harrison that no grants were ject as originally estimated.
available for arenas, and the plans for the treatment plant 
. federal government had not an- have been under study by a 
nounced whether there would Seattle firm tf consulting cn- 
ibe a program like the Local In- gineers whose specialty Is sew- 
itlatlves Plan next year. Under agc treatment. Mr. Deck said
possible financial sources as a 
35-year federal loan which 
would underwrite up to 90 per 
cent of a building or grounds 
improvement type project for 
agricultuyal fairs and exhibi­
tions.
Another avenue of discussion 
was placing the park on a pay­
ing basis through various activ­
ities, especially if a suitable 
type structure were included.
Officials felt the park could, 
if necessary be developed in 
various phases or stages, 
although it was pointed out to 
the advisory planning commit­
tee that federal money had a 
time limit.
The committee expressed in­
terest in the proposal, and a 
detailed presentation was re­
quested before presentation to 
city council.
Regional planner, Donald 
Barcham, has offered his full 
co-operation. Details in the 
areas of financing, layout, 
usage, buildings and other re­
lated subjects will be reviewed 
by the association in the next 
few months prior to a detailed 
presentation to the advisory 
planning committee Sept. 13.
Crown Zellerbach plans to 
mobilize a “people program” i 
to help make the move from its । 
old mills to new facilities as j 
smooth as possible . for em­
ployees. I 4
The $25 million modernization 
announced today will, in one 
degree or another, involve vir­
tually everyone employed in the 
company’s Okanagan plants and 
woods, and Dick Carlson, gen­
eral manager for the, Interior 
building materials’ division.
“Many will be moving out of 
old mills built to the standards 
of a past era, into manufactur­
ing complexes which will be 
brighter, cleaner, quieter, and 
fitted out.with some of the most 
advanced ' equipment available 
in the industry today.”
Mr. Carlson said that in many 
cases people will have the ob- 
portunity to retrain or upgrade 
their skills for jobs that pres­
ently don’t exist in, the com­
pany’s Interior operations.
“We plan to work closely with 
union plant committees and 
Canada Manpower, if necessary, 
to assure that effects of the 
modernization are . positive for 
individual employees.”
As a result of the moderniza­
tion, the company will operate 
three manufacturing complexes: 
At Armstrong, with a new saw­
mill and planer mill, and ex­
panded plywood plant; at 
Lumby, with a new planer mill 
and modified sawmill; and at 
Kelowna, with a modified'ply­
wood plant, new planer mill and 
sawmill.
People destined for jobs there 
will be from old sawmills in 
Armstrong, Kelowna, Enderby,
DEER HIT
A Rutland man, Dryden 
Brunskill, escaped injury Wed­
nesday morning when his car 
was in collison with a deer on 
Highway 97, two miles south of 
Winfield. RCMP said damage 
in the mishap was estimated at 
$500.
said "the throw speed and this plan toe federal govern- he expects a report from them 
fins mM "OK""1'.;1"- ,
he said. Reds want Mark to winter employment. "Once the report is in, yre
nlnv with the North Shore there are any grants, can meet the committee of 
Molsons In the Pacific Coast we'll get them," said Mr. Ben- council and the Industries (Cal-
Junioi" Leaau?' next season nctt' He expressed, hopes con- ona Wines and Sun-Rype Pro-
innk nt him Murk h&sn't I tocr. I After It is decided if nnd todied wS;or he will take Michael ^branluk said he whom a contract is awarded,
was "completely opposed to he said, another application
1 ytr, building something that would may be mode for additional
' ' ” r pnow> ’ serve a small percentage of funds.
Final Greaseless Offerings 
To Be Screened At NFB Today
The National Film Board of­
fice in Kelowna will present the 
final program of the “Grease- 
less Offerings" series tonight 
and Friday nt the Film Board 
Theatre on Queensway.
Tonight’s offerings include 
D. W. Griffith's immortal clas­
sic, "America" along with 
“Small Smoke At Blaze Creek." 
the story of ’ire fighting in B.C.
The Griffith's film about 
events In toe American war of 
independence was filmed nt his 
own studio in Now York and on 
locntfon.
The film is being presented 
in substantially the same form 
ns it was in 1924.
The end of the Grcasctess 
Offerings series will not be the 
end of the free films at the 
NFB theatre though.
Roger Sparks, the Kelowna 
representative of the NFB, said 
Wednesday, the theatre pro­
gram will continue through the 
summer with a series called, 
National Film Board Summer 
Cinema,
The new series will again be
a blend of “Oldies but Good­
ies" with recent productions by 
the National Film Board. All 
showings at the theatre arc 
scheduled for 7:30 ip,m. ,_____
Break-Ins
Reported
Kelowna RCMP are investi­
gating three break-ins rqxirtcd 
in the area recently.
Someone forced a door at 
Millar and Brown Trucking 
sometime Wednesday night and 
made'oft with $100 In cash. 
Tlicsday night, a quantity ot 
tools* went missing from Kcl- 
owna Cash and Carry, on High­
way 97 north.
Radio equipment with an un­
determined value disappeared 
from the Rutland Medical Pro­
fessional Building, following a 
break-in sometime Wednesday 
night.
the population."
"I would only support an 
arena If taxation were based on 
improvements," said Heinz 
Koetz, Ellison-Belgo director.
Mr. Roberts made a motion 
to do further research Into the 
matter, with the possibility of 
developing a sports complex. 
tabUng™hysOnwasypn^scd^Un^:r| W Wne», secretary-treas-
Then Mr NelBon movc.l to »rfir lho B C' P'cdeiHtloji ot ncS Uro original n™' ^An” nnd Jim Kinnaird, picsl* 
X^ tawing motion by Mr dcn^ of ’he B'C' and. Yukon 
Hunter was detented, and the .Bu'ld,lnK Trades Council, will be 
original motion was passed. in Kelowna tonight to address n
Another meeting will prob- ntHy .construction union 
ably be held in September, it members Involved in the cur- 










trudes still without a conti act, 
Including carpenters, plumbers, 
ii „... l electricians, cement masons
hut 1,11(1 llcnl nn<1 fl0’St *n8'datorS, 
Ihftfow throughout the Okanagan
tnc few cloudy 'periods forecast I nt,A nvimAi/uifor the afternoon may discouo ftr« expected to be on
age a dark tan. Tiro weather* . , , , . ,,man compensates for this, how- Expected to be under discus- 
ever, with promises of highs sJon Bre Present stalemate 
75 to 80 degrees Friday. The contract ncgolintlons and 
high and low in the city Wed-1 recent searches by the RCM1 
nesday was a pleasant 73 and to* several construction union 
54 degrees with a trace of pre* headquarters In B.C.
clpitation, compared to a cool­
er 71 and 51 degrees with a 
trace of precipitation recorded 
for the same day at the air­
port. Overnight low today will 
be near 50 degrees.
Alsoyon hand nt the rally, 
which gets underway at B p.m.
in the Centennial Hall portion 
of Memorial Arena, will l>c 
Arnold Camcron, of the Provin­
cial Council of Carpenters. ,
manyThere were  





practical nurses graduated. 
The girls were presented with 
pins, caps > and diplomas. 
Nofina Keir, an instructor at
The reduction at Kelowna’s 
mill is expected to be achiev 
during the next year throu 
normal attrition, and hirin 
temporary employees on turn 
over jobs. Carlson said then 
will be a program for select 
transfers from the sawmill 
the Kelowna plywood plant 0 
turnover jobs there.
“In forecasting job tota 
more than a year from now, o 
course, it must be recogniz 
employment levels are closel; 
related to the state of marke 
demand at any given time.
“However, we’re confiden 
jobs will, be available in th 
new operations for virtually 
regular employees at the ol 
mills before they are closed."
Falkland and Monte Lake. 
Those mills will remain operat­
ing until the new facilities go 
into production, Carlson said.
The number of jobs in the 
Armstrong and Lumby areas 
is expected to remain at about 
the same, and there will bo a 
reduction of about 55 manufac­
turing jobs at Kelowna, with a 
corresponding increase in woods 
operations to meet the new 
harvesting standards.
THE PRACTICAL SIDE OF NURSING
IN COURT
Walter George Frey, of Kei 
owna, had a charge of impai 
ed driving dismissed by Provin 
cial Court Judge R. J. S. Moir 
who ruled that testimony by 
police constable through wri 
ten report or his recollection q 
the accused's appearance at th 
time of the allegea offence wer 
insufficient to prove impair 
ment. He cited a 1967 Suprem 
Court case in which it wa 
ruled that evider.ee by expert 
stating that a certain percen 
age of alcohol in the blood caus 
es impairment, was also ho 
conclusive.
Hal Derek Laird, of Kelowna 
received a suspended sentenc 
and was placed on probatio 
for eight months after pleadin 
guilty, io obtaining food from 
local restaurant last Marc 
through a worthless cheque.
Robert William Schnlder, o 
Rutland, was fined $150 to 
driving while under suspension
Muriel Irene McLean, of Kei 
owna, was lemandcd to Jul 
11 for a pre-sentence repo 
and sentencing, after she plead 
ed guilty to three counts o 
cashing false ejieques.
J*
the College, gave oiit the Broult, Maureen Clarice, Ar- Marie I’lohnbs, Mrs. Hugo 
tone Collier!, Judy Metcalfe, BeckerMrs. Keir, Caroline 
Elvina Kerr, ..Marla Knmo- 
shlnskl add Carql Dels/ Back 
row. Dltinno Crowlunat, Don-
caps, Irma John presented 
the pins and Margaret Nel- 
fon, senior Instructor, gave 
the diplomas. Front row,
left to right; are Marton John 
instructor; Nicki Smith, Carol Ann Volk, Peggy Garrlot,
nn Hull. Chris Griffith, Mary
JphnKon, Ixuwlla Dyick, Pat 
Boncjl, Beverly Seibel, clans 
president,. Marjorie Hall ‘and
Margaret Nelson,- Instructor, 
,, (Courier photo)
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New Boy Scout Hall Opened Justice
NHA Amendments Given
In Report From Basford
. The office of the Minister of State 
for Urban Affairs Ron Basford has 
just issued a lengthy report to the 
people on the National Housing Act 
amendments for 1972.
It is in the form of explanatory 
I notes on the bill passed in the House 
of Commons by Mr. Basford.
| The meat of the report is summed 
I up on a page and a half of the report 
[dealing with the new programs.
I It says the 1972 NHA act proposes 
I new programs, in addition to ongoing 
I NHA programs, to provide more ef- 
| fectivc measures to deal with the 
I housing needs of low-income Cana- 
I dians and the elderly, and introduces 
■ new planning and housing research 
I tools for governments.
I The major new programs, estimated 
| to cost $457 million in a fully opera-
The Assisted Home Ownership Pro­
By ART GRAY
The month of June, 1922, was 
marked by an impertant event 
in the life of the community of 
that day, the offlc al opening 
of the new Boy Scout Hall on 
Bernard Avenue. While the 
structure was primarily for the 
Boy Scouts and Wolf Cubs, the 
building was made full use of 
by many other organizations, 
particularly the basketball 
teams. It became in every 
sense a community hall and 
filled a long felt want.
Previously the Boy Scout 
troop, which had been in exis­
tence for quite a number of- 
years, had used the old Angli­
can Church as their meeting
gram (AHOP) provides federal low 
cost loans, geared to income and 
matching federal-provincial grants, to place, located on Mill street 
nermit low-income families to become <now Queensway). Active lead-pennit lo -inco e fa ilies to beco e 
home-owners as an alternative to pub-
tional year are as follows:
The Neighborhood Improvement 
Program (NIP) is designed to facili­
tate community improvement activi­
ties and provide a system of federal 
government loans and giants covering 
a range of planning, land acquisition 
and development activities for urban
neighborhood rehabilitation.
Special provision is made for fin­
ancing of social and recreation facili­
ties, including day care and multi­
use centres, and upgrading of munici-
pal services.
The Residential Rehabilitation As­
sistance Program (RRAP) provides 
matching federal and provincial grants 
land federal loans, geared to income, 
for owners and landlords, primarily in 
NIP project areas, for rehabilitation of 
substandard low-income housing. 
RRAP financing is generally avail­
able to non-profit housing corpora­
tions.
lie housing.
Land Assembly Program (LAP) 
provides new measures for provinces 
and municipalities for,, assembly of 
land for a wide range of uses assoc­
iated with residential development. 
The measures will facilitate larger 
scale land banking for long-term plan­
ning and the development of new com­
munities.
Housing sponsored by non-profit 
corporations provides up to 100 per 
cent financing for senior citizen, fam­
ily and other special purpose housing 
projects sponsored by non-profit 
housing corporations. Also provides 
for a 10 per cent capital grant from 
the federal government when match­
ed by provincial grants.
Co-operative housing associations 
would see new measures to permit co­
operatives to acquire existing housing 
and become eligible for all assisted 
home purchase and rehabilitation 
grants and loans, geared to the income 
of individual members.
The highlight report concludes by 
saying that the housing research and 
community planning provides for 
CMHC to expand its involvement in 
experimental housing projects and to 
provide funds for development costs. 
It also makes “starter” funds avail­
able to individuals or groups planning 
low-income housing projects.
The balance of the report deals 
with the breakdown of each program 
in more lengthy form.
er then, and for several dec­
ades later, was E. C. (Bud) 
Weddell, local barrister and 
solicitor. A feature of the Boy 
Scout’s activities was the an­
nual Scout Concert put on by 
the boys themselves each year 
to raise funds for their annual 
summer camp. It was fitting 
therefore that the first event in 
the hall, coinciding with the 
opening of the new building, 
should be the annual entertain­
ment. Previous entertainments 
had taken the form of a play­
let, troop choruses, etc., but 
with the capacity of the new 
hall the program was princi­
pally physical drills and athletic 
training, made possible by the 
size of the new building.
There were three performan­
ces, Friday evening Saturday 
afternoon and Saturday even­
ing. The attendance was not 
large, due in part to certain 
sports events being held out of 
town at the weekend, and the 
over ambitious plans of the 
sponsors of Ihe opening. One 
performance would have seem­
ed sufficient for the population 
of the city of Kelowna of that 
day. All three performances 
were practically identical.
COMMON FEATURE
The bugle band, a common 
feature of early Boy Scout 
troops, opened the proceedings 
with two spirited marches. The 
band, we are told, had made 
great strides under the pains­
taking tuition of Fred Gore. 
Swedish drill by a squad of 38 
Scouts, under the direction of
' sr!
..... .. , B
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ness and precision was much 
admired” we are told. A num­
ber of Boy Scout games and re­
lay races followed, with a 
piggy back relay causing much 
amusement. Blindfolded boxing 
was another amusing feature, 
with half a dozen Scouts going 
it wild within a human-square 
circle formed by Scouts hold­
ing a stout rope. Rope climbing 
up a vertical rope, along a hor­
izontal rope and down another 
vertical one was smartly done 
by two teams.
The Wolf Cubs then appealed 
on the floor. Smart little fel­
lows, in blue jerseys and shorts, 
they marched like regulars in 
fours, and went through a game 
calling for quick changes of 
formation under direction of 
Cubmaster Mantle. The Scouts 
next paraded in horseshoe for­
mation for presentation of bad­
ges by W. J. Mantle, president 
of the local Boy Scout Associa­
tion. Presented with badges 
were the following Boy Scouts: 
Tenderfoot—D. Buckland, M. 
McKenzie, J. Cumming, J. Her­
ald, A. Alsgard, G. Peters, J. 
Peat, C. Ingram, K. Shepherd, 
H. Campbell, A. Lloyd-Jones,
H. Witt and A. Graham; Sec-
Debated
Broadening The Tax Base
(Victoria Times)
The B.C. Teachers’ Federation has 
established an interim policy calling 
Ion the provincial government to fin­
ance all public schools from general 
revenue—and thereby supports the 
case for broadening the tax base and 
easing the load on municipal property 
owners.
The argument for broadening the 
Ibase of school taxation is impressive, 
land this despite the inclination of the 
I government to argue that allocation of 
[home-owner’s grants meets the ayer- 
lage home-owner’s share of municipal
The second point is the value which 
any particular community places on 
its schools as municipal assets. Stan- 
dards obviously cannot be the same. 
A small school in a thinly-populated 
district cannot expect to provide the 
variety of courses, or the number of 
specialist instructors, available in a 
big urban school. But if any district 
wishes to supply extras to make a 
particular area a more desirable place 
in which to live, then it seems logical 
to have the residents meet the extra 
. costs—-just as they would for better 
streets, sidewalks, parks, or police and 
fire protection. Property owners in re­
mote School District X should not 




According to the BNA Act, 
Canada’s constitution is similar 
to that of Britain. However, 
there is no written British con­
stitution but only precedent and 
tradition.
Canada’s constitution is the 
BNA Act which was framed in 
1864 and went into effect in 1867.
So Britain’s constitution is 
flexible and has been adjusted 
with the times, whereas Canada 
is handicapped by a rigid con­
stitution now 105 years old. It is
school taxes.
The BCTF interim policy, how­
ever, raises two points that deserve 
examination. It would leave with local _ _ 
school boards the power to determine trict Y.
— ‘ Basically the case for broadening
the base of educational taxation is
what their specific districts needed, 
and it would require the senior gov­
ernment to meet the costs involved.
in other wdrds, one group would 
choose the goods, another would be 




Social Credit MP Charles-EugCnc 
Dionne of Kamouraska, Quebec, won 
general approval for a simple but 
[idealistic solution to ’he nation’s labor 
[strife. He contends that labor disputes 
[could be substantially reduced by turn­
ing workers into capitalists.
F The idea, of course, is not new. 
[But it is reassuring to learn that poli­
ticians are taking a continuing look 
[at the nation’s labor problems—even 
[although the real leadership in any 
(scheme shoould come from business 
[in consultation with labor leaders.
I Mr, Dionne’s proposal calls for leg­
islation that would encourage stock- 
rouylng plans for workers and profit- 
kharlng. Predictably, the main opnosi- 
hion to Ihe idea came from the New 
■Democratic Party.
J British Columbia NDP member 
■Mark Rose said while the suggestion 
Iwas fine, it didn’t go far enough. Pro-
gold door-knobs in big city School Dis
sound. There arc, however, virtues 
in flexibility which permits the extras 
which some districts want—provided 
they arc prepared to pay for the ex- 
tras. ■
Solution
fit sharing is only part of the answer, 
he said, but what is really needed in 
addition is shared decision-making be­
tween management and labor.
With labor problems gnawing away 
, Canada’s economic fibre, the sugges­
tion is worth studying. It is significant 
that all Commons speakers, with the 
exception of Mr. Rose, spoke in favor 
of the concept.
Such a plan, giving workers a 
greater interest in, and identification 
with, the company that employs them 
would certainly defuse some of labor’s 
volatility although some of the more
cynical members were moved to say 
that it would be contrary to the real 
aims of the labor movement.
Anyway, the more that suggestions 
nrc raised and the more they are given 
thoughtful consideration, the better 
will be the chances of steering the 




10 YEARS AGO ( 
June 1M2
The Rutland Rovera surprised a large 
irrowd by taking the long end of a 11-6 
[coreAln their softball gamb at Centcn- 
klat Park against the touring Iowa 
plants, a Negro team. They were smart 
mU players, but clowned away a 6-0 
lead. The Rovers were playing for 
keeps, however, and they unexpectedly 
plaid Iha” Ghosts!"
ington, D.C. He has been attached to the 
Canadian Naval Attache's office for ser­
vice with the U.S. naval forces. It Is 
presumed that he wilt act as a liaison 
officer, \
40 YEARS AGO 
June 1932
The federal government sup­
29 YEARS AGO 
Jana 1*52 
Directors for the coming year’s pro- 
Juctions of the Kelowna Little Theatre 
ire Mrs. Guy DeHarte, Frank Bishop, 
non Haines nnd Mrs. D. Harvey. 
FBunny” Hearne of the Department of 
Education, Victoria, spoke to the mem-’ 
Sera on drama In B.C. and Canada.
» YEARS AGO
| June 1*41 .
| Sub, Lt. R. Mi “Dob" Hayman, ton 
It Capt. and Mrs. L. A. ihiymun. lu« 
lesm appointed to a new past in Wash-
I I
... A .Victim of Progress
ond Class Badge—Second E. 
Williams, Scouts H. McCarthy, 
E. Todd, J. Williams, J. Fos­
ter, G. Haug, R. Williams, W. 
Longley; Rescuers Badge- 
Patrol Leader E. Hunter; Ath­
letes Badge—Patrol Leaders R. 
Ball, J. Aitken, C. Cunning­
ham and Second F. Latta; 
Marksman Badge—Patrol Lead­
er C. Cunningham, Seconds, E. 
Williams, F. Latta, J. Laidlaw, 
B. McCarthy and Scouts, J. Wil­
liams and J. Foster; Electri­
cian—P. L. J. Aitken; Carpen­
ter—P. L. J. Aitken, Second J. 
Laidlaw and Scout E. Harvey; 
Ambulance—P. L. J. Aitken 
and Second J. Laidlaw; Poultry­
man—P. L. F. Latta; Farmer— 
P. L. R. Neish; Cyclist, Scouts 
J. Williams and J. Sutherland.
The distribution of badges 
having been completed, Scout­
master Weddell expressed the 
thanks of the troop to all who 
had contributed toward the 
building of the hall. The Scouts 
had some “Thank You” badges 
to bestow. Badges could not be 
given to all their benefactors, 
he said, but a few had been sel­
ected.
Those so honored included W. 
J. Mantle, president of the Boy 
Scouts Local Association; Mrs. 
G. A. Meigle, president of the 
Ladies’ Auxiliary: C. Mc­
Carthy, donor of the valuable 
site; D. Leckie, chairman of 
the building committee; J. V. 
L. Lyell, instructor in knot ty­
ing and donor of a case of 
knots; Colonel Cullin, architect 
and H. G. Bartholomew, former
ported Manitoba’s claim that
the boundary should be just 
west of Thunder Bay. Rat Por­
tage, now Kenora, Ont., was 
represented in the Manitoba leg­
islature for a short time.
The British Privy Council up­
held Ontario’s claim and so the 
present boundary was estab­
lished.
In 1905 it was the federal gov­
ernment that arranged the 
boundaries of Alberta and Sas-
katchewan which became prov' 
very difficult to make changes, inces that year.
, However, the BNA Act has OTHER JUNE 29 EVENTS 
been amended occasionally and 1742—J os eph La France
one of the first changes was began journey from Lake Winni- 
made June 29,1871. The amend- peg to Hudson Bay. 
ment gave Canada’s Parliament ‘ •
the right to establish new prov­
inces and alter boundaries.
These changes were urgent in 
1871 as British Columbia joined 
Confederation, and Prince Ed-
ward Island followed two years 
later.
There also was a great deal of 
dissatisfaction with boundaries, 
especially between Quebec and 
Ontario, and Ontario and Mani­
toba. Substantial settlements 
were reached in 1884.
The most difficult question 
was the boundary between On­
tario and Manitoba. Before 
Manitoba became a province, 
Upper Canada claimed the ter­
ritory as far west as the Rocky 
Mountains. However, after 1870 
the dispute was whether the 
boundary should be just west of
troop as 53 at present, with 56
Cubs, and the Girl Guides, who 
would also use the building, as 
80.
The Boy Scout Association, 
composed of adults who are 
friends and supporters of the
movement numbered 150. A
committee to manage the hall 
would be chosen at the next 
meeting of the group. It was 
hoped to hire a caretaker com- 
.petant to act as a physical in­
structor which would increase 
the usefulness of the building. 
' Resuming the program six 
Scouts gave tuneful rendering 
of popular melodies with mouth 
organs. Athletic events follow­
ed with four Scouts competing 
for the high jump, the winner 
being Second H. Mantle, Scout 
Meikle coming second and 
Scout Winter third. At the Sat­
urday matinee the high jump 
under 14 was won by Scout 
Williams, with Scouts J. Peat, 
H. Campbell and Cub J. Wil-
1759—British captured Point 





supported annexation to the
United States. .
1850—Coal was discovered at 
Nanaimo, B.C.
1891—Ottawa street railway 
was opened.
1925—King George V opened 
Canada House, London.
1926—Conservatives led by 
Arthur Meighen formed federal 
government.
1930—Jesuit martyrs Brebeuf, 
Lalement, Garnier, Daniel, Cha- 
banel, Jogues, Goupll and La­
lande were canonized by Rome.
1954—Prime Minister Winston 
. . Churchill and Foreign Secretary
Thunder Bay or .the, North West Anthony Eden of Britain visited 
Angle of Lake of the Woods. Ottawa.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor must have their back seats piled high 
be signed by and bear the with luggage, especially sales- 
address of the writer. A pen men and tourists.
name may be used, The The otlior reason was some-
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than 500 words. Reject­
ed letters will not be returned.
REAL REASON?
Sir:
My son was in Kelowna on
one could be driving along and 
see the signs, accidentally turn­
ing their steering wheel, and 
cause an accident while looking 
at his car.
I guess this reason could 
affect all advertising on veh­
icles. It would , hurt a lot of 
stores there. My boy paid t)ie 
$5 fine.June 17 to do some shopping . 
and when he returned to his Why couldn't he have been
car there was a ticket on the 
windshield.
He went to find out why he 
got the ticket and was told It 
was for the “For Sale" signs 
he had on the small side back 
windows.
When he questioned the fine 
($5 payable now or $10 after 
three days), he was told the 
signs block his vision. This is 
nonsense. There are many cars 
with slickers all over the back 
side windows, also many people
told to take them off? Also they 
could have given their reason 
ns not having a trade licence. 
It would have made more 
sense.
Yours sincerely, 




President Mantle made 
brief address in the course
a 
of
which he stated that the cost of. 
the building had been $4,873 to
date, but more money would 
be needed to complete the 
building. The Ladies’ Auxiliary 
had given a cheque for $450 
and had also undertaken to 
meet the cost of the lighting 
equipment, about $300. Future 
plans were to add rooms to the 
back of the building for com­
mittee and patrol meetings 
which would involve a further 
outlay of $1,800. He gave the 
strength of the Boy Scout
liams tied for second. The high 
jump final run off on the Sat­
urday night was won by Mantle 
with a jump of four feet, eight 
inches.
An exhibition of tumbling did 
great credit to the training re­
ceived by the Scouts. The bugle 
band played lively music from 
time to time throughout the 
three performances. At the 
time of its construction the Kel­
owna Scout hall was said to be 
the largest Scout building in 
Canada.
MOVING SPIRIT
The moving spirit in the Boy 
Scout activities of that day, and 
for years afterwards was Ed­
win C. Weddell, the Scoutmas­
ter for many years, and also 
District Commissioner at a 
later date, though holding down 
both posts for some time. The 
Boy Scout movement in due 
course expanded to a second 
troop in Kelowna, and troops 
in Rutland and other rural 
points. Scouting has played a 
big part in the development of 
the youth of Kelowna, and the 
contribution of the late “Bud" 
Weddell to the community, as­
sisted by the possession of a 
fine Scout Hall, was outstand-
LONDON (CP) - Recommen­
dations calling for a shift in the 
balance of criminal trials so as 
to strengthen the hand of the 
prosecution have stirred up 
widespread controversy in Brit­
ish legal circles.
The recommendations have 
been made by a government- 
appointed. committee and, 
among other things, would allow 
wives to be called as witnesses 
against their husbands, end the 
“police caution” and restrict 
the right of an accused person 
to stay silent.
An editorial in The Times 
says that “changes can be justi­
fied only if they can be made 
without removing any proper 
safeguards for the Innocent.”
But Tony Smythe, general 
secretary of the National Com­
mittee for Civil Liberties, 
argued that implementation of 
the committee recommenda­
tions would leave defendants in 
a position of fighting for their 
liberty with one hand tied be- 
hind their backs.
“The burden of the report as 
a whole is to dismantle what­
ever safeguards are now pre­
sumed to exist against police 
error, police malpractice snd 
... the ignorance and inade­
quacy of suspects," Smythe 
said.
FEEL LAW INADEQUATE
The report, however, reflects 
an opinion in some influential 
quarters that the criminal law 
in Britain is proving inadequate 
for dealing with hardened pro­
fessional criminals.
Home Secretary Reginald 
Maudling said Tuesday night 
that the committee’s 258-page 
report provides a “framework 
for early and necessary re­
form.”
On the other hand, Jeffrey 
Gordon, general secretary of 
the British Legal Association, 
said enactment of the recom­
mendations can place the whole 
concept of justice in Britain at 
stake.
The association represents the 
views of a number of solicitors 
about the state of their profes­
sion.
A specialist attached to the 
Law Society, the general profes­
sional organization for solici­
tors, said the committee’s 
suggestions for abolition of the 
right of silence are extremely 
comnlicated and somewhat dis­
turbing.
The so-called police caution 
requires an officer to tell a sus­
pect that he is not obliged to 
say anything unless he wishes 
to do so.
In place of this requirement, 
the committee—headed by Lord 
Justice Edmund Davies—seid 
an accused person should be 
given a written notice advisl«* 
him to mention any fact cn 







By JOHN HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
The first and perhaps the last 
of the great European colonial 
empires belongs to Portugal, A 
quarter-century after her Euro- 
pean neighbors Britain, France 
and Belgium have , given up 
most of their overseas posses­
sions by what Sir Harold, Mac­
millan once called, “the winds 
of change," Portugal's remains 
Intact.
This isn't to say Portugal's 
large African colonies and 
smaller Asian ones are free of
“the winds of change." By re­
sisting them, the Portuguese 
are faced with growing resist­
ance and liberation movements 
within all their African colonies.
The Portuguese answer, un­
realistic not only in the, times 
we live in but from the facts of 
geography, is that these arc not. 
colonies as such, blit Integral 
parts of the Portuguese Euro­
pean homeland.
Portugal's three African colo­
nies arc Mozambique, (Portu­
guese East Africa), Angola 
(Portuguese West Africa), and 
Portuguese Guinea. Each of 
them contain growing "libera­
tion armies" of well-trained 
rank-and-file and well-educated 
black lenders. '
As In the case with nntl-colo- 
nlal lenders of the former Brit­
ish nnd French African posses­
sions; the lenders nre products
A Junior Olympic Club was formed 
here. । Jack Lynes was elected president 
and Harold Johnston, secretary-treasur- __
er. Messrs, k R. Stephens, II. A. , author, of a Just-published book 
Blakeborough, J. Lxrgle and II. Beasley on composer Igor Stravinsky
nre honorary members. AH' Valley brought a $1 million libel suit
l , . ogi . l  
a U
points are now cooperating for a Valley 
Junior Olympic meet, probably in Kel­
owna.
SO YEARS AGO 
Jane 1*22
Rutland Notes: The PrCsbyterluns 
held an Ice Cream Social at die home 
of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Dalgleish. Rev. 
J. A. Dow occupied the chair. The pro­
gram included vocal solos by Mr. Offer- 
dahl. Mn». lacking, Misn Staples and 
Miss Amy Fleming, nnd piano duels by 
the Misses Verna and Beth Dalglelth.
LAUNCHES SUIT 
NEW YORK (Reuter) - The
here' claiming a review 
wrongfully compared his work 
and reputation with those of 
Clifford Irving, the admitted 
forger of the Howard Hughes'' 
autobiography. The action was 
brought by Robert Craft of NoW 
York, author of the book Stra­
vinsky—Chronicle of a Friend­
ship. 194g to 1971. Named an de­
fendant Is the Washington Post 
Co,, publisher of the Washington 
Post which ran n review of the 
book on June 16.
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of the educational system of the 
colonial power.
And the tough Jungle resist­
ance faced by the Portuguese 
army In both Mozambique and 
Angola Is a result of persistent 
planning by former teachers, 
lawyers and Intellectuals, edu­
cated in Portuguese universi-
•ties,
'I'he Portuguese African revo. 
hitlonnry movements arc also 
adept at winning wor’,1 support, 
The campaign to prevent con­
struction of the Corbassa dam 
in northwestern Mozambique Is 
a case In point. The revolution­
aries denounce it ns n massive 
technological achievement 
which will further enslave Afri­
cans by enriching the huge 
farmlands which export much 
of Mozambique’s produce.
Whrit the revolutionaries will 
not say Is that if they come to 
bower, such vnst scheme" ns 
Ihls big dam will l>e essential 
for their regime 10 feed hungry 
peoples. ''
1 Headquartered In Dar-es-Sn-
laam, capital of Tanzania, (in 
East Africa), and in Conakry, 
capital of the Republic of 
Guinea (in West Africa), the 
revolutionary movements pro- 
duce propaganda sheets, news­
papers and solicit funds.
Last year a major storm 
broke out around fund-raising 
for the World C 0 u n c 11 of 
Churches when information re­
vealed some of their money was 
going to African liberation 
movements. Some of these are 
scarcely “Christian,” but have 
Marxist and Maoist principles 
as their Ideological bases.
Meantime, the Portuguese co­
lonial authorities, bolstered by 
army conscripts do more than 
bold on. In spite of the libera­
tion campaigns from neighbor­
ing black countries, the Portu­
guese are in control of their em­
pire,
Angola, for example, is eco­
nomically prosperous, a real 
asset to Portugal's more shaky 
economy. And Lisbon shows no 
signs whatever of weakening.
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
June 29, 1972 .. .
Eight Canadian Jesuit 
martyrs were canonized in 
Rome 42 vears ago today— 
In 1930. The first saints of 
North America were th# 
17th-century Jesuit fathers 
Jean de Brebeuf, Gabriel 
Lalemant. Charles Garnier, 
Antoine Daniel, N09I Chaba- 
nel, Isaac Jogues, Rene 
Gounil and John de La­
lande. All met their deaths 
at the hands of hostile Indi­
ans during their labor to 
brinrr Christianity to Canada 
in the early days of the 
French occupancy.
1959—One hundred and 
eighty died in Columbia
River floods.
1927—France formally 
transferred ownership b f 
Vimv Ridge to Canada.
1925—C a n a d a House 
opened in London to house 
Canada's only top-ranking 
diplomat at that time.
1906—Alexander Muir, au­
thor of The Maple Leaf For­
ever. died at Toronto.
1776—Patrick Henry be­
came governor of Virginia.
•u.
BIBLE BRIEF
"Llitle children, keep your­
selves from- idols. Amen." 1 
John 5:21.
Not only what we bow down 
to but what we look up to can 
become our idol. "Thou shalt 
have no other gods before Me."
IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
A Fp/ING BATHTUB f 
Wiem Regina 
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The week began with the gov­
ernment seeking passage of six
X- z'
funds available to the Farm
21.
passed today 
That clears the field for de­
COMMONS KNOT FACED KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUR., JUNE 29,19T2 PAGE S
Family Allowanee Bill Awaits
OTTAWA <CP» — The Com­
mons starts to untangle a legis­
lative knot today, with passage 
of a proposed new family-allow­
ance program expected by in­
formants on both sides of the
bate on Canada Labor Code 
changes and on the foreign-take­
oven bill, which the New Dem­
ocrats so far have stalled.
Progress on either seems 
dicey, because the House also 
must debate Prime Minister
bills before the summer recess
scheduled to start Friday. By 
Wednesday night, none had
Trudeau’s motion—not yet be­
fore the Commons—to adjourn
come to a final vote.
But in Wednesday’s debate.
the House reached the brink of
the House until Sept. 28.
Theoretically, that debate 
could go indefinitely, wrecking 
chances for debate on other
current allowances, paid to all
families, with a system of pay­
ments that would vary with
Credit Corp.—a Crown corpora
family size and income.
Three out of 10 families would
tion—for loans to farmers.
It also would raise the maxi
lose the payments they now get
mum loans by the corporation
The rest would get smaller pay­
ments, about the same, or 
more, depending on their in­
comes and number of children.
In the farm credit debate.
Conservatives and New Demo­
crats slammed the government
for what they called a lethal
to $100,000 from $40,000, and
permit loans to farmers under
But opposition MPs say the
changes win benefit only farm­
ers who already have big prop­
erties, since loans are limited









Get a Cart Full of Savings
final approval of a bill widening 
the lending powers of the Farm 
Credit Corjxiration, defeating an 
amendment by Don Mazan- 
kowski (PC—VegreviUe).
government bills.
The family allowance bill 
reaches debate on third and
attack on small fanners. They
contended the bill is part of a
final reading today, after a 
batch of opposition amendments 
were rejected by the Liberal corporations.
government policy of driving 
families off their small hold­
ings, and putting agriculture In 
the hands of big operators and
properties.
Rather than small farm devel- 
opment/sald Mr. Mazankowski 
the program will mean the ex­
tinction of small farms.
Mr. Mazankowski’s amend­
ment would have restricted the
If apparent all-party support 
holds together, that and thei umjuTivjr aucmkq. «*•* nvu*u • w
family-allowance bill could be I The bill would replace the million from $56 million thelment.
majority T esday The bill wo ld raise to $66
corporation t o administering 
programs passed by Parlia-
Saturday, July 1st - Closed 
— Monday, July 3rd —■ 
Open 9:30 aan. to 6 p.m.
Manor House Brand
Whole Fryers
The 2 Second Rule 
Learn it and live
Tailgating is one of the major 
causes of accidents in this pro­
vince. Now there is a simple 
new rule to help you maintain 
a proper safety margin. It's 
called "The 2 Second Rule". 
All you have to do is leave 
two seconds between you and
the car in front. Learn it 
and live.
now,
As the lead car passes a fixed point, 
count "ONE AND. TWO AND.'' for a safe 
following distance.
Two seconds gives you
time enough to react and 
brake If the car In front 
suddenly slams on his 
brakes. ’f” 'X*
- 2 sec.
1 Two seconds is the time you leave 
1 between you and the car in front.
Whenever the car you're fol­
lowing passes a sign post, a 
tree, or any fixed point beside 
the road, count "One and. Two 
and." before you reach the 
point. That's a safe following 
distance.
2 sec.
It doesn't matter whether 
you're going 10 mph or 70 
mph. Because the faster you 
go, the greater the distance 
you cover in 2 seconds.
10 MPH 70 MPH
At any speed
** 2 seconds Is the safe 
following distance.
71 Every sign post, every polo, 
“ every tree you pass, Is. a 
chance to check if you're 
tailgating.
Tailgating is a traffic offence In this 
province. It results In hundreds of 
accidents, Injuries and deaths every 
year. Now thero Is no excuse. Next1 
time you’re driving tost The 2 Second 
Rule, And from then on, live by it.
MAKE A DECISION TO LIVE
Government of British Columbia 
Motor-Vehicle Branch
9* Hon. Leslie R. Potorson, Q.C., 
Attomoy-Gonoral •
Frozen .. Grade A49c
No. 1 White
Sugar
*3.4925 lb. tag............. OwO ■ Jr
Bel Air Brand Frozen
Lemonde
Regular or Pink. SB n K Jai Ji H ' 
12% fl. oz. tin .. MB K B0 BSP W
Bel-Air Brand
Cream Pies
Frozen. Choice of Flavours.
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•* 4BB . dr wl.
.......... ........-..... ...............................................................
Prices Effective Thursday and Friday, June 29lh and 30tts
Closed Saturday, July 1st 
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
Downtown Open Mon. - Frl. 9:00 n.m, - 9:00 p.m.
Bal. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Orchard Farit Open Mon. > Wed. 9:00 a.m. «■ 0:00 p.m.j
Thur, and Frl. 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.; Hat. 9:00 a.m. - 0:00 p,m
We Reserve |ho Right to Limit Quantities
W SAFEWAY^
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Awards Presented
At Ellison
ELLISON (Staff! — Academ­
ic and physical excellence 
awards were presented Tuesday 
at Ellison Elementary School.
Louise Lazic, Carney Neave 
and Gary Morrison received 
Canadian fitness awards of ex­
cellence from principal L. F. 
(Bud) French.
Awards from the track meet 
last month went to Louise Laz­
ic, John Cherry and John Rus­
so. Devray McKenzie and Brad 
Ellison, captains of House 1, 
received a trophy from Mrs.
School





Perfect attendance awards 
were presented by Mrs. Barrie 
Forsythe to Patrick Stevens, 
Cheryl Soloduka, Dale Stroch­
er, Madelyn Blaskovits, Andy 
Obenous, John Russo, Ken 
Soloduka, Peter Talvio, Geneen 
Russo, Jimmy Yeast and Glen 
Strdcher.
Spelling awards were pre­
sented by Mrs. Bruce Calder 
to Janine Palatin, Philip Scott, 
Denise Teather, Cheryl Solo­
duka, Shari Middlemiss, David 
Geen, Jacki Bluschke, Darlene 
Lowen, Rainer Tobias, Heidi 
Zackner, Deanna Wallace and 
Brian Gibbon.
Library book awards were
RUTLAND (Staff) — Despite 
three unforunate events, the 
annual, Rutland May Days was 
judged successful Tuesday 
night
The events were unsettled 
weather, a child being injured 
by the maypole and a horse 
bolting from the parade.
Chairman Ray Johnston told 
Rutland Park Society the event, 
held on the Victoria Day week­
end, raised about $3,500. This
will. be used to maintain 
centennial park, where 
event took place.
One of the major events
the 
the
lach said the owner has asked 
compensation for the cart.
The federal government owes 
$5,000 for wages paid to work­
ers, Mr. Mallach said. Under 
the Local Initiatives Program 
designed to stimulate winter 
employment, men were hired to 
improve the park and hall, 
Edith Gay Playground and the 
Lions’ Club park. The govern­
ment paid their wages and 
materials were provided locally.
The hall committee expects 
to set new rates for renting die
is a
ball tournament. Mr. Johnston 
said the number of requests 
from'teams to enter this sug­
gests the entry fee should be 
raised. More seats should be 
provided around the playing 
field and present ones should be 
repaired.
Merchandise was displayed 
on the centennial slab, and it
AUBREY BLANCHARD AND JOHN I VENS 
TEST VALVE
RUTLAND (Staff) Im-
Second Well For Rutland
To Be In Operation Soon
Jutland (Sa«) — The 
second well owned by Rutland 
Waterworks District (RWD) is 
expected to go Into service 
soon, it was announced Tues­
day.
Aubrey Blanchard, chairman 
of i the RWD board, turned the 
well on Tuesday. It will go into 
service as soon as a chlorina­
tor booster pump arrives.
At the corner of White and 
Cactus roads, the well is pow­
ered by a diesel motor and 
housed in a plywood structure. 
The diesel motor will be re­
placed with an electric one, 
and a cement block building 
will then be erected around the 
well.
' The ' first well, behind the
RWD office on Highway 33 near 
the' centre of Rutland, went into 
service June 20. A cement 
block enclosure is being con­
structed around it.
Both wells will pump about 
1,000 gallon a minute. Extra 
water will be pumped from the 
old intake on Mission Creek as 
needed.
“It is anticipated that, by the 
end of 1973, our total water re­
quirements will be obtained 
from deep wells, said Mr. Blan­
chard. “Since 1968 we have 
been desirous of abandoning the 
Mission Creek source of supply. 
It now looks as though this 
will become a reality.”
provements to three parks may 
be. entered in a provincial con­
test. Work on the Lions Club 
park on Gray Road, the Rut­
land Centennial Park and Edith 
Gay Playground was done un­
der the Local Improvement 
Program, with the federal gov­
ernment paying wages and 
local groups responsible for 
materials.
Entries in the Park and Til­
ford contest are being gather­
ed by chambers of commerce. 
This is the second year the 
contest has been extended be­
yond the coast.
presented by Ken Walters to was suggested more efforts be 
Elizabeth Kozub, Corry de made to get people to visit this
Boer and Kathy Wiens.
Also presented were 94 bi­
cycle awards, and money to 
pupils who drew the best post­
ers for the Rutland May Days.
Songs were sung by the choir 





Spray Prices To Be Studied 
Members Of Association Told
RUTLAND (Staff) — The ex- 
:cutive of the B.C, Fruit Grow- 
jrs’ Association is studying 
irices on sprays in Canada and 
he United States, members of 
lutland-Ellison local were told 
his week.
. Reporting for the executive, 
Ernie Malen said some chemi­
cals sell foi’ less in the U.S. 
than in the Okanagan, and vice- 
versa. He suggested the cost of 
a trip would destroy savings.
icultural forum in Penticton.
Officials of B.C. Tree Fruits 
spent less on travel expenses 
last year than local members 
thought. Earlier this year it 
was suggested the general man­
ager alone spent $55,000, and a 
report was requested. Suey 
Koga, director of both groups, 
said expenses for all officials 
totalled $43,012.
There will be little change in I 
Dooling regulations this year. I
After being closed several I 
years, the Winoka Packing 
louse at Okanagan Centre has 
oeen sold, and may be opened 
next year, The R. H. MacDon­
ald Packing House in Vernon 
has also been sold.
Mr. Malen urged growers to 
participate in a codding moth 
control program, and hoped 
more starling control would be । 
available.
Aug. 15 is the dealine for en­
tries in the second golden apple 
award. This is made by Uni­
royal in connection with a hort-
Academy Holds 
Bible School 
j RUTLAND (Staff) - The
annual Vacation Bible School 
will be held Monday to Satur­
day in Okanagan Academy. 
Crafts, stories, games and re­
freshments will be on the pro­
gram between 9 a.m. and noon.
Although operated by the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church, 
the school is for all children 
aged eight to 12, Sessions have 
been held for nlxnit 1045 years, 
About 110 children attended 
lust summer.
The academy Is on Hollywood 
Road. Further details are avail­
able from Mrs, Royce Glanzer.
T.O.P.S. Announces 
Plans For Summer
RUTLAND (Staff) - Both 
groups of T.O.P.S. (Take Off 
Pounds Sensibly) have announc­
ed summer pinna, lire Tues­
day group wants to challenge 
another groijp to a softball 
game. The llmrsduy group 
plans n penny auction July 6, 
a family picnic July 9 and 
hopes to be involved with the 
Kelowna International Regatta 
parade In August.
I Now at 
j YVONNE IRISH 
I BUSINESS SERVICES 
I The Xerox 1860 
| Copy Printer 
| • Takes Originals up to 36" 
U wide.
1 • Produces Copy Io slie or !| reduced.
I O Choice of Five Reductions 
fl e Makes Hall Size Prints \ 
| • Fast, Efficient Service. ' 
I • Blueprinting.
I Our other services Include: 
,1 offset duplicating, jnlmco- 
। graphing, electronic stencils, 
1 laminating, plisttc ring blndk 
I Ing, direct mail, public 
I slcnograidy. <
I YVONNE IRISH
1 BUSINESS SKRVK'I S 
|| 15 yearn |n Kelowna,
II 5M Lawrence A««. 76WI7
than 100 pupils from three Rut­
land elementary schools will 
take part in the Canada Day 
program at 2 p.m. Saturday 
in Kelowna City Park. Singers 
and instrumentalists from Quig­
ley, South Rutland and Rutland 
schools will present Canadian 
folk songs.
The group was formed after 
the musical festival this year. 
Last month the pupils enter­




RUTLAND (Staff) — Basic 
instruction in tennis is being 
given Wednesday nights and 
Sunday mornings on the cen­
tennial slab in Rutland Centen­
nial Park. This has been ar­
ranged by Rutland Tennis Club.
Organized last month, the 
club has 55 members. Practice 
boards are being erected.
VISITED RELATIVES
RUTLAND (Staff) — Mrs. 
Amy Timmins of Toronto visit­
ed relatives in Rutland and 
Summerland. The former Amy 
Fleming, she lived here many 
years. Her brothers are Rev. 
E. S. Fleming of Rutland and 
W. E. Fleming of Summerland. 
A sister is Mrs. William Quig­
ley, also of Rutland.
decide which is most important.
Mike Abraniuk said the 
Knights of Columbus, of which 
he is a member, have voted 
about $400 to pay for tables in 
the Murray room, and a ticket 
wicket outside the main hall. A 
plaque will be erected and the 
KOC thanked.
Rutland Kindergarten Asso­
ciation will have the use of the 
kindergarten hall next term at 
the same rent — $55 a month, 
with the society paying for 
utilities. However, there were
investigated, u will a request 
to. improve a booth tn it used 
for selling refreshments.
It was reported a tennis club, 
organized last month, has about 
60 members.
Letters of thanks were re­
ceived from the senior citizens* 
club for letting elderly people 
into May Days free and the 
Rutland Minor Softball Associa­
tion for a $100 gift
Less than 20 people attended 
the meeting. The next one pro­




Murray Room, reported Denis 
Hauk. This room is upstairs, 
and was renovated under the 
improvement program. Rates 
for the main hall and Dillman 
room downstairs have already 
been increased.
_ i ■ ’
Change and sanitary facilities
complaints the oil tank was 
empty some times, and the 
stand for it is unsafe. Tom 
Jorsvik will ask Gulf Oil to at­
tend to these matters.
This building may also get a 
“new look". Mr. Jorsvik said 




1134 . Bernard Ave. 
Phone: 762-3040
area. Businessmen who supplied 
vouchers were lauded.
CHEQUES GIVEN
Cheques for $417 were handed 
to the Catholic Women’s League 
and the Mothers’ Auxiliary to 
Minor Baseball. They sold re­
freshments, splitting the pro­
ceeds with the society. A CWL 
representative indicated that 
group would return its cheque.
Before resigning from the 
position he has held for two 
years, Mr. Johnston thanked 
all helpers and suggested a new 
chairman be picked early. The 
society thanked Mr. Johnston.
The horse was at the parade 
marshalling area. Someone pat­
ted it and the animal ran back 
to its Leathead Road home, 
breaking a cart it was pulling. 
Society president Clarence Mal-
constructed by the Regional Dis- 
tict of Central Okanagan for 
the swimming pool are in use 
and will be officially opened 
later, Mr. Mallach said.
Air conditioning will not be 
installed in the hall yet. Last 
month Mr. Hauk and Vern Mar­
tindale were asked to investi­
gate this. Quotations of $11,000- 
$15,000 were obtained, The 
matter was tabled.
CURTAINS-PIANO
Which will the main hall get 
first, stage curtains or a grand 
piano? Mr. Mallach said about 
$1,000 was given towards cur­
tains and last month a concert 
by school children raised about 
$200 for the piano. Art Harrop, 
president of the Rutland Band 
Parents’ Association, quoted 
secondary school officials as 
saying money raised by that 
school for the curtains should 
be put towards the piano. Mr. 
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Marriage vows were ex­
changed June 18 in a double- 
ring candlelight ceremony v 
Catherine Jean Gibson of Kel­
owna and Thomas Paul Bryuon 
of West Vancouver. in St. Paul s 
United Church, Kelowna.
The tall candelabra standards 
were enhanced by baskets of 
white gladioli ind pink peonies, 
and keeping the color theme, 
the pew markers were circled 
with nylon net and white rib­
bons, monogrammed with seed 
pearls.
r—w Music for ihe ceremony, con- 
I 4®Xcted at 3 p.m by Rev. John 
I Oullvidson, was provided by 
UaJtas. H. P. T. Rail*, who play­
ed the wedding march for the 
processional and other selec­
tions during the signing of the 
register.
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Gib­
son, Kelowna, and the groom 
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas W. Brydon, West Van­
couver.
ORIGINAL GOWN
The bride wore an original j 
floor-length gown with stand­
up ruffled neckline and !o"g 
sleeves with ruffled wristlets, 
form-fitted in simple lines to 
the knees. Two ro— '
completed the Victorian style 
gown of white “Kristal."
With it, the bride wore a pic- ] 
ture hat. Her bouquet consisted 1 
of a large white orchid and I 
sweetheart roses entwined with < 
ivy streamers. 1
The bridesmaids, Patricia i 
Steeves, Vancouver, and Lori 
Keir Beairsto, Osoyoos, wore . 
identical gowns of turquoise , 
arnel. They were emplre-waist- 
ed with long softly pleated , 
skirts. The scooped necklines 
and short puffed sleeves were 
enhanced by white velvet chok­
ers and white lace gloves.
In their hair they wore dais­
ies entwined with white bowed 
streamers and their bouquets 
were lace posies with daisies 
and open sweetheart roses with 
streamers. The bridesmaids I 
wore charm bracelets, a gift 
from the bride.
PEARL BING
Something old was a pearl 
ring from her mother, entwin­
ed ip a borrowed locket, with 





MR. AND MRS. THOMAS BRYDON
(Pope’s Studio)
Receiving the guests at the 
reception at the Okanagan Col­
lege, the bride’s mother wore a 
floor-length long-sleeved sheath 
dress made of soft jersey in a 
two-toned design of white and 
mauve.
The groom’s mother chose 
an aqua green polyester chif­
fon gown.. Corsages of white 
carnations and baby pink roses
surrounded by silver lace
white leaves were 
both mothers.
The bride's table 
background with a 
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HITHER and YON
Dr. and Mrs. Brenton Barr 
and their three children of Cal­
gary spent the weekend at 
Scottish Cove. They also visit­
ed Dr. Barr’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. W. A, C. Wilson of Prit­
chard Drive, Westbank. Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Friend, 
Los Gatos, Calif., visited Mr. 
and Mrs. Ernie Winters, Ber­
nard Avenue, foi a week. They 
will spend some time on Van­
couver Island. Mr. and Mrs. 
Friend were one-time residents 
of Kelowna.Barr, who is a teacher at the
University of Alberta, was' _
raised in W^stbank, attending M™* Ethel
George Pringle School. Street, had her niece, Mrs. An-
Mrs. Monty Elsdon, Lake­
shore Road, has her daughter, 
Sandy, home from Queen Mar­
garet's University in Duncan. 
Her other daughter, Vicki, will 
leave for University of Victoria 
on Saturday.
Briese. Thomas Brydon, fath­
er of the groom, said grace. 
Harold Simpson toasted the 
bride with the groom respond­
ing. Best man, Jon Alcock, 
toasted the bridesmaids.
The bride’s going away outfit 
was a pant suit, navy back­
ground with white polka dots 
and matching halter over which 
she wore a white seersucker 
jacket. Accessories were match­
ing navy shoulder bag, plat­
form shoes and a large straw 
hat. She wore a white orchid 
corsage.
They honeymooned in Spo-
silver candelabra ------
and pink tapers. The theme of
pink roses and white doves en­
hanced the cake which was top­
ped with a wreath of daisies 
cradling doves holding the 
double rings.
The wedding cake and buffet 
table with all types of food was 
done by Rudy Weinberg. Mas­
ter of ceremonies was Carl
Senior Students Will Attend 
The Canadian School Of Ballet
Most of the senior students of 
the Canadian School of Ballet 
will be attending the summer 
session of the Banff School of 
Fine Arts, and to assist these 
students, $2,850 have been 
awarded to them from the 
scholorship fund of CSB.______

















Dear Ann Landers: There’s 
another side of the story beside 
the one expressed by the young 
widow who married a man with 
three “impossible brats.”
Ten years ago I married a 
widower with five children. I 
had two of my own. My hus­
band’s brood ranged from 14 to 
six. When I married their 
father, these children were 
stealing, smoking pot and hav­
ing trouble with teachers and 
neighbors. They were rebell­
ious and disrespectful. Deep 
down I knew why. They had 
been deprived of a mother for 
most of their lives and they 
were bitter and undisciplined.
Within a week after I married
drew Janzen and her husband, 
of Glaslyn, Sask., visiting her 
for the weekend. They will 
travel on ,to Vancouver. Also 
visiting for the weekend were 
Mrs. Bolduc’s sister, Mrs. 
Thomas Ivey, of Ituna, Sask., 
and a niece, Mrs. Ben Chorney, 
of North Bay, Ont.
Students Entertain Residents
Of The David Lloyd-Jones Home
David Lloyd-Jones Home re­
cently had pupils of Mrs. Cecil 
Moore entertaining the resi­
dents. Celeste Hromek, who 
will attend Courtenay Music 
Camp on a Kelowna and District 
Arts Council scholarship, played 
a piano number and a violin 
solo at the home.
Others involved with the en­
tertainment were Melissa Olin,
kane and will reside in Bum-, 
aby.
Out-of-town guests were from 




Father Pandozi Circle final
Like a doctor, she win be
on call 24 hours a day.
Like a ballplayer, her produc­
tivity will be limited to a few 
years.
Like an insurance salesman 
she will have to split her com 
mission with an agent
Like a mailman, she will be 
expected to work regardless of 
the weather.
I’ll bet your readers could 
add to the list and come tip 
with some dillles. Will you print 
them if they do?—Chicago.
Dear Chic: Probably not. But 
thanks for writing.
Friends and neighbors of Gail
Steinhauer, met at the morning
coffee hour to present her in
absentia with a miscellaneous 
shower, in honor of her forth*,
coming marriage, held Junei
The party was to have been 
held on the lawn of Mrs. Austin
Warren’s home, but due to the : 
rain, the party moved indoors ■
at the home of the bride's
mother, Mrs. Stan Steinhauer
Morrison Avenue, with Mrs.’
Nadine Rashnik, Karen 
Gayle Snowsell, with their 




ondo. The opening of the enter­
tainment was a march to 76 
Trombones followed by piano 
solos and duets.
Celia Hromek played her ac- 
cordian solo to guests and par­
ents. Other musical contribu­
tors were Mark Burran, David 
Henderson, Robby Sebastian, 
Kim Milnes, Kathy Olin, Diane 
Atkinson and Shirley Tostenson.
The program was concluded 
with This Land is Your Land 
and Alohe Ohe, sung to the ac­
companiment of xylohone and 
guitar.
and moved into our new home 
with my two youngsters, one of 
my step-daughters told me she 
hated me. because I had married 
her father “for his money.’’ 
Another step-daughter broke my 
little boy’s nose. The ten-year- 
old stole $15 from my purse. 
The six-year-old set fire to the 
garage.
I was determined to conquer 
the situation with love and un­
derstanding. The first thing I 
did was call a family meeting 
and l&y down rules. The children 
acted mad but they really loved 
it. No one had ever set limits 
lor them and they viewed my 
toughness as a sign that I 
cared. From then on it was a 
matter of keeping my word, 
serving as referee, counselor 
and above all, a loving presence.
Today these children are good 
citizens, good students, and I 
am immensely proud of them. 
My husband calls me the 
Miracle Worker. I say the 
change in their lives was no 
miracle, it was the natural by­
product of love. — Cleveland 
Mom.
Dear Mom: What can I say 
. . . except . . . BEAUTIFUL!
Dear Ann Landers: I rarely 
miss your column but apparent­
ly I missed one recently be­
cause I read a follow-up letter 
which threw me.
It seems a young man from 
Louisville wanted additional in­
formation about males who 
could not urinate in public. Will 
you please tell me why anyone 
would want to do a thing like 
that? In fact such an act would 
probably get a person arrested 
where I come from. Straighten 
me out, Ann.—Houston Subur­
banite.
Dear Suburbanite: The letter 
you missed was from a young 
fellow who was being drafted. 
He confessed to a longtime 
psychological block which pre­
vented him from urinating in 
the presence of others. He was 
referring to - public REST 
ROOME, not streets. When I 
published his letter I was stag­
gered by the hundreds of letters 
from men who said they, too, 
had the problem. It is called a 
bashful kidney. I was deluged 
with solutions.
The most practical one was to 
use a stall with a door and 
privacy.
The bride was unable to get 
home before the marriage, so., 
her mother thanked the women
for the many gifts, They were ■ 
taken to Vancouver and. pre* 
sented to the bride prior to her 
marriage. .
ENGAGEMENT
Mrs. Ella Ybarro, of Pomona,/ 
Calif., announces the engage*1 
ment of her daughter, Teresa' 
Eloise Ferkovich to Marvin 
Ernest Dodds, son of Mrs. Mar­
guerite Dodds and the late Earl 
Berten Dodds of Kelowna. The 
wedding will take place Augustus 
19, in Pomona, Calif. >
ALOHA LADIES
Now open in 
Shops Capri, ffi 
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RYE, N.Y. (AP) - Martha 
Mitchell, quoted during the 
weekend as saying she was 
leaving her husband until he left 
politics, slipped out of the West­
chester Country Club Wednes­
day with her husband, former 
attorney-general John Mitchell.
The couple left the club by a 
service entrance. Their destina­
tion was not known.
Mrs. Mitchell had told inter­
viewers that she was manhan­
dled in California last week by 
security men of President Nix­
on’s re-election committee. 
Mitchell Is heading the Nixon 
campaign effort.
the year from the proceeds 
from various performances of 
the school, and Theatre Kel­
owna. It will give a chance to 
serious dancers to work each 
day, all day for six weeks, un­
der well-known teachers from 
all over the world.
Gwen Lloyd left for England 
recently and will be there when 
Jennifer Penny, a graduate of 
the CSB will be making her de­
but at Covent Garden as the 
lead in Swan Lake.
The season for CSB will close 
with the usual party Saturday 
for the staff and senior students 
of CSB, at Miss Lloyd's and 
Mrs. Betty Family's residence 
in the Mission.
The season will end with a 
highland workshop to be con- 
• ducted by Lorna Thomas.
social event was held, at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Wambeke, Okanagan Mission, 
Friday. Ilie ladies were joined 
by their husbands and relaxed 
at the setting overlooking the 
lake.
A highlight of the evening 
was the serving of punch creat­
ed by Ed Guenette, accompan­
ied by fresh smoked salmon 
prepared by George Wambeke, 
who had recently returned from 
Vancouver Island.
A turkey buffet was then ser­
ved. The remainder of the 
evening was filled with: games 
and sing-songs. Recognition of 





closed for the summer with 
teams of four special event on. 
Monday. Twenty teams com­
peted with the following results. 
The average was 12 points. -
The teams of Mrs. Ray Bow­
man, Mrs. Gordon Holmes, Mrs. 
Leslie Cantell and Mrs. Samuel 
Clark tied with the team of 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McKague, 
Mrs. Jack Portwood and Mrs. 
Norman Powell for first place 
with 14 points.
Four teams tied for second 
place with points of 13%: Mrs. 
R. A. Embleton, Mrs. S. A. 
Shat ford, Mr. and Mrs. Henning 
Bergstrom; Mr. and Mrs. V.
A. Andreev, Mrs. Beatrice 
Marcell, Mrs. W. W. Stewart; 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Real, 
Robert Bury, Roy Vannetter; 
Mrs. Leslie Roadhouse, Mrs. 
R. P. MacLean, Mrs. Cliff 
Cram, Mrs. Tony Mighton.
Third place with 13 points was 
the team of Mrs. Pearl Forsyth, 
Robert Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. 
Gordon Byers.
The club will: resume play 
again Sept. 11.
Here's Help for People Who 







QUEBEC (CP) - J. D. Begin, 
publisher and financier who has 
supported the fight against tub­
erculosis in Quebec for the last 
25 years, has contributed 
$200,000 to the founding of a 
chair of pneumology at Laval 
University.
CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD 
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.










TUFDEK is a Neoprene base. Trowel on coating 
that produces a Beautiful, SKID PROOF Surface, 
capable of withstanding Heavy Traffic.
TUFDEK can be used over almost any surface 
where a skid proof-weather resistant carpet is 
required.
BE SURE SURFACE IS CLEAN & DRY.
Apply TUFDEK to all joints and holes, being 
sure to fill evenly all defects in surface.
When filler has dried, then trowel on even coat 
of TUFDEK over entire surface. (Allow to dry 
—24 hrs.)
Roll liberal coating of TUFSEAL' over entire 
surface. (Allow to dry — 24 hrs.)
ou can trust
1 . ' , I I
That'S what you gat when you buy the finest quality 
condoms made by Julius Schmld-Fourex, Ramses and Sheik, 
To make sure, we spend almost as much time testing them 
as we do making them.
Available at drug stores everywhere.
For more about dependable birth control, 
send for the free How-Not-To Bodklet by 
Julius Schmld-makers of quality family 







i JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED 
32 Rwmonduy Rd .Toronto w, Ont.





"Your One Stop Building Supply 
Headquarters"
1054 Ellii St Phone 762*2016
PLAN FESTIVAL
TORONTO (CP) — Metropoli­
tan Toronto will have its first 
multi-national drama festival 
this fall. The Multicultural The­
atre Association, an organiza­
tion consisting of about 200 per­
form i n g artists in Toronto, 
plans a series of plays in at 
least 12 different languages, to 
be presented Nov. 7-18 at the St. 
Lawrence Centre for the Per­
forming Arts.
Dear Ann: I was fascinated 
by that very candid ’etter from 
the woman who wanted to know 
if prostitution is legal in Ne­
vada. I was surprised to learn 
that it is, in some counties.
Since the woman who wrote 
did so in good faith and you 
answered her graciously, I’d 
like to make some comparisons 
that might be helpful to any­
one who is considering the 
oldest profession.
■■ i»Mi’ • ।
OPEN 6 
DAYS A WEEK 
7:30 ’til 5:30
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . ..
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
BIG WEEKEND SALE
JUST ARRIVED!!!
Exciting swimwear from Israel, Greece and the Far East. A 
splash of color — a wave of swim things for chic ..maids. 
Bikinis, choose one or two piece styles in sizes 8-18.
Women’s
Evening Slippers
Various styles and 
shades to choose from
JUST ARRIVED 
Exciting, Colorful Women’s 
BATHING SUITS 







Flirtatious. Thafs what these
romantic gowns are. It's the 
way Summer shapes up
EVENINGS 





Polyester* crepes, cottons. Assorted 
plains and prints,
Women’s Short & Long
KIMONOS
Embroidered in your 
favorite summer shades, .
Now qn Display — Over 200
SHORT DRESSES
to choose from. 
Assorted sizes and shades.
Open1 til Midnight Saturday, July 1st,
Open 'til Midnight Sunday, July 2nd
"South End Of Lake Bridge
GRASS 
SHACK
MINOR BASEBALL Rovers Bumped 2-0
Sun Country Applies Touch
To Lei pacific 66 Win Crown Bovs Take Over First
wnn th.. Senior I North Little League playoff ac- >
Vancouver QB Impressive 
May Earn Backup Position
Pacific 66 won the Senior 
Babe Ruth pennant and play­
offs, letting Sun Country put 
the finishing touches on their
t ittl l ff
playoff triumph.
Sun Country walloped Dairy­
land 21-6, effectively removing 
Pacific 66’s iast threat in the 
round robin match. Pacific 66 
has won three straight in round 
robin playoffs while Dairyland 
lost their second game in three 
matches. Sun Country finished 
the season on a winning note 
with a 1-3 playoff record.
Dave Wiens picked up the 
•win with a four-hitter, while 
Ken Yochim took the loss. Bill 
Prytula and Don Pierce also 
saw mound action for Dairy-
tion.
Alan Bell took the loss, with 
relief help from John Beck. 
People's 200 011—4 5 3
OKBP 221 30x—8 6 5
Bell L. Beck and Rains, Rain­
ey; Grant W and Angus.
land.
Dairyland 040 002 0— 6 4 11, 
Sun Country 130 12 411—21 11 0
Yochim' . L, Prytula <3), 
Pierce (4) and Gcrk; Wiens W 
and Fox.
Gerald Rupp keyed Plywood 
Specialties to a come-from-oo- 
hind 5-4 victory over Tread- 
gold's in Junior Babe Ruth 
playoff action.
Rupp slammed a home run, 
added a double and a single and 
drove in two runs as Specialties 
had to come up with three runs 
in their final bats to win the 
game. •
Eric Blais picked up the win, 
pitching a two-hitter, while 
loser Terry Brummett allowed
Chateau Homes lost the first 
gapw but came up with easy 
wins in the final two games of 
best-of-three playoffs to win the 
South Little League champion­
ship over Interior Glass.
Interior Glass took a 5-2 win 
in the first game of the cham­
pionship round but lost the sec­
ond game 11-3.
Chateau Homes broke open 
the game in ’he deciding con­
test with 11 runs in their final 
two innings to take a 20-9 win 
going away to beat the pen-
Budget Boys and Rutland 
Rovers met Wednesday night in 
the most thrilling Kelowna and 
District Senior Men's Softball 
League game this season, and 
when the dust had literally 
cleared Boys were In the lead 
and Rovers out of first place 
for the first time this season.
Boys moved into top spot with 
a 2-0 win over their arch-rivals, 
gaining their 13th win against 
seven losser. Rovers, with a 
game in hand, have 12 wins and 
six setbacks.
The more than 500 fans at
the game got their money’s I and Schmidt kept tight con- 
worth and more as Rover’s trol. Neither team was able to 
Arnie Rath and Boys’ Don get more than one runner on at 
Schmidt matched pitches for I a time during the game, t
five scoreless innings. Schmidt Richard Bullock worked Rath 
came out of the game with his for a full count to lead off the 
sixth win in 10 decisions, pitch-;top of the sixth Inning then 
smashed the sixth delivery over 
the left field fence for his first
ing a five-hitter, striking out 
five batters and hitting one, 
walking none.
Rath took his second loss in 
six starts, being touched for six 
hits. He struck out seven bat­
ters, and walked none.
Batt.ers on either team weren't 
able to start anything as Rath
seven hits.
000 200 3—5 7 5
000 112 0-4 2 3
Specialties
Treadgold’s





000 011-2 1 3
202 Olx-5 2 3
Lansdowne;
Teichrocb L and Turner.
Interior Glass 010 101—3 5 3
Chateau Homes 330 23x—11 4 1
Turner W and Dupree; Wolf 
L. Hawkins *4) and Lansdowne. 
Chateau Homes 050 483-:-20 8 6
Interior Glass 400 203— 9 7 3
Dupree W and Turner; Gor­
ges L, Carlgren (3), Pitten- 
drigh (5) and Lansdowne.
mett L and Garvin.
Pacific 66 tripped Legion 10-8 
in a darkness-shortened Junior 
Babe Ruth olayoff contest.
Don Thompson scattered four 
hits in the four-inning game, 
with loser Doug Kenzie and re­
lief pitcher Howie Martin giv­
ing up three h’ts.
Pacific 66 154 0-10 3 4
Legion 205 1— 8 4 3
•Thompson W and Slobodian;
Kenzie L, Martin and Nelson.
Bruce Hampson slammed a 
double to drive in the winning 
run and give Midvalley a 4-3 
win over Lions and the North 
Little League championship.
Midvalley had 'taken a 3-0 
lead until Lions tied the score 
in the last inning. Allen Haw­
kins picked up the win, issuing 
five hits, while loser Lyle Otten-
Wightmans carried a com­
fortable 13-4 lead into the fifth 
inning when their pitching fell 
apart and when the dust clear­
ed Sun Country had come up 
with a 22-13 win and the Kel­








Hawkins W and Ross
000 003—3 5 3
200 101—4 7 1 
and Straza;
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PENTICTON, B.C. (CP)—It 
may not happen this season, 
but British Columbia Lions may 
have themselves a Canadian 
quarterback, and a Vancouver- 
bred one at that.
Eric Guthrie, the Vancouver 
junior football star who played 
his college football at Idaho's 
Boise State College, is impress­
ing observers at the Lions train-
home run of the season and the 
winning tally.
The same thing happened 
with the next batter, Ed Sehn, 
as Rath pitched to a full count 
then saw his next pitch sai 
over the left field fence in just 
about the same spot. For Sehn 
the league’s top batter, it was 
'his eighth homer of the year.
Maple Leafs Still Pursue 
Players Signed By WHA Teams
Boys doused a Rover rally in 
the bottom of the sixth inning 
in a classic manner. Don 
Schneider led off the inning 
with a single and moved to sec­
ond on a sacrifice bunt by Mick 
Kroschinsky. Joe Uyeyama lin­
ed a single to right field and 
Schneider tried to score on the 
play. Schneider was caught at 
the plate on a perfect throw by 
fielder Larry Bodnar to catcher 
Ian King, and the Boys back­
stop rifled the ball to third 
baseman Bullock to catch Uye­
yama at the bag to retire the 
side.
Ing camp in this Okanagan 
Valley community and ha show­
ed again Wednesday why he 
may be coach. Eagle Keys’ 
choice to back up sophomore 
American pivot Don Moorhead.
Guthrie, a power-throwing 24- 
year-old, was easily the best 
signal-caller in Wednesday's 
scrimmage, completing a num­
ber of short passes and clicking 
on a long heave to speedy flank­
er Larry Highbaugh.
With the scrimmage his third 
good outing since camp began 
10 days ago, Guthrie has served
On Threshold
Of A Change
notice that when Keys begins 
cutting loose some bodies, he’ll 
be well back on the chopping 
block.
Three of the elub’s other quar­
terback candidates saw action 
Wednesday, with Moorhead also 
moving the team well, although 
he was pitted against what is 
considered to be the team’s top 
defensive unit.
PLAYED STEADILY
, Veteran Tom Wilkinson, hop. 
ing to hang on against some 
tough competition, also played 
steadily, although unspectacu- 
larly.
The fourth loading candidate, 
however, Stanford Rose Bowl 
winner Don Bunce, was unim­
pressive for the third straight 
time, completing only one pass 
and looking ill at ease during 
running plays.
All-American running back 
Johnny Musso, the Italian stal­
lion from Alabama, who only 
arrived in camp Monday after 
playing in the Coaches’ All­
America game in Lubbock, Tex 
showed some flashes of speed 
and (power, although he still 
wasn’t completely at home.
That wasn’t the case with the 
Lions’ two other recruiting
TORONTO (CP) — Four of 
five players who jumped from 
Toronto Maple Leafs of the Na­
tional Hockey League to sign 
with World Hockey Association 
clubs will be offered Leaf con-
tract for the current season, the
Sun Country, who won four i Toronto team announced today, 
straight in playoffs, will meet 
the winner of the North farm
league playoffs for the city 
title Friday night at 6:30 p.m. 
at the North Little League park.
Wightmans, who had to play 
six games in the playoffs and 
came up with a close 12-9 win 
over Tastee Freez in the semi­
final action, gave up 18 runs in 
the fatal fifth inning.
VITAL STATISTIC
GREAT YARMOUTH, Eng­
land (CP) — Motorists in Nor­
folk cannot have S E X on their 
automobile registration plates. 
Although the first letter is 
changed annually in alphabetic 
order and added to the local 
code, E X, the council decided 
that when the current REX ex­
pires it will be followed by T E 
X, "to save embarrassment,” a 
council spokesman explained.
James Howe slammed a 
| , triple and picked up six runs-
i batted-in to lead Lions to an 
f 8-5 victory over OKBP in North 
I Little League semi-final action.
Fred Kanigan pitched a six- 
hitter for the win, striking put 
six. Loser Ron Bartel gave up 
only four hits but was plagued 
I by six errors on the part of his
teammates; 
OKBP 005 000—5 6 6
Lions 420 02x—8 4 0
Bartel L and Aliens; Kanigan 
W and Straza. '
Jim Gregory, general man­
ager, said at a news conference 
called to announce that most of 
last year’s Leafs have signed:
“We have offered Larry Pleau 
a contract and will continue to 
try to get him to join our team. 
We also will offer contracts to 
Rick Ley and Jim Harrison.”
Goalie Bernie Parent, whose 
loss is expected to hit the Leafs 
the hardest, also will be offered 
a contract, Gregory said. He 
made no mention of Brad Sel- 
wood.
Pleau, picked up from Mont­
real in the intra-league draft, 
Ley and Seiwood have signed 
with New England Whalers. 
Harrison has signed with Al­
berta Oil Kings.
Parent, the first NHL star to 
make the jump, signed with 
Miami Screaming Eagles for a 
reported $750,000 on a multi­
year contract and became the 
property of P h i 1 a d e 1 p h i a 
Blazers when the Miami fran­
chise collapsed.
COACH RECOVERS
Gregory said coach John 
McLellan, ill with ulcers much 
of last season, “has been given
One-year signees are Mike 
Pelyk, Darryl Sittier, Errol 
Thompson, Gary Monahan and 
Jacques Plante. Thompson was 
the top performer on the Leaf 
farm club at Tulsa last year.
Rick Kehoe, who caught on 
with the Leafs after being 
promoted from Tulsa last year, 
has a year to go on his contract. 
Gregory also has 10 Tulsa play­
ers with a year to go on two- 
year pacts.
Bodnar was in the spotlight 
again in the top of the seventh 
inning as he led off the frame. 
He laid a bunt down the first 
base line, and was flipped over 
the back of Rovers’ first base­
man Don Kroschinsky as he 
made the play.
Angry words were exchang­
ed and other players had to 
break them up. Another fracas 
nearly started between Rovers' 
catcher Bob Boyer and Boys’
Sehn after Boyer shoved 
nar from behind.
Bodnar and Kroschinsky 




Kelly Grant pitched a five- , 
hitter and two singles by Doug Try to “• calm. Kid. That*
Kenzie drove in four runs as tKird mouthpiece you've 
OKBP defeated People's 8-4 in I ewallowed I
B.E Goodrich Z
IL
40,000 milo written warranty 
(pro-rated mileage allowance)
nar’s replacement, Rick Favell, 
provided some excitement in the 
bottom of the frame as he drop­
ped a fly ball and allowed 
Rovers to start the frame with 
Dave Kroschinsky on second 
base. Schmidt rose to the occa­




Willows, with a 
chance of gain-
WASHINGTON (CP) — R. 
Alan Eagleson of Toronto, exec­
utive-director of the National 
Hockey League Players’ Asso­
ciation, says he believes players 
and owners—in negotiation for 
two years—are “on the thresh- 
hold of a change in the present 
reserve clause.’’
Eagleson, in prepared testi­
mony to a special sub-commit- 
tee of the Senate commerce 
committee concerning the pro­
posed creation of a federal 
sports committee, said Wednes­
day:
“For the time being, I am 
satisfied that the owners are 
acting in good faith. If it be­
comes apparent that they are 
not acting reasonably, we will 
have no choice but to seek 
direction and assistance from 
the governments of Canada and 
the United States and-or the 
courts of those countries.”
A text of his remarks was 
given to reporters in advance.
Eagleson sketched the devel­
opment of the Players' Associa­
tion and outlined the relation­
ship between government and 
amateur sport in Canada.
prizes, defensive lineman Ron 
Estay and linebacker Ray 
Nettles. Estay and Nettles were 
both impressive, with Estay 
especially making quarterbacks’ 
lives miserable with several 
strong charges to drop back­
pedalling pivots.
Three more candidates left 
camp voluntarily Wednesday, 
defensive lineman Jeff Beard, 
defensive back Bill Fisher and 
linebacker Jim Tyler. That 
leaves 65 players still in camp.
The Lions break camp July 4 
and travel to Regina for a game 




(AP) — Baseball great Jackie 
Robinson lost his cap in the 
excitement when the Dodgers 
brought the first world cham­
pionship to Brooklyn Oct. 4, 
1955. This month the blue 
cloth headpiece turned up in 
the National Baseball Hall of 
Fame and Museum here.
Donor Allison De Gencrao, 
however, had some hard 
times convincing the skeptical 
museum director that the 
relic was genuine, and the 
museum’s questioning probe 
resembled an investigation 
into a disputed Van Gogh.
A newspaper photograph 
produced by Generao captur­
ing that post-game melee, 
with the front-row fans 
from Flatbush mobbing then I s 
victorious heros and Geneu I 
himself in the middle of it \ I , 
in the pitcher’s box, was not" 
considered sufficient e v i- 
dence.
So the frustrated donor dug 
up some correspondence be­
tween himself and the star 
second baseman. Genero’s let­
ter to Robinson was an offer 
to return the headgear and 
the player’s response was a 
kind refusal with the sugges­
tion that the fan keep the cap 
as a momenta of the victory.
LEASE A
DATSUN




1630 Water St. Ph. 762-3010
"It doesn’t have to be a rain­
bow! I don’t want a pot of 
gold—I’m just hungry 1”
ing third place in the league, 
will try to keep that alive when 
they meet Treadgold’s Club 13 
tonight at 8 p.m. at King’s Stad­
ium. Willows have to win their 
four remaining games and hope 
Club 13 lose their last five to 
gain a tie for third place.
LADIES SOFTBALL
Western Auto Service trip­
ped Rutland Centennials 9-8 in 
Kelowna Ladies Softball League 
action Tuesday, earning the 
right to meet Westbank Jewels 
Friday night at 6:30 p.m. at 




SATURDAY, JULY 1 
featuring ciaimers and super stocks.
MONDAY, JULY 3 
featuring super stocks and modifieds 
Time Trials 7:00 p.m. — Racing 8:00 p.m. 
TILLICUM RACEWAY
' VERNON 
Admission: Adults $2.00 Students $1.50
Children: 50^ — Under 6 years free
a clean. bill of health . . .. and 
. . . he’ll be back with us.”
The one star Leaf still un­
signed is captain Dave Keon, 
whose negotiator is scheduled to 
meet Gregory Friday.
Norm Ullman, reported ready 
to jump to Alberta, signed a 
three-year contract.
Signed for two years are Paul 
Henderson, Ron Ellis, Jim 
McKenny, Brian Glennie, Bob 
Baun, Dennis Duppre, Pierre 
Jarry and Guy Trottier.
TOYOTA no. i
Kelowna Toyota







The Canadian radial tire made 
for North American cars, roads, 
weather and guaranteed in writing 
to deliver 40,000 miles.
' ‘ 1
TIRE STORES
1060 Bernard Avc. Phone 762-2717
Which type of 














Snow, Wind,.rain, sun-all give tho outside of your 
home a beating, Pittsburgh exterior paints stand up Io 
this kind of tough treatment
Your Pittsburgh Paints Dealer can tell you which Is 
the best type of paint for the kind of specific weather 
conditions your home gels, lie can also glv6 ^6u help­
ful hints on surface preparation and application.
Planning to paint? See your Pittsburgh Paints Dealer/
He's got everything you need to do a groat job. Ask for 
Ills special Iron booklet on painting Ups.
Pittsburgh Sun-Proof exterior latex paint gives a 
hard-wearing soft matto finish, and has the added 
advantage! that It resists blistering and pooling caused 
by moisture and condensation.
For an nttractlvo gloss surface, Pittsburgh .One-Coat, 
Wonder White Is recommended, ,
Do it right. TUIIc to your 
""I Pittsburgh Paints Dealer.
290A Hwy. 33, Rutland
B & B PAINT SPOT
"RUTLAND’S PAINT & WALLPAPER CENTRE”
765-9108
Tf *r SR! •? T
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Electrifying Power Surge 
Gives Stamps Upset Win
George Reed of Saskatchewan 
Roughriders was the att-atara* 
best ball carrier, gaining 50 
yards on five carries. Highly- 
touted Leon McQuay of the
Interior Glass won the
South Little League pennant 
and came within one game of 
winning the league title. In-
WON THE BATTLES, LOST THE WAR
game of the final but were 
thumped 11-3 and 20-9 in the 
last two games. Members of 
the pennant champion team,
terior Glass defeated Chateau from left to right, are: front 
Homes 5-2 m the opening
row—Bobby Cargren, Mark 
Mangold, Ricky Hawkins, Co­
lin Hutton, Johnny Gorges. 
Second row—Jim Gorges, 
Scott Pittenrigh, Rocky Graf,
Mike Wolf, Kim Lansdowne, 
Mick Wood. Back row—Jack 
Hutton (manager), Jim Shus- 
sel (coach).
(Courier Photo)
CALGARY (CP) - An electri- ; 
fying 93 seconds of offensive < 
power gave Calgary Stamped­
ers a surprise 23-22 win Wednes- ’ 
day night over the Canadian 1 
Football League All-Stars.
Trailing by 13 points with less 
than three minutes to play, the 
Stampeders looked like a bad- 1 
ly-beaten team. However, dis­
playing the stuff Grey Cup 1 
champions are made of, and 
helped by a couple of all-star 
blunders, the Stamps scored 
and converted two quick touch­
downs to steal the victory.
Sophomore quarterback Jim 
Lindsey played the hero’s role 
as he engineered both scores, 
playing like a veteran under 
pressure.
The winning play was a 42- 
yard pass to Jesse Mims, who 
caught the ball after Garney 
Henley of Hamilton Tiger-Cats 
deflected it. After Larry Robin­
son’s convert there was just 36 
seconds left to play and the 
sell-out crowd of 23,616 went 
wild.
Henley voted the outstanding 
player in the game—thanks to 
two interceptions and a fumble 
recovery—was upset about the 
winning touchdown.
years this league is going to die 
on its own officiating.” '
“One official spoiled the < 
whole thing,” said quarterback । 
Don Jonas of Winnipeg Blue i 
Bombers.
The other key touchdown of < 
the final quarter came on a < 
one-yard pass from Lindsey to 
tight end Herm Harrison—and it 
displayed the spirit of the Stam­
peders. Three plays earlier 
Lindsey hit Gerry Shaw with a 
seven-yard touchdown pass 
which was called back for inter­
ference. ■
TACKLE SCORES TD
The other Calgary touchdown 
was by defensive tackle John 
Helton, who picked up a Jonas 
fumble and fled 40 yards to the 
end zone. It was the first touch­
down the six-foot-three, 255- 
pounder has scored in profes­
sional football.
Robinson also kicked a 41- 
yard field goal to round out the 
Calgary scoring.
For the all-stars, Jonas threw 
four yards to Peter Dalia Riva 
; of Montreal Alouettes and six 
। yards to Terry Evanshen of the 
: Als. Joe Theismann of Toronto
The Stamps closed the gap on 
their first series of the third 
quarter with Robinson’s field 
goal, the quarter’s only scoring 
play.
The all-stars made it 16-9 on 
the first play of the fourth when 
Theismann quicked-kicked his 
single. At 5:12, the all-stars ap­
peared to have it wrapped up 
with Evanshen’s touchdown, but 
Lindsey, who went all the way 
in the second half, didn't give 
up and neither did his mates.
"Oar offensive line did a good 
job, i just had to stand there 
and throw,” said Lindsey.
YIELD 375 YARDS
The Calgary defence, the 
stingiest in Canada last season, 
gave up 141 yards rushing and 
234 passing. Jonas, Canada’s 
outstanding football player last 
year, completed 12 of 25 passes 
for 141 yards while Theismann 
was good on six of 13 for 93 
yards.
Argos played only the first half 
and managed a meagre 16 
yards on six carries.
Calgary gained 132 yards 
rushing—Mims was the top man 
with 67 yards on 11 carries—and 
206 yards passing. Henderson 
had the best figures, taking six 
passes, many of them in key 
yardage situations, for 75 yards.
The Stampeders had 25 first 
downs—16 with Lindsey calling 







Bad Henry After Two Records 
Babe's RBI Mark Endangered
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Everybody knows about Bad 
Henry’s relentless pursuit of the 
Babe's big record—but now, all I 
of a sudden, it seems he's shoot­
ing for another target as well.
Bad Henry, of course, is Hank 
Aaron of Atlanta,’ who today is 
only 61 home runs short of Babe 
Ruth’s all-time major league 
record of 714.
He got his 653rd career blast 
Wednesday night against San 
Diego and, for two reasons, it 
couldn’t have come at a better 
time.
The more obvious one is that 
it won the game. It was a two- 
run, tie-breaking clout in the 
ninth inning that gave the 
Braves a 4-2 triumph in the 
opener of their twi-night dou­
bleheader. But he couldn't 
equal his heroics in the nightcap 
and the Padres won that one 
4-2, ending their latest tailspin 
at five games.
In other National League 
games, New York Mets edged 
Philadelphia Phillies 3-2, Mont­
real Expos beat Pittsburgh Pir­
ates 3-1, Los Angeles Dodgers 
blanked Houston Astros 5-0, St. 
Louis Cardinal defeated Chi­
cago Cubs 8-4 and, in an after- 
. noon game, Cincinnati Reds 
turned back San F r a n c i s c o
of Lou Gehrig and Into second 
place behind the Babe’s 2,209 on 
that all-time chart. So suddenly 
he’s on the trial of two incedi- 
ble records.
“There has been so much talk 
about trying to break Ruth’s 
home run record,” Aaron said 
between games, “that I hadn’t 
thought much about the RBI 
thing.
“This is the worst start I’ve 
ever had,” said Aaron, who is 
batting just .235. “I’ve won-
“Just row around the lake once 
more, dear. If 1 don’t, get a 
strike, I think I’ll take a nap!”
CFL Returns
To U.S. Fans
"I gave the game away on 
that one play," he said.
KNOCKED TO MIMS
Henley was running with 
Mims when Lindsey threw. The 
defensive back • said ■ he was 
going for an interception, but 
changed his mind and decided 
to knock the ball away. How­
ever, he knocked it into Mims’ 
arms and the speedster went 
over from about two yards out
dered for years what it 
be like to go into a long
—and now I know.” 







The fact that Ralph Garr was 
on base with an infield, single 
was the second reason for the 
tim e li ne s s of Aaron’s 14th 
homer of the season.
PASSES GEHRIG
Instead of just one run-batted 
in, it gave him two—and that 
gave him 1,992 RBI for his car­
eer, catapulting him one ahead
until the ninth innng. In the 
eighth, run-scoring singles by 
Larry Sahl and Fred Kendall 
had highlighted a three-run 
burst that gave the Padres a 4-2 
lead.
And so, with one out and Garr 
again on base, exactly the same 
situation as in the first game, 
Bad Henry strode to the plate— 
and promptly slapped into a 
game-ending double play.
But the umpire disagreed, 
calling it a hit. And, as Robin­
son hesitated, Marshall took the 
valuable extra base.
The Expos jumped on nine- 
game winner Steve Blass for 
two first-inning runs on a walk, 
Ron Fairly's triple and Boots 
Day’s single, then rode Bill 
Stoneman’s eight-hitter past the 
Pirates.
Don Sutton hurled a two-hitter 
for his fourth shutout of the 
year and the Dodgers, held hit­
less by Jerry Reuss through 
four innings, erupted for three 
runs in the fifth to down the 
Astros.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
National League
East 
W L Pct. GBL
Pittsburgh 39 24 .619 —
New York 40 25 .615 —
Chicago 36 28 .563 314
St.. Louis 32 33 .492 8




Cincinnati 41 25 .621 —
Houston 40 27 .597 114
Los Angeles 36 30 .545 5
Atlanta 30 35 .462 1014
San Francisco 26 46 .361 18
San Diego 22 44 .333 19 ,
Results Wednesday
Luis Tianf Returns To Form 
Cuban Tempo In AL East Race
Cincinnati 4 San Francisco 2 
New York 3 Philadelphia 2 
Montreat 3 Pittsburgh 1 
St. Louis 8 Chicago 4 
Los Angeles 5 Houston 0 
Atlanta 4-2 San Diego 2-4
Games Today 
Cincinnati at San Francisco 
New York at Philadelphia N 
Montreal at Pittsburgh N 
Chicago at St.; Louis N 
Atlanta at Sarj Diego N 
Houston at Los Angeles N
Games Friday 
New York at Montreal N
NEW YORK (CP) - Cana- I 
dian football returned to । 
United States t e 1 e v i s ion ] 
Wednesday for the first time 
in six years and last-minute 
heroics by Jesse .Mims helped 
convince a group of watchers 
here that the Canadian brand 
of ball offers an exciting al­
ternative to the U.S. variety.
About 100 sports writers, 
advertisers and television ex­
ecutives gathered in the posh 
Park Plaza Hotel ballroom to 
watch a live color broadcast 
of the Ca n a d i a n Football 
League’s all-star game from 
Calgary.
The event was a “kick-off 
party” to mark the beginning 
of a weekly series of 20 CFL 
games to be broadcast over 
more than 100 U.S. television 
stations.
There was much earnest 
discussion of the major differ­
ences of the Canadian game 
—nb fourth down, the rouge, 
backfields in m p t i o n, the 
larger field.
But it was Mims’ catch of a 
nearly-intercepted ball and 
his touchdown which helped 
Calgary to its 23-22 victory 
over the CFL all-stars that 
brought.: cheers from the 
group here.
B. I. Rankin, the Canadian 
consul-general here, intro­
duced the broadcast with 
what he admitted was a 
“flag-waving speech” on be­
half of Canada and comedians 
Johnny Wayne and Frank 
Shuster were on hand to add 
to the Canadian flavor of the 
event.
Because the games will be 
telecast in the U.S. weeks be­
fore the National Football
The all-stars were annoyed 
that Calgary had thfoall at 
that point. Three pla^i earlier, 
the Stamps gambled on a third- 
down pass to Jon Henderson. 
The ball was knocked away by 
Henley, but Al Marcelin of Ot­
tawa Rough Riders bumped 
Henderson and was called for 
pass interference. That meant 
Calgary retained possession.
“The play was already pver 
when I bumped Henderson," 
said Marcelin. “At least it 
should have been, Henley 
knocked the ball down.”
Said Jim Young of British 
Columbia Lions: “One of these
Argonauts kicked an 88-yard 
single on a quick kick and 
threw 36 yards to Young for a 
TD.
Ken Phillips of the Lions 
kicked a 32-yard field goal, but 
it was the inability of the all­
stars to kick a convert that cost 
them the game.
Phillips missed two attempts 
and Jonas the other.
The game started slowly with 
no scoring in the first quarter, 
which was highlighted by Hen­
ley’s two interceptions, both off 
starting quarterback Jerry 
Keeling.
SHOWN IN U.S.
Helton’s score was the first 
play of the second quarter. The 
all-stars closed the gap on Phil­
lips’ field goal and the play— 
watched by millions on the CTV 
network and on 109 United 
States* stations—bogged down.
Calgary appeared certain to 
go into the dressing room with a 
three-point lead, but the stars 
: struck quickly, scoring twice in 
64 seconds. At 13:54, Theismann 
passed to Young and at 14:58 
i Jonas hit Dalia Riva, making 




Test Drive Hem at 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD 
735 Baillie Ave. 
763-7832
Young U.S. Tennis Sensation 
At High Point At Wimbleton
Luis Tiant and Mike Cuellar, 
two crafty old Cubans, gave the 
race In the American League 
East a Latin tempo Wednesdny 
night. . . with a big assist from 
rookie Juan Benlquez.
Tiant, a 32-year-old right-han­
der from Havana, pitched Bos­
ton Red Sox to a 5-3 victory 
over Detroit Tigers with jive in­
nings of one-hit relief. , 
That sliced the Tigers’ lead to 
one game over Baltimore Orir 
olcs when Cuellar, a 35-year-qld 
southpaw from Santa Clara, 
Cuba, hurled the Orioles to a 
five-hit 5-0 triumph over New 
York Yankees.
Elsewhere, Chicago White Sox 
downed Oakland Athletics 6-4, 
Minnesota Twins edged Califor­
nia Angels 7-6 and Milwaukee 
Browers took two from Cleve­
land Indians 4-2 and 5-2. Texas 
Rangers and Kansas City Roy­
als were not scheduled.
I’ve come back to my old mo­
tion," said Tlapt, who won 21 
games for Cleveland in 1968 but 
was released by Minnesota after
spending two months of the 1970 
season on the disabled list with 
shoulder problems. The follow­
ing year he was dropped by 
Richmond of the International 
League before Boston’s Louis­
ville farm olub picked him up.
"My motion Is the big thing," 
he went on, referring to his her- 
ky-jerky corkscrew delivery. “I 
g;ive the batters my back and 
surprise them with my hesltia- 
tlon. I confused them tonight 
the way I used to before I was 
hurt. (
After the Red Sox took a 4-3 
lead against Joe Coleman with 
three runs in the fifth oh Doug 
Griffin's double, Carl Yastrzem- 
ski’s triple, Reggie Smith's sin­
gle and stolen base and a single 
by Benlquez, Phil Gagliano 
drew a bases-loaded walk In the 
eighth and Benlquez, a 22-year- 
old rookie shortstop from 
Puerto Rico, filling In for the 
Injured Venezuelan, Luis Apart- 
cio, went across with an Insur­
ance run.
St. Louis at Philadelphia N 
Chicago at Pittsburgh N 
.Atlanta at Houston N 
Cincinnati at San Diego N 
Los Angeles at San:Francisco
League begins its season play, 
the producers of the seribs 
are touting the CFL action 6s 








FRIDAY, JUNE 30 al 8 p.m.
All Scats Reserved
Tickets $3.50 Each 





Detroit 35 27 .565 —
Baltimore 34 28 .548 1
Boston 27 33 .450 7
Cleveland 27 34 .443 714
New York 26 34 .433 8
Milwaukee 25 37 .403 10
West
Oakland , 42 21 ,667 —
Chicago ' 37 26 .587 5
Minnesota 34 27 .557 7
Kansas City 29 32 .475, 12
California 30 36 .455 1314
Texas 26 37 .413 16
Results Wednesday
Chicago 6 Oakland 4 
Minnesota 7 California 6
Boston ,5 Detroit 3
Baltimore 4 New York 0 ■ 
Milwaukee 4-5 Cleveland 2-2
Games Today , 
Oakland al Chicago 
Kansas City at Minnesota 2 
Cleveland at Milwaukee 
Detroit at Boston N 




HENLEY, England, (CP) - 
An eight-man crew from Ridhy 
college at St. Catharines, Ont., 
has encountered injury prob­
lems which may seriously affect 
its chances of victory in a 
quarter-final race today at the 
Henley Royal Regatta.
Team manager Karl Stewart 
of Ridley said "my boys had 
been given a good chance of 
winning" the, Princess Elizabeth 
Challenge Trophy.
LONDON (Reuter) — Chris 
Evert, the new United States ’ 
tennis sensation, reaches a high 1 
spot in her brilliant career 
today when she makes her first 
appearance on Wimbledon’s hal- ; 
lowed centre court.
The 17-year-old high school 
girl from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 
had a tough opening match in 
the championships on the 
packed number one show court 
Wednesday when she beat fel- 
low-American Valerie Ziegen- 
fuss 1-6, 6-3, 6-3. Today, she 
meets another American, 18- 
year-old Janet Newberry, from 
La Jolla, Calif.
Miss Everert should win, as 
she defeated the Californian 6-1, 
6-3 when they met in the final of 
the United States junior champi­
onships on grass at Philadelphia 
last August.
But her reaction to the awe­
some centre court atmosphere 
which ha^ caused many a great 
player in the past to freeze with 
nerves, .should provide a pointer 
to her chances of winning the 
title at her first attempt.
Miss Evert said after her 
grueling debut Wednesday: “I 
think I’ve learned a lot from it, 
and now I’ve got the experience 
of playing in front of all those 
people, so now it won’t be that 
hard.”
BIG MATCH NEXT WEEK
The trim girl is seeded to 
meet reigning champion Evonne 
Goolagong, 20, of Australia at 
the semi-final stage next week. 
But she refuses to talk about 
that.
"I don't like to think about it. 
The match against Valerie was 
pretty tough, and if all of them 
are going to be that tough then 
I’m not thinking about the fu­
ture; I’m hot thinking about the 
semi-finals yet. I’m just going 
to think one match at a time.
Miss Goolagong, No. 1 seed 
here, reached the third round 
Tuesday^
_,T^e No. 2 seed, Billie Jean 
King of the U.S., defeated 
Sharon Walsh, former U.S. jun­
ior champion 6-2, 6-0 Wednesday 
to advance to the third round.
In the second round of the 
men's singles, unseeded Onny 
Parun, 25-year-old New Zealand 
champion, completed a five-set 
win over fourth-seeded Andres 
Gimeno, 34-y e a r -o.l d former 
Spanish professional. The match 
had been halted by rain Tues­
day in the final set.
Parun took only 10 minutes to 
wrap up victory by 6-4, 8-6, 6-8, 
8-9, 6-4.
Pancho Gonzales, 44, former 
world professional champion, 
fell to the power-hitting of 27- 
year-old Australian Colin Di. 
bley, who won 6-3, 6-3, 8-6.
Romanian Ilie Nastase, No. 2 
men’s seed, beat American 
Clark Graebner 6-3, 4-6, 6-1, 6-2 
in a second-round match.
AVIS 
CAR WASH 
1575 Harvey Ave. 
WHY PAY MORE
FOR GAS?
5(! OFF PER GALLON 























310 Leon Ave. Phone 763-5417
SUMMER HOLIDAY SPECIAL
GET READY FOR THE HOLIDAYS WITH THIS
SOI
S3
Open Mil 9 p.m Phone 763-77001658 Pandosy
TV*
B.C. FOOD INFORMATION
GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C.
J® ’ < t
' V .. , .... -F ....The thrifty 
B.C. CHICKEN
Tender end oucculont, B.C.-grown chicken Is aJood 
favorite that grows In popularity each year. Fried, baked 
or barbecued ll makes a templing moat course that's high 
In protein yet low In calorics and fat. When you compare 
the coat, you’ll find that chicken la one of your beat meat 
buys. And when you seo the B.C. label, you know you're 
enjoying frosh, top quality chicken that's grown and 
processed right hero In British Columbia. For a collec­
tion of ontlclng recipes using B.C.-grown chicken, write:
<
a™
1972 GMC 14 TON DEMO AND CAMPER
V-8 automatic, custom cab, power steering, radio, j^wer disc 
brakes, western 2 tone with brund new 8}4 ft. Islander Camper* I' ■ wf 
( YOU SAVE ................................ . ................ ............................ ... I ■ # W
JACOBSEN =»
“YOUR TOTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTRE”
LIFE-SAVING GEAR PRESENTED
dent Ken Macaskill at a re- suction pump and resuscita-Ben Crooks, right, chief of 
the Winfield Volunteer Fire ----------------
Department, accepts $500 Kobayashi later explained the added to a new panel vehicle 
worth of life-saving gear from * “1 -i-.-i. *>.. K j k..
cent dinner. Fireman Hiroshi tor. The equipment will be
Winfield Lions’ Club presi-
use of the equipment, which recently purchased by the
includes oxygen ventilator, fire department.
Winfield Lions Dinner
Bonus For The Fishermen
WINFIELD (Special) — The 
Winfield Lions Club played host 
to the ladies during their reg­
ular dinner meeting recently 
at the Easter Seal Camp on 
Davidson Road.




’ Frank Snowsell, NDP candi­
date in South Okanagan; told 
supporters in Peachland ac­
tive, .early participation in pol­
itical action through an estab­
lished political party is essen­
tial in a democratic society.
“It is not enough to work to 
defeat a government. Such neg­
ative involvement is self-de­
feating. It is essential to work 
for some positive goal.
“The major political deci­
sions are made by members of 
political parties long before the 
ballots are printed. It is in the 
pre-election time when party 
politics are determined; when 
the leaders who will become 
prime ministers are chosen; 
when party policy and nominat­
ing conventions are held, .that 
the really vital and significant 
political decisions are made.
“The voter marking his bal­
lot makes ’ a selection among 
limited choices already deter- 
mined.
“It is also essential,” he 
said, “that schools, besides 
teaching the principles of dem­
ocracy, should allow students 
to practice effective democracy.
“Students molly-coddled, dir­
ected and controlled in an au­
thoritarian school system do 
not become effective democrat­
ic citizens immediately upon 
graduation.' School administra­
tors and teachers must allow 
'pupils to practice the democra­
tic principles which they are 
taught,"
by Lion Wally Lesmeister for 
the 38 Lions, wives and guests, : 
Ben Crooks performed the hum- ; 
erous Tail Twister duties.
During the business session, 
Gordon Smith pt esented Wally 
Lesmeister with a briefcase, 
containing necessary items to 
be used in his official capacity 
as zone chairman elect.
Peter Friedrich and Ben 
Crooks volunteered to act as 
co-chairmen of the Bavarian 
beer garden to be held at the 
Jack Seaton park in September.
Lion Aft Rapier asked for 
volunteers to help with paint­
ing at the Easter Seal Camp 
and all Lions were requested to 
turn out on July 6 at 6:30 p.m.
The installation' of officers 
will be held at the Macaskill 
home on Saturday, July 8 at 
8 p.m.
Gordon Smith, chairman of 
the Easter Seal Camp, announ­
ced the annual open house will 
be held August 6. The Lions will 
once again operate the grill.
One of the highlights of the 
evening was the installation, 
performed by Lion Ben Crooks, 
of two new members. President 
Ken Macaskill welcomed Bill 
Traeger and Mel McDougall 
into the Winfield Lions Club. 
Others taking part in the in­
stallation were. Peter Friedrich, 
Len Michalkow and Gordon 
Smith,
After the close of the busi­
ness session, President Mac­
askill, on behalf of the Winfield 
Lions Club, presented Fire 
Chief Beri Crooks with $500 
worth of life saving equipment, 
consisting of an oxygen ventila­
tor, ambu-suction and an ambii-: 
bag resusitator.
Mr. Crooks then introduced 
guest speaker Hiroshi Kobay- 
ashi, holder of a Class A first 
, aid certificate, to demonstrate 
[ how each piece of equipment 
worked.
Assisted by Lion Lyle
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HELEN GORMAN
Popular Teacher To Retire
Me.
WESTBANK (Special) — A 
kind and familiar face, that of 
the well-loved and respected 
teacher, Helen I. Gorman, will 
be missed from the Westbank 
^Elementary School when school 
resumes again this fall.
Miss Gorman is retiring after 
teaching 41 vears, starting in 
Glenrosa in 1931 She taught 
there until 1342 when Mrs. R. 
A. Pritchard of the Westbank 
Elementary School became ill 
apd her position was offered to 
Miss Gorman. Miss Gorman 
accepted it, exchanging eight 
pupils for at least three times 
the number, and has taught 
here continuously through the 
years.
Miss Gorman is the daugh­
ter of Mrs. Milton Gorman and 
the late Milton Gorman, pio­
neers of Glenrosa. She lives 
with her mother and says she is 
retiring while her mother is 
still able to travel, as there are 
many placer they want to see.
A party v as given for Miss 
Gorman at the Westbank Ele­
mentary Scnool last week by 
the people of Westbank, includ­
ing past and present pupils. 
Among those coming from dis­
tant places were: Mary Dob- 
bin White, from Vancouver,
Kenzie; Mr. Kobayashi demon- I 
strated mouth to mouth resus- I 
citation and heart massage. He I 
then showed how much easier I. 
and surer the life saving equip- I 
ment was. The oxygen ventila- I 
tor has a demand valve on the I 
mask thus allowing the patient I 
to only inhale as much oxygen I 
as required. The normal amount I 
of natural oxygen in the atmo- I 
sphere is approximately 15 per I 
cent and tank oxj gen is a con- I 
centrated 85 per cent to ensure I 
rapid recovery. I
Mr. Kobayashi demonstrated I 
the use of the Q suction pump I 
and how quickly it could suck I 
up any foreign substance in the I 
air passage. The ambu-bag is a r 
replacement for mouth to I 
mouth resuscitation and it can I 
also be hooked up to an oxygen I 
tank. I
Chief Crooks reported that the I 
fire department had recently I 
purchased a panel vehicle, fit- I 
ted with shelves arid equipped I 
with spare air pack, fire extin- I 
guishers and now this life sav- I 
ing equipment donated by the I 





with Every Gas Purchase
CIGS.
Pkg. of 20 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
Two Student
Missionaries ffS 
runn cacv kvRUTLAND (Special) — At a 
meeting of the Kelowna-Rut­
land Missionary Volunteer Soo-
with her daughter; Henry Field 
from Vancouver; Frank Ficke 
from Williams Lake; Jim Fen­
ton from the Kootenays; Bar­
bara Stubbs Cash from Van­
couver; Reta Gaskell Wilcox 
from 100 Mile House; Lloyd 
Fenton and others from the 
Kelowna and Rutland areas.
Lawrence Kneller, one of 
Miss Gorman's pupils of 1933. 
was emcee at the party. He 
read telegrams from former 
pupils to Miss Gorman and one 
sent by Premier W. A. C. Ben­
nett and Mrs. Bennett. .
Miss Gorman received a 
beautiful silver tea service, a 
large rose bowl and an inscrib­
ed plaque.
Miss Gorman voiced her 
thanks and said she could not 
understand all day why people 
had been avoiding her, adding 
she leaves tile school with mix­
ed feelings.
“I would like to express my 
deep appreciation to the peo­
ple of the Westbank district for 
the large number who attended 
open house held in my honor, 
and . . . very special thanks go 
to my friend and fellow teacher, 
Doreen Dobbin, and to all who 
helped to make this evening 
such a memorable occasion.”
iety of the Seventh-day Advent­
ist Church, Sharon Hack and 
Leila Ahtola were announced as 
having been selected to spend 
two months this summer as 
student missionaries.
Sharon and Leila were sel­
ected from several applicants, 
and will join the growing num­
ber of high school, college and 
university students who are 
giving their time and talents to 
the missionary outreach of the 
church.
The girls will be located in 
the Tofino area, at either of 
the Indian villages of Ahousat 
or Ucluelet, tn the west coast 
of Vancouver Island, and will 
be based oh the M.V. Northern 
Light, a mission launch operat­
ed by the Adventists cm the 
B.C. coast. They will assist with 
medical and dental work, story 
hours and general mission work 
for the Indians of these areas.
The girls are being co-spon­
sored by the society and the 
lo,cal Adventist churches. At the 
end of their "Mission Term” 
they will receive scholarships to 
Okanagan Academy, the Ad­
ventist school here.
RESIST DECAY
Woods such as cedar and ta­
marack are resistant to decay 
while others such as poplar and 
balsam rot quickly.




Notice to Parents and Students
SUBJECTS OFFERED AND PROBABLE TIMETABLE:
MUSIC. Beginners’ Band .... 
Intermediate Band
I' Advanced Band ....
| Strings .....................
8:00 a.m. and 10:15 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
...____ _____ ... 10:15 a.m.
....................... 10:15 a.m.
Developmental Reading: Grades 4-7, 8:00 a.m. and 10:15 a m.
In Central Elementary School on Richter Street.
Math Review Grades 4 - 7, 8:00 a.m. and 10:15 a.m.
In Central Elementary School on Richter Street.
Academic









Frying. B.C. Grown, 
Fresh, Never Frozen, lb.
Coffee Break, jH 1 "
Fresh Ground. B
i ib. pkg.     a a -
ICE CREAM S
SUGAR £
1 39WB.C. White, jA- ■ •
Granulated .. lU lbs. ■
Prices Effective Thurs.,Fri., 
June 29,30
CLOSED SAT., JULY 1
TURKEYS §
Never Frozen M





MILAN, Italy (AP) — Engi­
neering students at Milan’s po- 
, lytechnic institute walked but on 
a mathematics test because 
they said it was too-dlfficult.
CHANGE IN TIME
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - 
A law that banned the sale of 
alcoholic drinks between 2 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. Is being repealed to 
accommodate thirsty tourists, 
officials said.
I MARY LOSES OUT
OBERAMMERGAU, G e 1- 
many (AP) — Helmut Fischer, 
who acted the part of Jesus 
Christ in the 1970 Oberammer­
gau passion play, and Martin 
Wagner, who ’ played Judas, 
have been elected to the town 
council. Beatrix Schwarz, who 
played the Virgin Mary, ran for 




Effective July 1st, 1972, the following City owned 
parking lots will be converted to Public Parking con­
trolled by ticket spitters at the following rates:
Chapman Lot . < 3 hours for 25c




3 hours for 25c
All day for 25c
All day for 25c
Harvey Avenue lot will remain a monthly rcrited lot. 
A waiting list for this lot is kept by the Cashiers.
SUMMER SCHOOL 1972
Bus Schedule
JULY 3 TO JULY 31
Bus Times:
Ranch Supply, Oyama ...................
Hannigan’s, Winfield...... ............ .
Al’s Cafe ....... ..................................
Reids Comer.............. .............. .
Rutland Secondary.............. .......
Dions Store ....................... .............
Hollywood & Highway 33......
4 Seasons Motel . ............. ..........
Toyota Sales .......... ...................






































































































All courses are two hours daily.
Because of subject clashes, some class starting times may have to be changed 
when summer school begins.
AI ARC, (a) to provide enrichment courses in Music, Reading and Math;
AllVida (b) to assist students who have failed or gained marginal passes by, 
improving their understanding and knowledge in a particular 
academic course.
DATES: July 3rd to July 31, 1972
HOURS: 8 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. Monday thru Friday
PI ACE- Academic — Kelowna Secondary School;
I LAvka Music — Kelowna Secondary School 
Developmental Reading — Central Elementary 
Math Review — Central Elementary.
BTCC. $25.00 per subject payable cither in advance at the Adult Education 
fElX Office or on the first day of the course. (MAILING ADDRESS: 
599 Harvey Avenue, Kelowna,)
REGISTRATIONS -
JUNE 29, 30 and JULY 3
' at the1'
ADULT EDUCATION OFFICE - West Sid© of K.S.S. School
Academic Applications must be signed by School Principal or Official. 



















SHOPS CAPRI - RUTLAND £r 
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Hore’s how to work it:



















One, letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hint^ Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES
O HXFAA BMRMI YMIEOK EJHMAD 
KV HKVVY HV AVN FH KV XFKM
FBJ EFB.-GVVPMI K. NFHXOBLKVB
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: THE MAN WHO FEARS SUF­
FERING IS ALREADY SUFFERING FROM WHAT HE 
FEARS.-MICHEL DE MONTAIGNE
larg  ------------- —--------------------- :—
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LIVES IN A 
TUBE IT MAKES
FR0M7HE 



































Libra (Sept. 23-Oot. 22): 











THU EARTHMAN QU16T1 
WHO BEAT MS l» ¥ tAWN ® 
THB OHB VA1H THS J SAVIN®
PATCH OVBR
H5 EYBL YILLUL thing I
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am 15 
and my mother won't let me Fj 
use tampons, but I have read in w 








Should You Open 
Bedroom Window*
By Georsa C. Thosteson. MJ).
Dear Dr. Tbosteaonr Would 
you comment on ventilating 
bedrooms? Has air pollution 
made a change?
Should the old way of opening 
a bedroom window a little from 
the top and bottom be used?
What about ventilation in win­
ter? Should a window be open 
when a person is ill with a cold 
or flu? Should the bedroom door 




unmarried girls to use them.
My mother says unmarried 
girls shouldn't use them and 
that’s that, but I don’t want to 
keep missing all the fun be­
cause of my period, especially 
in summer. Is it all right to use: 
tampons? Maybe my mother 
will listen to you.—C. J.,
Ventilating bedrooms is pri­
marily a matter of comfort—the 
big exception being the matter 
of when a risk of carbon monox­
ide exists. In that case, plenty 
of ventilation is essential—al­
though the real answer goes 
deeper than that. The source of 
monoxide should be corrected.
But for ordinary purposes, it's 
a matter of preference. Some 
sleep better in a cool room, so 
let that be your guide.
As to pollution, it doesn’t have 
much bearing on the openness 
or shutness of the windows, 
since the air in a house comes 
from the outdoors anyway. Of 
course, if there’s a stack spew­
ing smoke or fumes near you, 
keep the window closed.
In general, air pollution tends 
to be less at night with fewer 
automobiles and factories run­
ning. Then it starts to rise in 
the morning.
Whether to open the window 
top and bottom, or just at the 
bottom, depends on how much 
circulation of air you want, and 
I doubt it makes much differ­
ence other than that.
Open window in winter? Fine, 
if you like it, and keep warm in 
bed. The same applies if some­
one is sick. An open window, i 
it makes the patient more com­
fortable, is fine so long as his 
body is kept warm.
But I’d keep the bedroom 
door shut if it causes drafts.
Tampons are in wide use by 
girls your age—there’s a "jun­
ior size" that is usually prefer­
able. I frankly don’t know why 
your mother would object, but 
when people take the "and 
that’s that” approach, it usually 
means they’ve made up their 
minds and won’t listen to any 
facts.
Only suggestion I can offer is 
tp ask your mother if she will 
put the matter up to your fam­
ily doctor, and abide by what­
ever he says, with no further 
arguments about It..
Dear Dr. Thosteson: For one 
who has a slight case of diabe­
tes, is it all right to eat ice 
cream and bananas?—S. F. M.
Sorry, no banana splits, if 
that’s what you are hinting at.
In fact, if you eat either item, 
it will be at the expense of some 
other more stable food in your 
diet. Both are high in carbohy­
drates.
Half a banana represents one 
fruit exchange in a diabetic 
diet. Half a cup of Ice cream 
equals one bread exchange.
Note to Mn. R. H. G.: Pro­
tein in a urinalysis ordinarily is 
an indication of infection in the 
urinary tract. If it does not 
clear up promptly, treatment 
should be started to prevent the 
infection from becoming worse 
or becoming chronic.
CONTRACT BRIDGE











THEM TO Be 
deceitful !
PAWN, 1WANT ID 
SPEAK WITH TCU'R 
MEDICAL DOCTORS 
AT ONCel
ART PERSON, MR.WAIASON, WHO WOULD KILL 




I SURE MISSED 




IT IS AN WSULT THAT
YOU SAID THESE ) (you WOULD SUGGEST THAT
FRAUDS I DON'T 
UNDEirTANDXXl 
M. MARAIS.
I WOULD MAKE A PAIR 
OF PRESCRIPTION 
GLASSES WITH...
I DOW? BLAME NOU FOR NOT 
SELLING HIM VOUR WOODS. 
. HE'S BLIND TO THE BEAUTIES 
OF NATURE. HPO BULLDOZE 
TME6E BEAUTlFUtTREES AND 
PUT UP HOTD0G,6TitU5>.
BUT IF WPS GOHG TO MAKE NOUR UFW 
WSERABLE, TO WK YOU WOULD
Silt—TO6QMB- 
OHE ELSE, 
OF COURSE. DtyNCMB 
Mf PLACE.
" heoduldVe 







THE CHURCH qr St GERTRUDE m OLDENBURG. GERMAN^
WHICH STANDS M THE LOCAL CEMETERY
BEAPS OVER ITS EMTRAHCE THE INSCRIPTION:
■ Q Forever is such a tons YtmcL *
Anthony «?. Kozel 
OF ALEXANDRIA. VA, 
WEVER Al/SSED A 
DAY OF .SCHOOL OR 
WORK FOR ILLNESS 
ZV -48 YEARS





















Opening lead — ten
monds.
You don’t actually see de­
clarer’s cards when you are a 
defender, but It is frequently 
possible to visualize them with 
the same effect as if you were 
looking right at his hand.
Sometimes you can deduce 
the nature of his hand from the 
bidding, and sometimes from 
the play, but more often than 
not you discover what declarer 
has only by studying both of
them.
Take this case where East
at trick one. West led the ten 
of diamonds, on which dummy 
played the jack, and straight 
away East had to decide 
whether the diamond lead was 
a singleton or a doubleton.
If he decided It was a single- 
ton, he would have to win with 
the ace and return a diamond 
for West to ruff. In the actual 
case, had East done this, South 
would have made the contract 
very easily — his only losers 
would have been a heart, a dia­
mond and a club.
But East put on his thinking 
cap and concluded that the lead 
was a doubleton. Accordingly, 
he signaled with the seven, and 
when West later took the lead 
with a trump he returned a dia­
mond to East’s ace and got a 
ruff to put the contract down 
one.
East knew from the bidding 
that declarer had four spades 
and four hearts. (North’s two 
club bid was Stayman, request­
ing partner to bid a fourcard 
major if he had one.) It fol­
lowed that South could not have 
four diamonds, for that would 
I^ace him with a singleton club 
and he would not have opened 
the bidding with a notrump in 
such case.
West’s lead therefore had to 
be a doubleton, and the only 
chance of stopping the contract 




 basis that West could evenu- 
had to make a crucial decision | ally get a diamond ruff.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
GLASS M5TEAP OF 
LENSES' VOU WILL 





















\ *’Seo what happens when romance gets too heavy? 
Shouting, squabbles, sword-play..,”
FRIDAY, JUNE 30
Aires (March 21-Aprll 19): 
Competitive noises intrude. Do 
as little as current conditions 
permit. Any interesting tale you 
tell comes back unrecognizable.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
New friends seem destined to 
complement your talents but 
eventually confuse all your af­
fairs to the point that you must 
leave them and change.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Most of the day is routine ond 
somewhat uninspiring. There’s 
a reward for sticking it out. 
Change d i r e c t i o n for the 
evening.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Technical advice shows you 
more sides to the situation than 
your feelings had led you to be­
lieve. Gather energy for a later 
effort,
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): You 
will possibly spot some weak­
ness in your financial planning. 
It will be a while before you see 
what should be done to correct 
it.
Virgo (Aqg. 23-Sept. 22): 
Whatever you are most sensi­
tive about is most likely to at­
tract curiosity. Be nonchalant, 
carry it oft with supreme poise 
and few words.
your efficiency. Keep, things 
simple to get through the day. 
Evening hours are for entertain­
ment.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Emotional concerns tend to ov­
erbalance most other subjects, 
and it’s just as well. Creative 
ideas force changes, abandon­
ment of projects.
Sagittarius (Nov, 22-Dcc. 21): 
The exploration stage of deal­
ings yields surprising informa­
tion, or if it doesn't, the sugges- 
tion is that you’ve missed some­
thing.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan, 19): 
If you have to do anything seri­
ous now, take it as a trouble­
shooting job, make notes of pro­
vocative ideas for future appli­
cation.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Your steady effort is appre­
ciated, not overly amusing to 
you, quite difficult if you balk 
or skip important chores.
Places (Feb. IB-March 20): 
Personal relations, in and out of 
the home, practically sparkle 
with excitement, readjustment, 
perhaps abrupt surprises.
TONG WAR?
Social Worker Found Slain
SAN FRANCISCO (API - A
voung Chinese social worker 
Will has become the latest victim in 
Uvli a string of gangland-sty Ie mur- 
Fulpti'is In Chinatown. ।
Barry F\wig-Toneti. 20, execu­
tive director of the. Youth Svi v- 
llceti and Coordinating Centre in
{Chinatown, was .-hot in th” ab­
domen and the head when he 
aitoweird the . ihwila'll of his
Torres, who recently told 
Mend that ho feared death at
the hands of Chinatown street 
gangs, was a bloodstained mis­
spelled note rcadhlg, ’’Pig in- 
Airincrs Die Yong."
Police said that In addition to 
the Fong-Torres slaying, they 
arc invcstiUAting the slayings of 
nine Chinese by other Chinese 
since March, 137(1, and1 1? M-
Apartment, nuihoiUics Nitid. saults of tint hiimt nature since 
, Beneath the Ixxly of, Fong-; Ilic iH’ghmlng of this year,
w
WINGEYS PIC 






BUT, MOM/WE \ 
ARE GOING TO ) 
PICK UP THAT 
CUTE NEW BLONDE 
TEACHER ■
SHE MAY HAVE TO 
SIT ON DAO'5 LAP
GO AHEAD.' 
If. YOUR FATHER 




Close To $25,000,0(10 To Be Spent 
On Native Friendship Centres
OTTAWA (CP) - Close to $25 
million will bo spent in the next 
five yenrs on support, develop- 
inent and staff training for na­
tive friendship centres across 
Canada, Secretary of State Ger­
ard Pelletier announced here.
He announced the expanded 
program at a news conference, 
adding that the 37 existing 
friendship centres have been 
doing a good job in providing a 
social focus and Job counselling 
and directing native jtcoplc to 
services available in the city.
He aald that in the past 
friendship centres often missed 
out on federal grants because 
they were unaware of applica­
tion procedures,
But It Is ho|X'd the new fi­
nancing program, established 'n
response to native proposals, 
will be fully utilized by the 
mainly native-operated centres 
in helping Indians and Metis 
"cope with urbiin living,” he 
said.
The federal government will 
continue to provide the .centres 
with basic financial impport, he 
added, but eventually program 
support will be dnlcgated to the 
provinces and local groups fa­
miliar with the needs of migrat­
ing native jieoplc,
The secretary of state depart­
ment also projMisea a native 
participation council to be set 
up In cities with large native 
population* to stimulate Involve­
ment of the non •native commun­







FROM THE PEEP 19 
STILL CHASING 
THEM, LEO-
^AGE tt KELOWNA DAILY COUMEB. THCT., JUNE », 1M2
t
IDEAL ENDING TO A SMART BEGINNING - RESULTS FROM COURIER WANT ADS
START YOUR SMART BEGINNING NOW — PHONE 763-3228





Delivered Anywhere tn 
KELOWNA or VERNON 
] AREA
H Phone'orders collect B Business—5451311
1 Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330 
9 LAV1NGTON PLANER 
J MILL LTD.4 T, Th, S, tf
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
SEPTIC TANKS and 
Disposal Fields Installed 
Telephone James Davidson 
762-6107
T. Th, S tf
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
for RENT AUGUST 1. TWO BEEk 
room bouse, dose to beach in Casa 
Loma. Terrilc view. Reasonable rent. 
Telephone 763-5606 after * p.m. . 279 
NOW RENTING. NEW SPANISH STYLE 
fourplex units In Rutland. Featuring 
two bedrooms. IVh baths, carpet, large 
auftes. Telephone 765-I788. 279
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
carpeted. fuU basement, carport, sun­
deck. dose In. Rutland centre. TUIe- 
phone 765-7143. 27*
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. FULL 
basement, wall to wall throughout. 
Close to school. Telephone 765-7544. U
family with three children, three bad­
room house. furnished or seml-furalshed. 
Kelowna or Penticton are* before Juty 
15th. Telephone collect. Nakusp, 265- 
4686. 279
15. HOUSES FOR RENT 20. WANTED to rent
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE AT tn ELLIS 
St. See landlord at 5(9 Roanoke Avenue. 
Available immediately. 20
WANTED TO RENT FOR JULY AND 
August, 1* foot trailer to sleep two. 
Propane stove and refrigerator for 
stationary living, accommodation for 
two university students. Tb* Kelowna 
and District Ftsh and Game Cub Tele­
phone 762474g, Jim Tresdgold. Secre­
tary. 27»
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS, NEW TWO BED- 
room duplex, wall to wall carpets, car­
port. Telephone 7*9-4349. 179
LARGE FOUR-BEDROOM DELUXE 
duplex, 1 baths, rampus room. Telephone 
763-7772. , 279 WANTED TO RENT FOR MONTH OF 
August, homo on the lake. Or will trade 
live bedroom home in Oakland hills, 
overlooking San Francisco Bay. garden­
er and cleaning lady Included. Write 
Box A759. The Kelowna Daily Courier.
281
LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME FOB 
rent in Winfield. *195 per month to 
reliable tenant. Telephone 765-9211. 279
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. FULL 
basement, fenced yard. (IN per month. 
Telephone 763-4144 leave message. . 278 WANTED TO RENT BY RELIABLE
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
VACATIONS and TRAVEL
MOVING AND STORAGE
I Jenkins Cartage Ltd.
e Agents for
North American Van Unes Ltd. 
S Local Long Distance Moving 
0 “We Guarantee Satisfaction'* 
a 1120 ELLIS ST. ' 762-2029




For reservation and further 
information
PHONE 765-6976 




16. APTS. FOR RENT
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
Enjoy the latest in apartment living at
THE BROCKTON MANOR
1831 PANDOSY STREET 
Now ready for occupancy.
To view 
CALL MR. ANDERSON 
763-3685
COTTAGE ON LAKE WITH SANDY 
beach, has to sleep four. From July 
23rd until August 5th. Please write or 
phone H. Vsnderbleek. 12216 - 131A 
Avenue. Edmonton. Telephone 454-7421. 
279
TWO BEDROOM OLDER HOUSE 
with reasonable rent required by July 
15 by responsible family. References 
available. South end preferred. Tele-
CITY DUPLEX 
Exceptionally' well kept South Side duplex. 
2 Bdrms each side, neat utility area, bright 
living room. Excellent Vk% financing. 
Close to hospital, in good rental area. Call 
Harvey Pomrenke 2-0742 to view.
RUTLAND VIEW HOME
I would like to show you this new 3 Bdrm 
view home. Wall to wall carpeting through­
out., 2 complete bathrooms, 2 sundecks, 2 
fireplaces and a full basement with a 
completed rec. room. For complete details 
call Bren Witt 769-4326. MLS.
LAKEVIEW LOT
Lakeview Hts., just off Thacker Dr. All 
utilities are in, ready to go. Excellent view 
Priced from $4950 to >12,000. MLS. Art 
MacKenzie 769-4264.
MORE SMILES EACH DAY I
When you live in this almost new home. I. 
Featuring living room with wall to wall. 3 g 
Bdrms., ensuite plumbing, full basement, | 
carport. Asking $22,500.00. Call Bob Robin- g < 
son 3-5181. MLS. I ;
CLOSE Tp VOCATIONAL SCHOOL | 
3 Bdrm, home, Ua baths, broadloom | 
throughout and in excellent condition. Large | 
lot landscaped and fenced, plenty of easy | 
parking. Priced at $24,000 for a well planned I 
convenient home. Contact George Trimble J 
2-0687. MLS. |
VIEW LOT
Excellent view overlooking Ok. Lake in 
quiet area. Priced to sell. PavetL^M, 
domestic water, power, etc. Call » 
8-5089. MLS. U, II
Phone 762-2329. 280
WANTED TO RENT SMALL COTTAGE, 
out of town by responsible local per­
son. Telephone 762-8203 between 6 p.m. -
7 p.m: 27*
16. APTS. FOR RENT 16. APTS. FOR RENT
280
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
rent up to *130 per month.. Glenmore- 
Mission area.' Telephone 763-7271. 282
ED: THREE OR FOUR BED- 
home. unfurnished, city area or
PAINT SPECIALISTS
Treadgold
; Paint Supply Ltd
♦ ••___  n_____ •- CWT




T. Th, S. tf
1. BIRTHS_____________
UNSER — Mr. and Mrs. Jack Unser 
(ne* Sandra Delgatty) wish to announce 
the arrival of their first child, a 
daughter. Jacqueline Nicole, six lbs. 
10V4 ore. Boni June 2*. 1972. A grand­
child lor Mr. and Mrs. V. J. Unser and 
Mr. and Mrs.' R. J. Delgatty.279
2. DEATHS ___________
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
I satisfaction comes from remembering 
k departed family, friends and associate* 
I with a memorial rift to the Heart 
i Foundatloa. Kelowna Unit, P-O. Box 
? 1*6. “
I THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
L gratefully accepts donations tn memocy 
I of loved one*, to further research in 
1 conquering cancer. Contact Box 10. Ok- 
1 ftnafAD Minion. 8» u
4. ENGAGEMENTS
SALES & SERVICE 







LAWN MOWER CLINIC — REPAIRS 
to all makes and models, free pick up 
and delivery. Mower and saw sharpen­
ing service. Kelowna Light Industrial. 
MS Crowley Ave., Kelowna. Telephone 
762-7684.. W
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls, flower 
planters and stonework. Can Sebastian. 
762-7781_________________ _ _________ tf
FOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING, 
call on 25 years experience. Daniel 
Murphy, 763-4946. 285
Centennial House Apartments 
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland 
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
• Spacious deluxe suites 
* Air conditioning
Carpet throughout 
Colored appliances and 
drapes 
Free laundry facilities 
Cable TV
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
furnished suite available August 1. MUI 
Creek Apartments, 1797 Water Street. 
Stove, refrigerator, wall to wall carpets, 
cable television, heat, lights, laundry and 
parking included. No children, no pets, 
iletired or professional tenants prefer­
red. Telephone 763-3695. tf
BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment amidst fruit trees. Wall to wall 
carpet throughout, modem, drapes, re­
frigerator, range, carport, sliding glass 
doors to patio. Prefer elderly couple. 
No children, no pets please. *145. Tele-
phone evenings 763-5104. tf
Rutland. Telephone 763-6479. 276
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
ORCHARD CITY
Apple valley realty ™*
1451 Pandosy St. •** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY Office Ph. 3-4144 .
OUR MAN IN VANCOUVER
FERKOVICH-DODDS — Mr«. EUa 
Ybarro of Pomona, California, announcer 
with pleasure the engagement of her 
daughter. Tereaa Eloise Ferkovlch. to 
’ Marvin Ernest Dodds, son of Mrs.
Marguerite Dodds and the late Earl 
Berten Dodds of Kelowna. The wed­
ding will take place August 19th in 
Pomona. California. 278
12. PERSONALS_________
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 763-5057 or 765-6323, in Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763- 
6675 or 765-6766.__________ - ■________tf
I, EDWARD DORN OF 730 RAYMER 
Avenue, will not be responsible for any 
debts contracted for in my name on and 
after this date June 28, 1972 without my 
written consent. Signed: Edward Dorn.
__________________ 279
RALPH EIWIND PETERSON WENT 
north from Kelowna 1953-54. He was 
born in Norway 1904. If you know his 
present address, please write to Box 








HOME: Just listed - 6% 
mortgage on this 2-bedroom 
home, living room with wall 
to wall carpet, kitchen with 
eating area, utility room off 
kitchen, minimum of stairs. 
Well kept yard with lots of 
shade and fruit trees and 
shrubs, large garage with 
workshop area. Call Einar 
Domeij at the office or even­
ings at 2-3518. MLS.
YOU’LL WANT TO SEE 
THIS! Large, 3-bedroom fam­
ily home on a nicely land­
scaped lot. Large L-shaped 
living and dining room, con­
venient kitchen with eating
AVAILABLE JULY 1st, LARGE TWO 
bedroom suite. Fairlane Court, 1230 
Lawrence Ave, Completely modern. 
Close to Shops Capri and People's. 
Elderly couple preferred, no children 
or pets. Telephone 763-2814 or 762-7528.
HALF A MONTH FREE RENT - NEW 
apartments in Rutland. Deluxe large 
two bedroom suites. All shag carpeted, 
air conditioned, cable TV, drapes. Avail­
able now. Telephone 762-2519, if no 
answer 762-5030. Hoover Realty Ltd, tf
RUTLAND: TWO BEDROOM SUITE, 
air conditioning, stove, refrigerator, 
drapes. Private back and front entrance. 
Under-cover parking, quiet adults, no 
pets. 110 Gibbs Road. W. Suite 1. 
________________ ' _________ tf 
CLEAN ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite. Refrigerator and range included. 
Elderly, couple or working couple. No 
children. Non-smOkers, non-drinkers. 
No pets. Available July 1 or 15. Tele-
» Paved parking
• Intercom system
* Close to all shopping areas.
RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW
6. CARD OF THANKS
WE WISH TO THANK ALL THOSE 
who helped In so many ways following 
the recent death of Wayne Hubble. 
Special thanks to Don Day and to those 
ladies who served the tes. All cards 
and expressions of sympathy are deeply 
appreciated. —Dorothy Hubble and 
family. 278
5. IN MEMORIAM
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutlsnd. Telephone 765-6494. tf
Telephone Manager 
765-9133 or 762-0928 
tf
DOESN'T LIKE LIVING ALONE
Westmills Carpets transferred Gary McDonald to Vancouver and his wife and kids 
can’t join him ’til they sell their large, split-level, 4 bedroom home here in Kelowna. 
Consider the reasons they fell in love with their new home when they moved here 






pus room — 
payments just FULL♦ Beautifully treed and contoured lot♦ Convenient location in Lakeview Heights.
♦ One of a kind design.
♦ Sunken living room with open beams and rustic 
brick fireplace.
* Finely appointed kitchen with dishwasher,
♦ Balcony dining area overlooking lower family room.
* 2 complete bathrooms.
♦ Basement recreational room.
•Luxury carpet throughout ...
kitchens, bathrooms, etc.
find the home too large and 
are asking $24,200. They will 
look at offers. For further 
information call Alan Elliot 
at the office or evenings at 
3-7283. MLS.










1400 CORONATION AVE,. 
KELOWNA
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA'S Ex­
clusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment. Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth
Towers, 763-3641. tf
___________ _ family apts. in gardenlike set- 
medlcslly approved method. Highly-1 Un­
qualified operator with many years ex-1 
perience. For further tnformstion. tele­
phone Helen Gray. 763-6512.  U
ELECTROLYSIS — GENTLE. SAFE.
GENTLEMAN. 40, WISHES TO MEET 
ladies 20 to 40 years. Object companion­
ship. Reply Box A772. The Kelowna
Dally Courier. 279
13. LOST AND FOUND
LOST — FIVE GALLON OUTBOARD 
gas tank on road to Beaver Lake. 




LAKESHORE and MISSION CREEK 
PHONE 4-4545 
CHINESE SMORGASBORD 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
from 6 to 8 p.m.
PRICE 2.75 ' CHILDREN 1.49
CABARET
Friday and Saturday, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
FEATURING THE COUNTRY REVIEW 
We specialize in Take-Out Orders 
SERVING KELOWNA, RUTLAND and MISSION 
Open Tues., Wed., Thurs., 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Fri. and Sat., 5 p.m. to 3 a.m.
CLOSED MONDAYS Th., F, S, tf
TWO 2 BEDROOM SUITES IN FOUR- 
plex; wall to wall carpeting, no refrig­
erator or stove. Children, small pets 
welcome. Available July 1 and 15. *137 
per month. Telephone 765-5011. tf
KNOX MANOR, BRfGHT SPACIOUS 
suites, drapes, TV cable, refrigerator, 
stove, broadloom, elevator, balcony and 
intercom. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele-






NOTICE TO ALL BUILDING TRADES 
Members — A special all trades meet- 
Ing will bo held In Kelowna at 8:00 
p.m. In the Centennial Hall, Memorial 
| Arena. Ellis Street, Thursday, June 
29th, 1972. To discuss and explain 
overall position of the labor movement 
In B.C. with regards Io present labor 
strife. Speakers will be Ray Haynes. 
B.C. Federation of Labor) Jlnr Kin­
naird, B.C. and Yukon Building Tradeai 
Arnold Smith, Preaident - Provincial
Council of Carpenters. 276
HELF 8.P.E.C RECYCLE. DROP OFF 
bundle* of old n«wip*p«ra at depot. 
1193 St. Paul BL, Saturdays. 10:00 
। am. • 1:00 p.m. or call 763-6040 or 
I 761-6116 after 6:00 p.m. weekdays for
pickup. 279
IS. HOUSES FOR RENT
Orchard City Realty 










VISTA MANOR: TWO BEDROOM 
suite, bright, spacious, fireplace. Close 
downtown. Retired or quiet living 
couple preferred. Telephone 765-6536.
762-3037. tf
tf
RUTLAND: UNFURNISHED ONE BED- 
room suite. Living room. - kitchen com­
bined, close to shopping, quiet adults, 
no pets. Telephone 765-6538 after 4
1 Month Free Rent for a 
Minimum of 6 Months Lease.
SHARMAINE MANOR 
-HUSCH RD., RUTLAND 
Now Renting 2 Bedroom Suites 
from $145 p.m.
1 Bedroom Suites from 
$135 p.m.
Children Considered. No Pets. 









TWO ROOM, COMPLETELY FUR- 
nished bachelor suite, one block from 
hospital. Telephone 762-2127 days. 
Telephone 762-6788 after 5 p.m.
______________________278, 279, 281, 282
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
close to Shops Capri, Brookside Manor. 
Available immediately. Telephone 763-
6224, 1951 Glenmore St. tf
OKANAGAN 
MISSION HOME 
Large 4-bdrm. family home 
on V2 acre lot. Well built and 
spacious. Owners moved to 
Calgary and wish to sell im­
mediately. Suitable for VLA. 
Requires landscaping. Full 
price $27,000. Offers. MLS.
LOVELY ONE BEDROOM SUITE IN 
Rutland. Refrigerator, stove, heat and 
water included. Only *125 per month.
Telephone 764-7129 or 765-8467. tf
ONE BEDROOM, FULLY FURNISHED 
basement suite, separate entrance. 
Close to downtown. Telephone 762-5027. 
________  tf 
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED"ACCOM- 
modation (In home near Golf Course) 
for business woman to share with widow, 
Telephone 762-2262 for interview, tf
*95 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator -and 
stove included. Adults only. No pets.
Telephone 765-7233. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
for rent. No children, no pets. At Capri 
Villa, 1231 Sutherland Avenue. Tele-
phone 763-6114. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 




FOR SALE - 
$500 PER ACRE 
parcels of 80, 80 (with
small house) and 160 acres 
at land prices of only $500. 
per acre, yet only four miles 
from city of Vernon. Good 
terms. MLS-.
SAVE OVER $2,000
on this private sale in Lakeview Heights on Thacker Drive. 1400 sq. feet 
of luxury living space, large unique kitchen, formal dining room, large living 
room with beautiful view, 3 bedrooms, double fireplace, 2 % baths, registered 
ground floor suite (incomplete). Many other features. Arrange your own y 
financing, full price $34,000.
TELEPHONE 769-4472
286
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1. TWO YEAH 
old, three bedroom homo. Wall to 
will carpet, full basement, carport, 
fenced backyardi near elementary 







Choice Rutland location 
Holbrook Road, West
Features Include air condition­
ing, broadloom, refrigerator 





conditioned, electric heat. 
Utilities included, covered 





On quiet residential street. 
Plenty of parking, air condi­
tioned, elevator service, under­
cover parking, G.E, stoves and 
refrigerators, laundry room on 
each floor, Intercom. Reduction 
of rent to tenants 65 and Over.
NEW SPANISH STYLE FOURPLEX IN 
Rutland. Ilk baths, two bedrooms, large 
living room, all carpeled *155 per 
month includes water and garbage, 
Children welcome. Available Immedi­
ately. References required. Telephone
Gollnikl Holdings, 763-8780. 200
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, NEW DUP- 
lex units, two bedrooms *145, three 
bedrooms (150, Hollydell Road, Rut­
land, Telephons 765-5111 office hours.
_________ it 
ATTRACTIVE UNIT IN FIVEPLE*. 
two bedrooms, lull baaement, cloie to 
shopping centre, one block from bowl­
ing, alley, i’omailon Auguit lai. Tele- 
Phone 765-7192, tf
NICE DUPLEX, FENCED, LAND- 
•raped, full basement., -arport. quiet 
■treet facing, park. One block to every­
thing, low rent. Quiet couple only, No 
peta. 310 Pemberton Hoad. Telephone 
765-50H, 280
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME FOR 
rent on th*. beach at Mmbardy Ray 
near Summerland, Available July 22nd. 
Write Dox 3, Wettbank. or telephone 
7f*-3*OO. 280
BRAND NEW. LOVELY, TWO BEIL 
room duplex on Hardie Itoad, Rutland, 
One child accepted, (160 monthly. 
Ready for July 1, Telephone 7634139. 
_______________________ m 
TWO DKDHOOM SUITE IN FOIIH- 
plex In Rutland. Available July 1st. *123 





Telephone now 769-4511. . tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS, 
carpeted, one bedroom suites. Cable 
vision, laundry and drapes Included. 
Apply at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
COMFORTABLE FURNfSHED AC 
commodatlon, downtown for business 




266 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-2675
Regatta City COUNTRY LIVINGIN PINES
3040. if
LOVELY, TWO DEDROOM, FULL 
basement fourplex unit for clean, res- 
ponslblo tenants. No dogs or cats. Tele-
phone 764-7344. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
August 1st. *150 per month. Couple 
preferred. Contact L, Chalmers. Tele-
phono 762-0437 days. 279
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENI'. HOCHE- 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For in-
formation telephone 763-6492, tf
WINFIELD - UNFURNISHED TWO 
bedroom suite. With or without stove 
and refrigerator. Telephone 765-6538, tf
UNFURNISHED DELUXE SUITE 
available. No children nr pets. Tele- 
phono 763-7234.  «
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE BED- 
room suites, no children or pets. Tele-
phono 704-4246. tf
210
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX IN RUTLAND 
available June I. Two bedrooms, fun 
kaaemeaL larga roe room, double fire­
place. wall to wall carpet throughout 
main floor, I*rg* aundech ovuloeklnd 
vatlay. Near eleaaeaUry kMoL No pet*. 
Tflcphooa 70-KM after p.m, 
weekdays, anytime we*b*e*L>. 1 if
tWO BEDROOM. FUU. BASEMENT 
atxptea Bl Rutland. Available July I. 
Ct*** t* acboel and abopping centre, 
CbUdrea wek-M»e. no pet*. Refttaere- 
tar aad stove available u required, 
T«l«»heew 7614001. tf
LARGE 
' saedera bangalow (or r«aL Lease pre- ■■ CWAmI ■■■•Bl "'Motihteir








278, 279, 280, 282
COUNTRY LIVING WITH REVENUE: Side by aide 
duplex with 3 bdrms, one side, and 1 bdrm, suite 
on the other side. Payments only $100 per month 
interest only 7%. Full price reduced to $23,500, For 
more details call Bert Badke eve, 3-6497 or Frank 
Pctkau at 3-4228, MLS
KRAFTHAUS APTS.
Hwy. 33
Large 2 far. suites. Refrigera­
tor, stove, drapes, hot water 
and heating Incl. Free luaundry 
facilities, storage room. Near 
shopping and schools. Available 
May 1. One child accepted,
765-8276 or 763-3755
tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FUHNISHED HOUSEKEEPING ROOM 
available July 1. Only mnle pcnnloner* 
need apply (nondrinker*). Apply at
453 Lawrence Avenue. »
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE AT 562 
Cawaton Avenue. *123 per month. 
Aveliable July I. Telephone 761-3713. 
d*y»- _______________ if
AVAILABLE JULY 13. TWO DKDHOOM 
duplex, carpet in living room, full 
basement. Adult*, no pet*, Moat tend 
iawiu, 2114 Woodlawn, 2*1
NEW EIGHTPLEX. TWO BEDROOM, 
deluxe, adult apartment. Larg* front 
room, shag nigs. Uranea and curtalna. 
rosy kitchen with colored refrigerate* 
and stove, individual utility room, elec- 
trio heating, each room thermostatically 
controlled, cabhvlalon, car parking (no 
petal, Ixtcaied at Milla Hoad and High­
way 23. Available July 1. Telephone 
762-099*,__________ -____________ ■ 279
AVA1IADLK JUI.Y 1ST; ONE BElih
TWO REDROOM DUl’IXX NEAR 
city centra. Avallabl* Auguat 1*4. 
Utility beaemtnl. garage, garden. *130 
per month. Telephone 761UM*. | Irom Okan»«i
room h»««m»nt aulle. largo living room 
and kitchen, abower and aforaga room, 
retrlghator and atov* Included. All'utl- 
Hiles Supplied. *11* month. H*apon»ible, 
quiet living adults only. No pets, Apply 
at 900 Juniper Rd,. Rutland. acro*a 
>g«n Academy School. II
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. 
Cooking facllltlea, llnena auppllcd, prl- 
vote entrance. Non-drlnker. 1661 Rich- 
ter Street. Telephone 763-5180, 279
FULLY FURNISHED ROOM < WITH 
private entrance. Gentleman only, Tele- 
phone 763-3015, . if
NICE, WELL FURNISHED ROOM, 
linen supplied. Separate entrance. Tele­
phone 703-2 IM. It
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM SUIT- 
able for ladles only, Clo«e Io downtown 
Kelowna. Telephone 7M-5276, , , 282
SLEEPING ROOM, 1JNENK 1’110- 
vlded. Gentlemen preferred Telephone 
703-4347.■,2«1 
ROOM AVAILADI.K JULY 3rd. *30 
per month. Breaklaxt available. Tele­
phone 762-7404.____  _____ ' 280
18. ROOM AND BOARD"
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ELDERLY 
ladle*. Private rooms. New sdull home 








You’re not reaching all 
t h c possible purchasers 
through the only proven 
and efficient real estate 
service, Results count — 
over 400 properties sold 





Ednn Estates — Winfield
Panoramic views, paved 
roads, underground services, 
good soil and trees. Close to 
3 lakes.
phone 763-7984, 276
CHOICE BUILDING SITES: Close to city boundary. 
Paved road, domestic water, power, gas available. 
Builders terms or trades. Also nice lot on Leader Rd., 
95 ft. frontage. Good terms. For further particulars 
Call Bill Woods 3-4931 eve, or Norm Yaeger at 2-3574. 
MLS.
EAST KELOWNA ORCHARD: 11.9 acres, with 11 acres 
planted In apples and cherries mostly full bearing. 
Good 2-bcdroom home, plus machine sheds and 
plckern- cabins. Excellent sprinkler system. Full price 
Including Oils year's crop $69,500 with terms, For more 
information call Bill Trcthewey nt 766-2970 collect.. 
MLS.
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY: In this nice 2-lxlrm. home. 
Situated tin good % acre lot, Carport and shop, low 
taxes. For additional Information call Al Pedersen 
4-4746 eve, or John Wylie at 3-6940. MLS.
270 BERNARD AVE I PHONE 762-2739
\ Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
ONE BKDROOM, PARTIALLY FUR- 
nlahcd duplex In quiet neighborhood In 
city. »|O0 per month. Available July
I. Telephone 741-a77*. *1*
TWO NEW DUPLEX BASEMENT 
•nite. S(ov« and refrigerator. (Iio per 
■uMb. eAUMte* - paM. IMepinee res- 
•«*». m
CONTINENTAL' manor, rowcliffk 
Avenuei on* and Iwo bedroom deluxe 
■ultra available for Immediate occu­
pancy, Wall to wall carpet, cable TV, 
undercover narking, laundry facUltle*. 
etovator. and a reduction for tananta 
60 rear* and over. Adult* oaty. No 
Ht*." • Must' ba - twaa." Ttfeptwaa - TO-rto*. 
it
PRIVATE ROOM WITH BOARD FOR 
elderly ' person, Nuralng car* if re.
quirvd. Telephone 762-5431, if
GOOD BOARD AND ROOM. MEN OR 
women. . Telephone 763-3742.
, M, F, B, u 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR.LADvTcEN- 
tralty located. Telephone 7*1-5290., 2»1
From $4,250 to $7,500, terms. 




W, F, 8 tf
CITY - CLOSE TO EVERYTHING
580 Bay Street. Beautifully kept, 1% storey bungalow, 3 
bedrooms, separate utility room, good yard, stove, fridge, 
drapes, rugs included in price, low taxci. Asking $10,000. 
Exclusive! Call Mike Jennings 762-4400, evenings 765-0304,
CHOICE RETIREMENT HOME
Quiet area on Stockwell Avenue, immaculate 3-hcdroom 
home, beautifully decorated, part basement, electric heat, 
lovely grounds, large garden planted, fruit trees, separate 
garage. A must to see and buy. Full price $21,500. MLS. 
Call Bill Flcck'\702-4400, evenings 763-2230.
We feel this home is worth 
seeing — even at this stage. 
You can pick paint cbjors, 
carpets, etc. Will be block 
from school In Glenrosa 
Subdivision, Westbank. Car­
peted living room, large cabi­
net kitchen with family sized 
eating area. 2 extra large 
bedrooms, 4 piece bath,, full 
basement carport. Lots o: 
Ponderosus to t'lv< privacy 
Very low down , jyment i: , 
you qualify for British Col 
umbln 2nd. Full price 
$19,000.00, Exclusive.
ROYAL TRUST 
248 Bernard Avenue, 
Phone 762-5200
J. J. Millar ............. IW05]
C. A. Penson ........  8-5831
W. B. Roshlnsky .... 4-7231 
N. Russell ............ 9-440:
Schaefer Bui!/
IK Offering Yoir—*F
Quality built Iximca in 
Hollywood Dell and Cnrnmlll 
Heights |




Ideal Building Lot) 








LTD.551 Bernard Ave. 24544
Lund & Warren
763-4932
DIAL 762-2127364 BERNARD AVE.
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
PRICED TO SELL!"DUPLEX'
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd
763-3240CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
OPEN HOUSE OPEN HOUSE
ROYAL TRUSTPhil Robinson ~ 763-2758








429 Hwy. 33. Rutland 
Phone 765-7704







WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Jack Sasseville 3-5257; Ruth Young 3-6758 
Peachland Branch: 767-2202 
Bert Leboe 767-2525; Penny Callies 767-2655
"Close to downtown Rutland. "AIR CONDITIONED", 1200 
' aq. ft. of living area each side. CARPORTS each aide. For 
- "more information on this very attractive building, please 
'‘ Call Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409.
MLS.
.•MU.
Dale Brooks — 764-7338
Realty Ltd
446 Bernard Avenue
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689 v 
J. W. SCOTT J. A. WITT
Phone 768-5896 Phon© 768-5850
Lakeland ltd!V
BRAEMAR CONSTRUCTION LTD
(Builders in Kelowna Since 1962) 
Phone 762-0520
Evenings 762-0956 or 763-2810
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
Don Cameron Austin Warren 
5-7995 2-4838
WR “ALWAYS OpEN SATURDAYS!”
W. B. Roshlnsky . 4-7236 N. Russell ........ 9-4491
J. J. Millar ..........  3-5051 C. A, Pcnson :.........  8-5830
279
Evenings:
BiU Haskett .... 7644212 . Richard GentUle 765*7955
Otto Graf............. 7654513 Al Horning .......... 765*5090
Gordon Davis ...... 765-7438
Carl Briese 1.—. 763-2257 George Martin .. 763-7766
Bob Graves ...— 762-2127- Darrol Tarves ... 763-2488
John Bilyk ....... 763-3666 Lloyd Dafoe—— 762-3887
JUST LISTED
200’ Lakeshore Mission, z.08 acres. This well constructed 
home is in immaculate condition. Beautifully landscaped 
and gives you all the privacy you want. Subdivision pos­
sible here. $59,500. .
Hoover
21. FROFIRTY FOR SMI ii. FROPumrmsAit 11. PROHRTY FOR SAU
762-3713
RESIDENTIAL
A BEDROOMS next door
to elementary school — fin­
ished rec. room — 2 full 
baths for the morning rush. 
See It and make an offer. 
Call Ron Wilkinson at 765- 
5155 days or 7654794 even- 
.GOLF COURSE AREA - 
ous family home with 5 
family plus lames 
t-ln range and dish*
Excellent value at 
iking price of 138,900.
Call Blanche Wannop at 162* 
4683 evenings. MLS.
A NORTH BIDE SPECIAL- 
at 114,950 — a 3-bedroom 
that can be purchased 
with small down payment- 
close to all facilities. Call 
Ernie Donnelly at 762-2558 
evenings. MLS.
SUPERETTE — BE YOUR 
OWN BOSS — business only 
offered for sale — one <rf Kel­
owna's largest independent 
grocery stores — by owner 
who finds business too good 
and cannot keep up with it. 
Golden opportunity for fam­
ily operation — 2500 sq. ft. 
floor space, good equipment. 
$20,750 with $2,000 down plus 
stock. Call George Pblllip- 
son at 762-7974 evenings. 
MLS.
BRING US AN OFFER — 
Vendor says sell — very cozy 
4-year-old 2-bedroom home — 
Additional bedroom finished 
in full basement. Large 82x 
200 ft. lot with large work­
shop. Call Sylvia Roberts at 
7654938 evenings. MLS.
JUROME RD. DUPLEX — 
close to schools, shopping and 
park. 2 year* old. 4 bedrooms 
on one side, 2 bedrooms on 
the other side. Full basement 
— back yard fenced. Asking 
price $34,700. Call Mary Ashe 
at 7634652 evenings. MLS.
HEY! LOOK AT THIS! A 
large 1348 sq. ft home fully 
developed up and down. 
Large split rock double fire­
place, family room, 3 bed­
rooms up 1 down — large rec. 
room and play room. Large 
covered sundeck all on very 
large beautiful pine covered 
lot in Lakeview Heights. CaU 
Frank Ashmead at 765-5155 
days or 765-6702 evenings.
ONLY $21,400 — buys this 1 
year old 3-bedroom home in 
J^achland with a fabulous 
view of the lake. CaU Bob 
Clements at 764-4934 even­
ings. MLS.
SEE IT! YOU’LL LIKE IT! 
— Drive by 1730 Mountain 
Ave. (do not disturb tenant). 
This has 2 bedrooms, 2 fire­
places, good rec. room, full 
basement, carport and tool, 
shed. Only 2% years bld. A 
buy at $24 J00. CaU now. BIU 
Campbell at 7634302 even­
ings. MLS.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT — 
large 3 bedroom home loca­
ted on a large lot to new re­
sidential area. Ensuite 
plumbing, fireplace, and car­
port — rec. room panelled- 
vendor will consider taking 
back 2nd mortgage — bring 
your offer. Call Wilf Ruther­
ford at 763-5343 evenings. 
MLS.
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL 
— bring up your family in 
lovely Glenrosa — we have 
a lovely 2-bedroom fuU base­
ment home — situated in the 
Elnes, wUl be ready for you 
i approximately 3 weeks — 
Act now and choose your 
carpet colours. CaU Bud Dal­
ley at 7654959 evenings. 
MLS.
H ACRE — PRIVATE 
BEACH — PANORAMIC 
VIEW — goes with this beau­
tiful new home at McKinley 
Landing. 1840 sq. ft. natural 
cedar, 3 bedroom* up, fam­
ily room, 3 fireplaces, oil 
hot water heat, 1% baths, 
large sundeck and much 
more, offering you secluded, 
relaxed living. Asking $56,500. 
Try your offer. CaU Dave 
Deinstadt at 7634894 even­
ings. MLS.
TRADE YOUR BOAT, 
TRUCK, CAMPER — on this 
3 bedroom home, 2 years old 
— beautifully landscaped and 
fenced — fireplaces up and 
down — good existing mort­
gage. Call Fred Kyle at 765- 
5155 days or 765-8804 even­
ings. MLS.
SUPERETTE — modem in
design — a superette grocery 
store in a fast growing area 
— one of the most modern 
in the Valley — volume un­
limited — trailer court being 
started close by — good 
terms to qualified purchas­
ers. CaU Gordon Marwick at 
7694662 evenings. MLS.
SMALL HOLDING — CLOSE 
IN — check this beautiful 3 
bedroom home situated on 
a completely landscaped acre 
close to town. Low taxes and 
priced to sell. CaU Terri 
Meckling at 763-6657 even­
ings. MLS.
LAND AND ACREAGE
SOUND INVESTMENT — 80 acres of raw land in a real 
good location — spring on property — natural gas and power 
available. Low price of $600 per acre, for further details call 
Frank Hauk at 762-4562 evenings. MLS.
THIS ONE MUST BE SEEN — fine executive home in Peach­
land —1916 sq. ft., with excellent view, private1 and secluded, 
beautiful landscaping with 2 acres of land, only $34,900 full 
price; or $49,900 with 10.54 acres — will consider trade for 
Kelowna 3-bedroom home. Call Andy Runzer at 764-4027 
evenings. MLS.
COMMERCIAL
FOR LEASE—1,429 SQ. FT. OF OFFICE SPACE—Space con­
sists of reception and general office area; 4 private offices; 3 
office cubicles. Asking $2.50 per sq. ft. including utilities. 
Property located at 760 Vaughan Ave., Kelowna. To view 
call Clare Angus at 762-3713 days or 762-4807 evenings.
ZELOWNA - 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155'
..... “76 ACRES!”
A1 We have just listed 76 acres on Hwy. 33, 2 miles south of 
;< BEAVERDELL. There is 2844 ft. of Hwy. FRONTAGE. 
. Land is nicely treed, has a creek and there are rocky 
- hills in back. Full price is $28,300. Vendor will accept 
$7,000 down, balance $150 mth. at 8%. Please call Cliff 
Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
$500 DOWN --ON SEWER!
IF you can qualify for B.C. 2nd Mtge, and make good 
monthly payments. 3 bdrms,, full basement, carport. 
House 2 yrs. built. Full price $21,450, For full details call 
J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
BEAUTIFUL TRAILER — ONLY $8,000
. Only IMi yrs.'old and fully set up. Completely furnished 
with good Inventory, carport, workshop. Owner will also 
consider trade on 2 bdrm, bungalow, close to shopping. 
, For full Information and to view, call 762-3146 or 764-7221.
RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
Only a few left. Surveyed and sundlvided into 10 to 20 
acre parcels. This property Is park like and has an un­
restricted view of Okanagan Lake. Paved'and gravel 
roads to each holding. Located near O.K. Centre. Price 
81,000 an acre. Financing available.
$500.00 DOWN 1 , .
Will get you into a brand new 2 bedroom home. Large 




243 BERN ARD AVE. — KELOWNA 
BIX MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
BRING OFFERS — CLOSE TO LAKE LOT—Tremendous 
view of Lake Okanagan in Mission area. Nicely treed, 
cased well on the property, and levelled home-site. Absen­
tee owner writes "SELL~OPEN TO OFFERS!" This 1.33- 
acre view lot is one to see soon. Call Bill Kneller, 5-5841 
or 5-5111. MLS.
LOTS — FLAT — GOOD SOIL — Excellent level building 
lots in good area. A real bargain at $3500 each or three 
for a discount. Call Stew Ford 2-3455 or Stella Gunderson 
3-2887 office MUI. MLS.
WILL LOOK AT ALL OFFERS —or take lots in trade. 
Owner ottering family home, 1126 sq. ft. on level lot, 
close in tor $32,000. 2 bdrms up and 2 down in full bsmt. 
Red. room, firepiece up and down. Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 
MIU to view. NILS.
SMALL HOLDING — 1,10 acres with neat tidy home, all 
new floor covering. Extra lot could be subdivided off. 
Planted to grapes, with little effort could realise 81,000 
from this retirement spot. OWNER MOVED — TRY 
OFFERS. Asking 822,900 Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or MUI. MLS.
PRICED TO SELL — Short walk to shopping and schools, 
immediate possession. 2-bdrms, up, full bsmt., liv. room 
has fireplace and good quality carpeting. 13x13 dining 
room and roomy kitchen, level lot area of naw home, pay­
ments like rent at $150 per month. Full price $21,500 and 
low, down payment. Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5UI. MLS.
HIGHLY PROFITABLE BUSINESS - in central location 
in rapidly expanding area. Take out food business — will 
be a real money maker. ACT SOON ON THIS ONE. Call 
Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111 for full information. MLS.
LAKfcSHORE LOTS! Okanagan Centre! One mile north 
on Carrs Landing Rd. "Centre Estates Ltd." sign. Each 
over H acre with shoreline from 75' to 112'. Asking $11,900 
with only $900 down. To view, and for details, please call 
Vern Slater at office 2-4919 or res. 3-2785. MLS.
MISSION AREA — Beautifully appointed 4-bedroom home, 
close to riding school, golf course, beach, with central 
yacuum system — extra TV and phone outlets; large 
covered sunporch looks out over beautifully landscaped 
treed yard. Vendor is moving and anxious to receive 
offers. Please phone Mrs. Crossen 2-2324 or Marvin Dick 
5-6477. MLS.
3511 LAKESHORE DRIVE. Urge lot 58'x275’ with 12 
fruit trees and irrigation well with pump. 3 bedrooms, 
large living room with fireplace, double garage. Vendor 
anxious to sell. Call Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or Marvin 
Dick 7654477. EXCL.
RIO TERRACE. Lovely 3-bedroom home on treed lot; 
view of valley. Beautiful fixtures and many features of 
quality. Vendor is moving and must sell before August 1. 
Call Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or 765-6477, MLS.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
SERVICE STATION
Full price $17,000.00 for this Standard Oil, well-equipped 
Service Station — doing an excellent business. In the 
Best Tourist Location, but with a year round well- 
established business. 2 bay garage — just right for a 
good mechanic with good running shoes. Please call 
Luella Currie at 2-5030, or. evgs. at 8-5628. MLS.
ATTRACTIVE DUPLEXES ONLY $22,500.00
Can you believe it? 4 rental units for $45,000 and can be 
purchased as separate duplexes. Very neat and clean and 
well landscaped. They are never vacant — Easy terms 
available. Phone-me for further details — Jean Acres at 
2-5030, or evgs. at 3-2927. MLS.
GOLD MEDALLION HOME! IN RUTLAND! 
1238 sq. ft of well carpeted and tiled cosy one level home, 
beautifully landscaped. Beams and genuine walnut in L.R., 
spacious cupboards, carport, nice verandah; all for 
$23,700.00; $4,400.00 down. Please call Margaret Bridger 
at 2-5030, or evgs. at 3-5786. MLS.
LOCATED NEXT TO A PARK
100 yds. of sand added to lot. Apple trees at back. Only 
3.3 miles from Okanagan Lake Bridge. One of the few ' 
available large lakeshore lots. Please call Orlando Ungaro 
at 2-5030 or evgs. at 3-4320. EXCL.
COMPLETELY FINISHED — MISSION 
2 brms. on main floor and 2 in finished basement. Exten­
sive wood panelling. Sundeck and carport. Only 2 yrs. 
old. Vendor moving. MUST BE SOLD! Please call Gaston 
Gaucher at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-2463. MLS.
TRADES ON VARIETY STORE
Vendor will consider any trade (mainly motel, tent and 
trailer court or house) on this flourishing business, situ* 
ated in an excellent area. Building in very good condi­
tion with living quarters. ONLY $62,950.00. (M.L.S.) 
, 7'/i% mtge. For details please phone me Olivia Worsfold 
at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3805.
ONLY $20,400.00
OPEN TO OFFERS — A beautiful brand new 3 brm. 
spacious city home, 2 bathrooms, 2 fireplaces, covered 
sundeck and attached carport. M.L.S. Please phone Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs, at 2-3895.
FINISH A GOOD START
Save on this almost completed new 3-bdrm house in 
Spring Valley subdivision lovely kitchen, din. rm., full 
bsmt., some fruit trees, mease call Judy Sommerey, off. 
763-7900; rest, 765-5276. MLS.
JUST OUTSIDE THE CITY
Low tax area; a neat compact 2-bedroom, 1 bath, home, 
garage and workshop. Situated on a large level lot, nicely 
treed and excellent garden soli. Priced at only $17,000. 
Please call Pat Dunlop. 763-7000 or 763-3604. NRS.
"STARTING OR RETIRING"
Older home, 3 bdrms,, large kitchen, partial basement, 
clean and landscaped. Only $16,500. NRS. Call Mary Cul- 
lep, 3-7900, home 44237.
IDEAL FAMILY HOME.
Located at 710 Cactus Rd., Rutland, 3-bdrm., large 11 v. rm., 
Fire place, din. rm., compact kit., 214 bath, balcony with 
french doora, lot fenced and landscaped. Seo thia home 
If you’re looking for rooms, Call Elaine Johnson, 763-7900 
Eves. 7654352. NRS.
RENT TO OWN
Immaculate 3*bcdroom aplit-level located in Spring Valley, 
Rutland. Must bo sold or leased with option to purchase, 
by July 7. For further detaila call Harry Lee, 3-7900, or 
7654558, eves. MLS and NRS.
WHY RENT? A
1 have 2 2-bdrm. homes In the city. Both are clean and 
In excellent condition: Listed at only $13,450 each. Take \ 




GRACIOUS LIVING: aU on the one floor, over 1450 sq. 
ft. 4 bdrm., home, 1% baths, family room, comfortable 
LR. air conditioning, w-w carpet throughout, bright kit­
chen, part bsmt., hot water heat, garage, fenced treed 
lot, owner says bring an offer. Call Lloyd Bloomfield 
24089 ovw. or 2-5544 days. MLS.
FOR ONLY $11,850: you can have a one-room home and 
a guest cabin on a half acre lot bordering on Mission 
Creek in Spring Valley Subdivision, power on and gas 
and water maina to property, can be subdivided into two 
lots. Call Mike ChepesuUc, 764-7264 eves, or 33544 days. 
MLS.
BEAUTIFULLY BUILT 2100 sq. ft. HOME: all on one 
floor Plu> • double attached garage, nice view of lake 
and city, large landscaped lot, many built-in features 
including a fridge, stove and dishwasher, Be sure to see 
this home. Call John Driedger 3-8939 eves, or 2*5544 days. 
MLS.
8% ACRES: prime location. 3-bdrm. home, full bsmt., 
owner will look at trades on larger acreage. For more de­
tails call Betty Elian 769-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
PEACHLAND: attractive 2-bdrm., 1 level home in lovely 
Blue Waters, fireplace, cosy shag rug in LR and dining 
area. Excellent retirement, or for small family. Full price 
$21,800. CaU Mae Leboe 767*2525 eves, or 787-2202 days. 
Exclus.
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY: on railway trackage, just 
under 2 acres, ideal industrial development property. 
Asking price $25,500. Call George Silvester 2-3516 eves, 
or 2-5544 days. MLS.
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-BUILT HOME on Rutland Rd., 
north, partially finished suite in bsmt., extra storage above 
carport, 2 bdrms, up with LR, DR and kitchen. Owner 
moving into smaller home, have a look at this one inside. 
Call John Walker 768-5632 eves or 2-5544 days. MLS.
HAVE YOU SEEN WHISKEY COVE?? 17 lakeshore lots 
on beautiful, sandy beach just 25 minutes from the city 
of Kelowna. CaU 2-5544. MLS.
INDUSTRIAL "
1.68 acres, with 225 ft. frontage with 3,000 sq, ft. of ce­
ment block building. Located on Highway 97 North. Here 
is your chance to locate on highway frontage.
2 RUTLAND LOTS — $2,975 EACH
A rare bportunity at this price! View lots on Belgo Road 
with domestic water. MLS.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902’’
‘ FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 1972, 2 - 6 P.M. 
SATURDAY, JULY 1, 1972 — 2 - 6 P.M.
Ok. Mission area, close to the lake, 472 Sarsons Road. 
Designed and decorated for the party wishing something 
"just a little different.” 3 large bedrooms, large stone fire­
place, 3 sliding glass doors onto 3 patios for outdoor sum­
mer enjoyment. Full basement with rec room and bar. 
Shaded lot by mature pine trees. Garage. Excellent, loca­
tion. Stop in, you're welcome. Owner transferred and 
open to reasonable offers.
CALL VALLEY FOR VALUE 
10% DOWN — 935 TRONSON, KELOWNA 
3 DR, 114 baths, dotible fireplace, built in barbeque on covcr- 
- cd sundeck, view, 8%% mortgage.
$1500 DOWN
Secluded treed setting, 3 BR’a, l*/4 baths, Rio Terrace 
Heights, GlCnmorc. Purchaser to qualify for B,C. Govern*-, 
ment second mortgage. \
PATTERSON ROAD, RUTLAND 
Two houses nearing completion, choose colours and carpels, 
$1,000 down to qualified purchasers, 
i Okanagan Valley Const. Ltd. 
r 765-5721 after 6 p.m. for appointment.
' T, TIi, s If
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21. PROPERTY VORSAU
MOM’S DREAM - IMMACULATE VIEW HOME. Located 
on Joe Riche Plateau, Large kitchen with ample cabinets.
2 large bedrooms up. IVi baths. Beautiful sunken living 
room with brick arched fireplace. Sunken rec. room with 
fireplace. Shag carpets throughout All this Plus * beauti­
ful view of the valley and lake. Don't let Mom’s dream 
fade.MU.
15.55 ACRE YOUNG PRODUCTIVE ORCHARD. Com­
plete with home, guest hoQtei and full equipment, bfake a 
land investment in East Kelowna and work for .your­
self. This young orchard just coming into its own. MLS.
DUPLEX - HOLLYWOOD AREA, one side leased for 1 
year. Gross income $290 p.m. 2 bedrooms each side, ex­
cellent floor plan. Full basement Asking $39,900 and take 
over first mortgage of 811,300. 8136 P.I.T. per month, 
or vendor will carry 2nd for up to $5,000, leaving down 
payment of only $4,600. Exclusive.
LAWRENCE AVE. RETIREMENT HOME. Within a 
stone’s throw of shopping etc. Thia Immaculate home has 
carpet in living room as well as in the two bedrooms. There 
is also a largo den and a eundock. To view this lovely 
homo with fruit trooa in garden. MLS.
NOW LEASING!! 900 or 1800 aq. ft air-conditioned Com­
mercial Space on Hwy. 33, Rutland Business Area. Also 
1300 or X000 sq. ft. aircondinoned Commercial apace on 
Valleyview Road. Contact Mr. or Mrs. Patterson at Mid- 
valley Realty Ltd., 765*7704 or evenings at 765-6180, 
Midvalley Realty
Ltd.
A HOME THAT IS AGELESS — WESTBANK 
You'll never guess the age of this home. Looks modern 
. . . feels modern . . . because it’s well built. The low 
price will intrigue you plus the low taxes of $1,00 per 
year and situated on sewer and water. 1 Block away 
from everything. To view, please call Gerri Krisa, days, 
3-4932 or evenings, 3-4387. EXC.
SOUTH SIDE PARK SUBDIVISION 
There are only 3 lots left in this attractive development, 
2 blocks from Gyro Park and Rotary Beach. 1 lot is VLA 
sized. Don't miss this last opportunity to own one of the 
last remaining lots. Act now!! Easy terms available if 
required. Contact Erik Lund, days, 34932 or evenings, 
2-3486. MLS.
ACROSS FROM LAKE — Enjoy the finest in living in an 
exclusive area with this well-planned three-bedroom, 
full-basement home in Casa Loma. This is an ideal sit­
uation for the party looking for an in-law suite as basement 
is finished and completely self-contained — fireplace up 
and down — lovely view of city from covered sundeck. 
Workmanship is superior. Call Jim Barton at 4-4878 even­
ings or 3-4343 days. MLS.
UP AND DOWN DUPLEX — Located in the city with two 
bedrooms, plus large living room with fireplace each aide, 
this unit must be sold. It is priced at only $28,500 with 
terms available. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 34343 
or 2-4872. MLS.
Dennis Denney4-7581 Murray Wilson .... 4-4068 
Roy Paul.......... 5-8909
Buy Direct From Builder
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
—2 and 3 bedroom houses
—Located in downtown Kelowna, Glenmore area 
Lakeview Heights, Okanagan Mission and 
Applewood Acres
—Priced from $21,000 up
Also Custom Building
—Your lot or oura
—Your plan or oura
—Quality built houses at reasonable prices.
Wednesday & Thursday, June 28 & 29
6 - 8:30 p.m.
Ideal for retirement or young family. Smart, new 2 brm. 
house, complete with sundeck, carport and full bright 
bsmt. Close to shops and school.
Corner of Prior &. Holbrook, East Rutland.
Price $20,850 Complete.
WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City — Large Lots. 
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water — Roads will 
Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available. 
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake : 
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA t
Cross over the bridge and at Bear Creek Road turn left and ' 
proceed to Parkinson Road and West Kelowna Estates.
MORE CIASSIFIEDON PAGE 14
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21. PROPERTY FOR. SAIB
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
SUM L1M SQUARE FOOT. Fl VE
11* FROFUTY FOK UU 
BY Ofinaii TSBEB BEDROOM 
taM •ppttito Gtft CtabL TH* CMHC 
mortgage. 8m thto tf Uto QlnaMtu
LARGE COUNTRY LOTS 
Mountview Subdivision
1 HIGHWAY 33 — RUTLAND 
Turn right on Loseth Road. 
SPRING SPECIALS ON THESE LOTS.
for Futher Information Phone 765-5639
T, Th, S tf
m-OBL ■■ 1 < ■■■ - 3»R
NO MORTCAGK PAYMENTS72T TWO LARGE SINGLE OR DUPLEX MXE
OKANAGAN MISSION - CLOSE IN
NICE VIEW
Brand new 3 bedroom home, on large treed lot, double glazed 
windows, wall to wall carpet throughout, feature wall and 
fireplace in living room, tastefully decorated dining room, VA 
tiled vanity bath, covered sundeck, large kitchen with Crest­
wood Cabinets, gas heat, full basement, carport, all utilities 
and many extras. Will consider lot or house as trade.
MISSION VIEW HOMES LTD.
Telephone 764-4946
! tffert By owner. Telepbooe 763475*^ 
280
TWO BRAND NEW DUPLEXES. TWO 
bedroom*, one with tuX basement. 
(24300: wtthwt 813300. Partly rented. 
Morgan Road otf Gertamar. TetepboM 
704018.________ . _________________09
ATTENTION INVESTORS. REDUCED 
82000 to 824300 for 1W year old. two 
bedroom. Rutland duplex. 81950 down 
payment Owner moving. Mart sell thia 
mootlL Telephone 7634823. 278
1.7 ACRES WITH TWO BEDROOM 
house in Eart Kelowna and poultry 
showing a good profit Win consider 
bida. with or without poultry. Telephone 
7624471 or 767-2566 evening*. 278
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOUSE WITH 
a nice view tf the valley. Fun base­
ment. ensuite plumbing, carpeted living 
room and two bedroom*, large aundeck 
over carport Telephone 7654110. 271
THREE BEDROOM HOME ON DEL- 
ray Road. Westbank. Only *900.00 
down to an 8%% mortgage. Contort 
Centra) Mortgage and Housing Corpor- 
atlon. Telephone 763-3311 day*. 278
TWO — SIXPLE1CES IN RUTLAND ON 
Briarwood Road. May be purchased 
separately or In a package de»L Close 
to achool and shopping centre. Tele- 
phono 7(4-4001.________________ F. 8. tf
(32 WILSON AVENUE. OLDER TYPE 
(mall house. Telephone 769-4275 or 762- 
3895. «
pbone 7634064 ar 7634527. U
IMMACULATE. TWO BBDBOOM 
borne, ftfl baauneut. mw turaac*. 
tow tax**. laadseaptS. various trait 
trow. (14J00. Ttfepboao WM48L tf
FOUR BEDROOM HOME. LAKEVIEW 
Htfghte. «wmptetety flatelrad up Md 
down, all laadscapad. TttepboM 7(9-
2BA. GARDINING . ...      1 i , . Il
BOSCH
LANDSCAPING LTD.
; Levening. SoMUng. Turfing.: 
Topsoil and ML Dirt Hauling.
765-7881
284
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
thia mw three bedroom. Uk bath, fun 
baremetf Mum with carport. Large loL 
Tetepbono TU-CTC.TK F. 8. tf
WELL BUILT THREE BEDROOM 
houM with two bedroom legal baeemcat 
tulle, large lot, fully laadacaped la 
Capri area. Telephone 70-8969. F, 8, tf
DUPLEX IN THE CITY. DOWN PAY- 
meat could be arranged a* low aa 
(3,000. N.H.A. mortgage. Full price 
(33300. Telephone 768-4885. F, 8. tf
SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX. TWO BED. 
room*, fun basement. Could bo dear 
title. Sett or trade on a boo*e. 2144
Woodlawn St m
TWO LOTS IN GLENMORE ON VAL- 
ley Road. Domestic water, paved reads.
Telephone 783-2X3. tf
CENTRALLY LOCATED. 1215 KEL- 
glen Crescent. Three bedroom, rec. 
room* largo tot Telephone 765-6221 
______________________ ______________ tf 
TEN ACRES. GOOD FOR LOTS. 83300
per acre. Telephone 7654016. U
T. Th, S if 24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
MA. QARBIHINa | >4. HILF WANTED. MAU
OK. LANDSCAPING SERVICE TRAINEE
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
33. HELF WANTED, 
FEMALE
LANDSCAPING -SFRUICR youn* roan wiUl desir* to P*0, 
gttM with world leader in the 
/w-waT _ ^ IbusineM equlpment field.
--------------------- • _ Good starting salary and bene-
WOSK'S
Guaranteed Used Goods
fits, company training in latest 
------ mechanical and electronic 
■ • [equipment. Only persons with
I desire tomake a career in. this 
[field with grade 12 should apply. 
I - Phone or write
NEW IH TOWN?
Make friends'fast as an Avon ; 
Representative. You’ll meet 1 
your neighbors, be welcomed In- ‘ 
to the finest houses. Make good ■ 











a. ft. FREEZER „ 99.95
1 Large Size 
LAWN SWING





•from 24.95 and. up 1590 Richard PL
‘6 WRINGER WASHERS IKd0Wna
from ... 19.95 and up
Id. HMDS 
It
auto, washers EXPERIENCED 
-.r„rr
.10 SPINNER WASHERS
from.. 49.95 *nd up [required for full time, steady






ON BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE ROAD.
1 MILE PAST HALL'S STORE
If you plan an investment in a fine home, consider the 
location. Summerhill will provide maximum security for 
your Investment.
FOR A HOMESITE OF IMPECCABLE
SCENIC BEAUTY —VISIT SUMMERHILL TODAY
Phone 764-7368
ATTENTION PROFESSIONAL MEN & WOMEN
tf
Is it time to expand to a new and growing area? If so 
Winfield will be in your plans for the future ... 
Professional people are invited to look over the newest In 
office space with plenty of parking and easy access from 
Highway 97.
Located at the comer of Highway 97 and Berry Road, Win­
field, Winoka Terrace could be the answer to your expansion 
problems.
Phone Gordon P. Johnson - 766-2790
M, Th 298




Charming 2 bedroom home just 
completed. All living on one 
floor. 1154 sq. ft. including util­
ity room off large country kit- 
chen/family room. Attractively 
designed layout for gracious liv­
ing. Full brick fireplace with 
marble hearth, custom cabin­
ets, lots of closets, sliding glass 
doors to concrete patio, beauti­
ful cedar shake roof. 2 more 
bedrooms and second bath up­
stairs can be finished when you 
need them. Terrific view lot on 
Glenford Rd. off Glenrosa, 
Westbank. Just 12 mins, from 
city centre. Full price $24,900 
with only 10% down. Open daily 
to ,8:00 p.m. Phone 768-5022 
Anytime. Also just starting 3 
bdrm Spanish style house in 
Westbank. 9% NHA mortgage. 






Brand new three bedroom home 
on choice city lot in Glenmore, 
close to schools and shopping, 
with ensuite, wall to wall car­
pet, double windows, double 





24. PROPERTY FOR RENT 
COMMERCIAL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Retail and Office 
Downtown Kelowna on 




LOUNGE & CHAIR 
149.95






AT WOSK’S SHOPS CAPRI STORE OR E5.
. I natfit that discriminates against any
AT THE WAREHOUSE 1257 WATER ST. S £
3-5900 ■» r-mn tf wWa orj jyw 3-57901 against anyone because tf ego be-
27» <4 end 63 yean unless the dto-
■—...................- . . ■ •, [ crimination ia JostUted by a bona Me
I requlremeat for the work Involved.
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
MOSAIC CENTER. ST. PAUL ST. 
second floor commercial office avail­
able for leas*. 500 square feet 
88 square foot patio. S25S per month. 
Heating, lighting and air conditioning 
supplied. Also one town. bouse apart­
ment Available for residential or com- 
merclal me. Telephone 763-4811. tf
FOR RENT OR LEASE: PRIME 
warehouse space, guod loading faciUtlea. 
ample room. (Former Westbank Co­
op Packing House). Telephone 542-7688.
769-4298. T. Th. S. 278
WOSK'S LTD
Portable Used TV Spectacular.
Selling as. is! All Salcs Final! No Returns!
40 ONLY!
17” RCA USED BLACK & WHITE 
PORTABLE TVs.
Including Stands .... Only, each 19.95
40 ONLY!
[MAJOR INDUSTRY IN KELOWNA 
I require! an Inventory and itock control 
I clerk Succeutul applicant win have 
I Mperlencu and ability to co-operate 
I with other penonnoL Reply in confl- 
Ldence to Box A770, The Kelowna Daily
Courier, 277
Telephone 763-3407 or 
' 762-2956 for interview 
appointmeut.
__________ . ;■ 2g \ 
Hr « 8EKE CPE B NEEDcf^V 
'jOlberleM homo. — two ach^f i 
children, modern beam, live <raa : r 
drive and have own transports 
July u to August 15. Top wages, tteo ‘ 
flexible. Write W. Turner. Bn ATO, 1 
The Kelovraa Dally Courier. tf ’ 
RECEPTIONIST REQUIRED BY ’ 
Pacific Finance Company. No expert- ■ 
ence required. Apply tn person to 335 ■ 
Bernard Avenue.__________________ 280 *
WOMAN TO DO LIGHT HOUSEKEEP. ! 
Ing and baby alt two children tai my i 
home weekdays. Highland Drive South. . 
Telephone 763-2209.m ; 
WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER, MUST ‘ 
have experience. Live la. Telephone ' 
762-5627. tf 1
LARGE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER 
I to; Interested la Interviewing married 
I men with family reipotulbUlUea to carry 
| tbelr complete Um. Car eroentla!. Write 
■ I Box A776, The Kelowna Dally Courier, 
tf
WANTED - 966 LOG LOADER OFER- 
ator. Telephone 492-8621 after 6:30 





BABYSITTER TO COME IN. PANDOSY 
Street. Monday through Friday. Week* 
ends off. Telephone 763-5483. 211





—Hwy. 97, Lodge Rd., and ‘ 
Bottom Wood Lake Rd. ■
WESTBANK
1. Thacker Dr., Lakeview Ri..v 
and Collens Hill Rd.







1 p.m. -4 p.m.
921 Pitcairn Ct.
Handsome custom designed 
home in quiet Glenmore loca­
tion, close to schools and golf 
course! Featuring 3 bedrooms, 
ensuite plumbing, shag carpet 
throughout, double fireplace, 
R.I.D.P., sundeck, carport with 
storage, fruit trees, many other 
extras.
Full Price $28,500
Down payment $3,900 to 
8%% CMHC mtge.




273, 274, 278, 279
________________________________ _279 
FAMILY HOME ON SKYLINE STREET, 
Glenmore. Three bedroom split-level 
home, with fireplace, carport and sun­
deck. 12 years old. Natural gas heat. 
Recently redecorated. Lot is 88’xlOS' 
with fruit trees, shade trees, grapes, 
raspberries. Back yard is fenced. Price 
825.500. Terms, cash to 7% mortgage 
of approximately $9,700. Telephone 762- 
2599 after 5:30 weekdays or any time 
Saturday.__________________________280
WESTBANK ORCHARD — 13 ACRES; 
11 in producing orchard. Varied plant­
ing. many not in full production. Ideal 
for the family with three bedroom 
living accommodation. Full line of 
equipment. Can be purchased on 
terms. Contact Austin Warren, days, 
763-4932 or evenings, 762-4838. MLS. 
Lund and Warren Realty Ltd., 446 Ber­
nard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C. 278
COMPLETELY REMODELLED— 
Very Bice retirement home. Close to 
downtown. Should qualify for NHA 
mortgage and possibly B.C, Second, 
leaving low down payment. Don’t miss 
this for good living. Call Don Cameron. 
763-4932 or evenings 765-7995. MLS. 
Lund and Warren Realty Ltd., 446 Ber- 
nard Avenue. Kelowna, B.C. 278
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME. FOUR 
bedrooms, (three up, one down) plus 
one bedroom self contained suite in 
basenfent. Carport, double garage—fin­
ished. insulated and heated. Mortgage 
7%%. Full price $27,500. Telephone 763- 
.2992. 2264 Aberdeen Street. tf
NEW HOME, CARPETED LIVING 
room and two bedrooms, attractive cab­
inets IA kitchen, utility room on main 
floor, roughed in plumbing in full base­
ment Carport and patio. Good soil, 
no rocks. 340 Pearson Rd., Rutland. 
Telephone 765-5963. . 233
UNIQUE TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, 
corner lot, large living room, feature 
fireplace, wall to wall, covered carport 
and patio. Stove, refrigerator, washer, 
dryer, air conditioner and drapes avail­
able. Private sale. 1201 Kelglen Cres- 
cent. Telephone 763-4159. 282
BEAUTIFUL SPLIT LEVEL ON LAND- 
scaped lot with cherry trees and view. 
Three bedroom*, two baths, rosewood 
feature walls, double fireplace, main 
floor laundry, panelled rec. room, full 
garage. Located in Lakeview Heights, 
Telephone 769-4394. 281
ONE ONLY TOWNHOUSE UNIT RE- 
malnlng on Glenmore across from golf 
course. Two bedrooms, two bathrooms, 
full basement, carport, ready for Im­
mediate occupancy. Excellent 8H% 
mortgage available. Telephone 763-3842.
 . T. Th, S, 278





FISHING CABIN ON BEAVER LAKE. 
Wood, propane, lights, dock. For lease 
or rent. By month or summer. Tele- 
phone 765-8840, tf
BUSINESS PREMISES, OVER 600 
square feet includes storage and park­
ing. Two blocks north tf Benard on
Elll*. Telephone 783-5257. tf
19” ADMIRAL, USED BLACK & WHITE
PORTABLE TVs 
Including Stand .. Only, each 49.95 35. HELF WANTED, FEMALE
DREAM HOME
Extremely attractive bnnd 
In lovely Spring Valley. Liv- 
new home nt 715 Mntte Rond 
Ing and dining room .have 
fine shng carpets. There are 
2 bedrooms up with another 
2 roughed-in down. An ideal 
family home with large cov­
ered sundeck and carport. 
The large lot Is all level and 
graded and ready for lawn. 
This house Is priced to sell 
and <:an be bought with $900 
down with B.C, second mort- 
Sage.
Phone 763-5292
T, Th, S 278
PRIVATE SALE
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. Rents from 5200 
to 8350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd.. Northgate Plaza or telephone
UPSTAIRS OFFICES. FROM 400 TO 
1600 square feet, on Bernard Avenue, 
main business section. Telephone 762-
0998. 279
GET YOURS NOW! AVAILABLE ONLY AT OUR 
SHOPS CAPRI STORE. 
SIDEWALK SALE DAYS.
SALESLADY
Trojan Villa, Windmill 
and Pine Grove motels.
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 




DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
apace. Choice location. 8125 per month 
including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Realty
762-2739. tf
COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR LEASE 
as from August 15th. Approximately 
1200 sq. feet. 961-A Laurel Avenue. 
Telephone 763-4215. W, Th, F. 279
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT. 




We are looking for a dealer in your area for Canada’s 
top line of inground swimming pools.
For information write
ACORN POOLS
325 Bay St. N., Hamilton, Ont. 
division of —
ACORN LUMBER CO.
In business over 50 years 
Call collect 1-416-522-6854
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SALE IN WINFIELD, SEATON 
Road North. 2<A acre, full bearing, 
young orchard with two bedroom homo, 
living room, dining room, wall to wall 
carpet, full baaement with kitchen and 
one room In baaement, automatic fur- 
nace. Telephone 766-261K) T, Th. S, 289 
RUTLAND, TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
with full basement. Remodelled Interior, 
Good general condition throughout. Land- 
acaped. 813,000. Good boat accepted a* 
down payment. Telephone 765-8204 even- 
ln»».___________ _____________ 283
THIS WINFIELD HOME JSNT A 
little box, Ultra modem with numerous 
unique feature* and at a reduced price. 
Term* to suit with Immediate occu­





Capable, mature man to in­
vest in Bowes’ franchise for 
a portion of Southern British 
Columbia. Full auto acces­
sory line for calling on ser­
vice stations, garages, car 
dealers, fleets. Nationally ad­
vertised, proven quality, best 
profits and' company train­
ing. Area well established. 
Replies may be expected in 
two weeks time.
Write or Wire — 
Mr. Fred Lindsay, 





MOTEL FOR QUICK SALE. REDUCED 
down payment and total price. Offen 
accepted. Telephone owner at 763-5423.
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS




for immediate delivery, 
also
TOP SOIL, FILL DIRT
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
VUONG ,27 'CUBIC FOOT ] 




HAVING M O V E D, TO SMALLER 
qUsrtefe. the- following must go — 
General , Electric- 30” electric ' stove, 
new conditions 23” epnkoie television, 
hi-fi, boy's bicycle, push.mower, power 
mower, tank sprayer. Apply 946 Leon 
Avenue. ' ' ' 278
MOVING. MUST SELL. 1971 MOFFAT 
top loader dishwasher, white.' 1961 
Plymouth, automatic, tlx. cylinder. Two 
winter tire*.' 776x14,, used 600 miler. 
Metal TV table, automatic bedside
INVESTORS
$26,400 First Mortgage 




28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
CHERRIES... 
FOR SALE
radio. Telephone 763-2031. ■ ■ 278
Part time for delicatessen 
I store at Orchard Park. Pleas-
278 pnt working conditions. Some 
knowledge of German couk
be an asset. Send particulars 
to: .
280
DJTCH DJGGER USED FOR INSTAL- 
underground sprinkler*. New.
Telephone 76*-6419, ' ; i80
ONE REGULAR SIZE/ CRIB WITH 
tertteesA In- good condition, 815. Tele-
.W7036e: • \ r 27B
BRITISH INDIA RUG AND PADDING, 
. new’$1*?- General Electric floor 
polisher, 820. TeIephone 76j-toi5. 279
1HREE . CUSHION . CHESTERFIELD, 
if excellent eotnUUbn, steen and IgokL' 
Telephone 762-363L 274
USED TELEVISION AND. STAND IN 
worklhg• condition,. 825. -Call at 1«4 
Lombardy Squ*re aner 6-p.m. 279
fcftALt apaRtment size Refrig. 
wator in etceUejir Working order, (toj 
TeltphonB • . .. । , 37g
Two CENTENNIAL coin SETS. coin, 
pfetowlth »lo bfflazuto e*ch. ielephOTe 
£5* p.TS M A N J8-INCH ELECTRIC 
ISWn mower in'good condition. 93J. T61e- 
phone 742-7712. ~ 278
LADIES* DRfcssfcs. AND SUITS FOR 
sM*. size , 14 and 16. Reasonable prices. 
Telephone 762-7584.: ■ " 37g
Box A-771
The 




SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB, 
llshed route, must have car and willing 
to work 40 hours weekly. Average earn* 
ings 94.75 per hour. Apply stating age, 
marital status and telephone number,. 
Previous experience not necessary, we 
train. Write to Box A775. The Kelowna ...
Daily Courier. tf
SUPERVISORS WANTED. AGED 19 
or over, for Kelowna Hostel Services; > 
Receptive to people, outgoing, ableto 
assume responsibility and deal with the’' 
public. Apply in writing to 1880 River* '1'
ilde Avenue. Kelowna. 279
36. HELP WANTED MALE OR FEMALE
RESTAURANT SUPERVISOR
The Bay has an excellent opportunity for a man or, 
woman interested in a challenging career in Restaurant 
management. The successful candidate will have had 
practical or related supervisory experience and be fam­
iliar with food costing procedures, and production 
methods. Please apply in person to the Personnel office. 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
MOVING: MUST SELL EVERYTHING: 
Two love couches, chair and cushldnl: 
three-piece cotfee table aet> two-piece 
chesterfield, chair sets three-piece bed­
room suite, box spring, mattressi Tele-
phone 765-8983 anytime. 281
MAG WHEELS TO. FIT. CHEVY 
models. Open to offers. No , ealls 




No. 21 Shops Capri
278a;
UPRIGHT DEEPFREEZE; CHEST OF 
drawers, walnut: dining room suite, 
four chairs, table opens to seal 10: 
china cabinet, walnut: metal tea 




9 B.R.’a and den, w/w carpets, 
fireplaces up and down, 3 baths, 
finished rumpus room. Land­
scaped. Central location, low 
7% C.M.H.C. mortgage.
Phone Owner 762-2270
_ T, Th, S 298 
8M9 DOWN. FULL PRICE 8214MI 
two bedroom boose, dining room, full 
binmenl. carpeted throughout, carport. 
Ixx, GutaX Cooalrartton Ltd, 7U-33to, 
W84M7.' . ;________ »>
OWNER -mANSnCBRED. MUST SELL 
three bedroom bom*, choice taxation i 
two bedroom heme. CIom to scLmI* 
•nd shopping ceetre. Ttlephon* 763- 
w«». m
\ LARGE FAMILY NOME. ftlNFIELD.
\ rive Mdrueena. Iwa bathroom*, family
rocen. tanra nvtaa room, fireplace. Ono 
acre Lakeview lot. terbard. Doubl* 
“ ' ' 880■•rose. TWephOaa TX Mn.
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
homo, by owner, shag carpet through­
out. Roughed-in nimnus room. Double 
fireplace, carport, Acron* from now 
park In Rutland. Telephone 763-8129, 
evening*. tf
810.000. SAVE COMMISSION FEE. 
owner moving loon, delightful interior, 
remodelled homo In patkllko setting with 
I’.Y1,*.!* J!’*1, ■n<l ning «herry tree*, 
781 Wardlaw Avenue, Telephone 762. 
767°, t(
MUST SELL BY JUNE 30. A REAL 
doll house, New carpet, sink, shower, 
cupboards, paint and hardwood panel­
ling. Neat attractive yard has fruit, nut 
and ornamental trees and nlants. Full 
price (11,200. Telephone 761-4323. tf 
lakeview 
rooms, two bathrooms, full basement, 
two fireplaces, approximately lb acre 
!& -rrlc<'' ‘"",y lerm*' ML8- 
Eric Hughes, 7880933. Montreal True! 
Company, ____________ 1 233
BEAUTIFVL TII R E E BEDROOM 
home for safe. Large living room and 
dining room, largo When, two bath­
room*, Garage and *undeck. Il**e. 
men! completed and rented. In RutUnd. 
Telephone 763-6374 after 5 p.m. 279 
NEW DUPLEX IN RUTLANDi TWO 
bedrooms up. largo bsiemonl. carport*, 
wall to wall in bedrooms and living 
JS?1’...Very r**»®»«hb Priced. Telephone 
763-8936. q
ONE YEAR OLD. TUREK BEDROOM 
country home. Wall |« w*tl carpet in 
living room and bedroom*, double car­
port. Available on 11 or tb acre lot, 
Telephone 763-MM. , tf
TWO bkdroo»Fduh.kx - nr-NTED. 
FWI bMcmenl, carpeted, carport*, land- 
■caped, Full price 114,TOO. Tel.nhoo* 
76MJ14 or 7634616. No Baturday calta 
plea**. n
DELUXE FtniNlMTF'oNK ANn TWO 
bedroom coltagea at Pondereaa Point, 
Kaleiten - »*fe sandy beach. Rea­
sonable t«rms, Contort Bob Perkin*, 
W131T9. -
r - - 1 1,. n । .  o. I,.*..,,, , I,, ■ ■
NICK TllltKK BEIHIOOM , HOUSE 
<lo»« to downtown and be«ch. Bmall 
down payment. By- owner. Telephone 
7*>«U*. tf
MANUFACTURER’S REP. 
Chemical company with estab­
lished accounts consisting of de­
partment and hardware stores, 
plumbing and heating firms, 
hotels, motels, hospitals, etc., 
requires a factory representa­
tive to service these accounts 
In the Okanagan. There is a 
vast market for all product 
Unes. Sales can be supported 
by strong testimonials and fa­
vorable press reports.
Factory representative should 
be a reputable individual, de­
sirous of building a highly prof­
itable business.
An initial Investment of approx­
imately $1,100 will be required 
for inventory.
For interview, write 1625 
Franklin St., Vancouver, B.C. 
A principal from the company 
will visit your area early in 
July. 280
in Lakeview Heights, 
on Boucherie Road.1 ।
Turn left at Shell Station 
' Hwy. 97 S.) onto Boucherie Rd. 
Drive 1 mile.
12* FIBERGLASS FISHING .BOAT 
mold, face, ideal for motel owner. Also 
car-top caroler mold. Highest offer. 19** 
Electrohome - black' and white television 
6100 or highest offer. Telephone 765-7549.
279
BOY'S . MUSTANG - BICYCLE, LARGE 
tricycle 1 baby crib] . buggy 1 stroller: 
hign back'- car seati Sunbeatn hair 
dryer: beginner's nylon string guitar: 
old Singer portable rowing machine.
LESLIE 147 AMP WITH FOOT SWITCH 
and combo organ. Excellent for gultara 
rieo. Win aell whole or in part. Tele­
phone 763-4576, Mk for Jack Jr., anv- 
lw,‘ _______ .',379
UPRIGHT-PIANO FOR SALE. EXCEL- 
lent condition', Telephone 765-6649, 378
290. ANTIQUES
stnoiiM's antiques, next door 
to Strohm'a Barber and Beauty Shop. 
2974 Pandosy, h»* antlque Llmoiea 
china. Al»o. antique oil palnlliige, tlte 
Ilneat in Canada. ■ tf
32. WANTED TO BUY
STUDENT
Telephone 761-3916. 278
MOVING — CLOTHES DRYER, DEEP 
freeze, bockc.ee, upholstered chair, two 
coffee , tables, globe, gtrd*n tractor, 










and other seafoods at 
3151 South Pandosy 
next to Tinllngs Drive In 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 
11 a.m. to dusk
T, w, Th tf
COMPLETE JANE OF SERVICE STA- 
tlon equipment Including 200 S,T. Dlag. 
noatlc tune-up machine and *ome atock 
—chromic*, rim*, etc. Telephone 782- 
8641. Apply 551 Central Avenue. 278
RENT BY THE WEEK - ROLL-A- 
way cote, baby crlba, high chain, play 
[>en(, lawn roller*, (rat* aeeder*. White- 
bead's New and Uaed. Telephone 763.
, SPOT CASH
' We pay'highest prices for 
• complete estates or single 
items.
iPhone us first at 762-5599 





Students seek your support for jobs to further their 
education.
Thesci aids are published without charge by the Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Employers wishing to hire any of- the' 
students listed below, please contact:
CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE
762-3018





25 INCH COLOR TELEVISION. RE- 
(rigerator and atove. drape* (144"xM,*>, 
table and chair*. Hoover »pln waihcr, 
lamp* and tabi**. Telephone 765-3335.1 
____________________ 378 
MUST SELL. NORESCO STEREO WITH 
Dual turntable and two Nimo double 
■peakero. 8430 or Met offer. Telephone
WANTED: USED TRUMPET, SUIT- 
able for school band. Telephone 762- 
279
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME CANADA'S 
College. 444 Robson lit,. Vancouver-688- 
leading achooL Free brochure. National 
<«» U
761-1907 after 5 p.m, 286
THREE MONTH OLD MATCHING 
Kenmore waahar ■nd dryer, portable 
dlahwasher and stereo. Mud salt. Beat 





M. HELF WANTED, MAU
APARTMENT BLOCK -1 SIX SUITES 
In beautiful condition throughout, sit­
uated thre. block, from downtown.
Large luxurious living quarters with 
living room and dining room plus 
family room, tlronla 
rooms, A lovely bu<
fi ep ce and two bath-
ly at (89.000, MLS. 
For detail* anil to view, please phono 
me. Olivia Worsfold evening* al 763- 
3893 or day* at 762-5030, Hoover Realty 
Ltd. 276, 271, 279. 281. 283, 2(3. 2M,
cherries and Strawberries 
for sale.
Also Local Field 
cucumbers. 
TREVOR’S FRUIT STAND 
KLO Road — 763-4390 
tf
289, 792, 293. M7, 2OT, 303
BOOK I5TOHE IN REI/1WNA IN PER- 
feet location, completely equipped and 
Including atock. 87330. MIA til health 
force* vendee to *ell, For details, tele­
phone Olivia Worsfold. 762-3030, Hoover 
Realty otflcei or 741-3893 evening*, .
236, 261, U3, Tte. 2M. 270, 273, 275. 378
WILL LEASE LAND AND/OR BUILD 
to suit on Highway n North property 
near shopping centre. Telepbon* 763-
NTRAWHEnRIES FOR SALE, PICK 
your own preferred at 35o per pound. 
Limited amount tf r*«dy plctwd berrie* 
available at S4.M per Rat (12 b**k«l*). 
M. Tletx. Wallace Road. Rutland. Tele-
phono 763-6318. 278
ADD-A-ROOM FOR SIMPSONS-SEARS 
camper trailer, Can ba used pa a 
tent. All polea Included. Telephone 
761-36M after tiW p.m.  379 
BABY CARRIAGE. CRIB, HIGH CHAIR, 
lounge, jolly-jumper, eta., trailer, snow­
mobile, 1964 Plymouth wagon. All In 
good condition. Telephone 7M-7135. 279 
BOX SPRING AND MATntKlM FQR 
tall person. 54” x 78” with or without 
bookcase headboard. I x 13' gold rug 
with underlay, T*kphc«i* 7634991, 379 
1873 GAS ptREE H P. LAWN MOWER. 
30 lnch„ with grass catcher, New, cost 
899.90, w|H sacrifice at half prlcu. 
Telephone 762 0349. m
ZENITH 23 INCH SKLF PROPELLKD 
lawn mower wi|h catcher, ilka new. 
Also 21 Inch Toro. Telephone 7Q-13M, 
. .. .8?»
3*41. T. Th. 8. 278
WANTED TO RUY( BUSINESS OR 
partnenhip In butinea*. Sal**, bookkeep­
ing and oxecutlvo ■xperlencu. Reply Dox 
A771. Th* Kelowna Dally Courier. 271
CARROT8 AND RKETS. ORGANIC- 
ally grown. Dig your own. Carrote So 
per pound. Telephone 765 9110.
____________________r. ». tf 
28A. GARDENING
WELL HOTTED COW MANURE. 83 
per yard. 8 garde minimum delivery. 
iMteouut m large ordera. Tafepboae 7R2- 
8148.tf
WILL DO ROTOnLLING AT REA- 
•enable rate*. For etUmatee telephone
ONE HEFBIOEnATOR AND TAPPAN 
Move, excellant coodlllMi, $130 (at both 
er will Mil individually. Tttephone 
7M-647O tfter • p.m, 279
MOVING. MUST RELL IMMKtHATELY. 
couch. 823i hld»-a-bed, (7ft dlaatto Mt. 
(Ml bedroom Mito. (IM, •Uunr a*Mrted 
Items- T«t*»noae 7U-H74. 778 
WRINGER WARNtNO MACHINE. (50. 
7-qMrt caiuter 63.I6. Kaaiael roaater 
81. Quort Halen 81.48 do**a 809 Pat-
WARKIIOUSE SPACE FOR 







TREKS TniMMI.D AND REMOVED. 
Tctepboan tf
FLUORESCENT LICHT FIXTURES. 




' •, '■ • 11 'I I.
Canada’s largest distributor of 
wholesale freezer foods' direct 
to consumer requires a re­
sponsible' and aggressive repre- 
lentatlve tor Kelowna and aur- 
rOundlng area. Experience in 
direct sales Itelpful but not es­
sential. Must have transporta-' 
lion and be prepared to work 
hard; Above average eamlnga 
and rapid advancement for ac­




/ 287| Bernard Aytf.
slating age, education, former 





1. Grade 11 student with ex- 
cellent commercial school ex­
perience is seeking full time 
summer work in an office 
situation. She has 70 wpm. 
typing speed plus dictaphone 
typing and posting training.
2. Grade 12 girl with exper­
ience as a car-hop and wait­
ress In a cafeteria would like 
to find summer work as n 
. cashier, waitress or car-hop.
3. U. of Victoria Fine Arts 
student with experience in de­
sign and execution of murals 
. and store fronts, na a wait­
ress and in children’s crafts 
would like to Work in design 
and layout in print shops or 
newspapers.
b
4. Grade 12 girl with exper­
ience giving private piano 
lessons and with experience 
in piano', Violin,\ and singing 
,as well as with typing, would 
like to work for the summer 
a# a stock clerk.
5. Design arts student with 
experience as a scuba diver, 
cashier, salesclerk, waitress 
and census taker would like 




L Local Grade 11 student 
with experience as a sign 
painter helper would like to 
work for the summer In this 
line of work or as a labourer.
2. Grade 12 student with a 
work background ns a spray 
painter, mailing, labour and 
as a salesclerk would like to 
find summer work of any 
kind. He also has an interest 
In radlo-TV repair.
3. College student with expH 
lence ns n short order coo(, 
and kitchen helper and with 
an interest in summer sports 
would like to find a steady 
job in any of the construction 
trades.
4. Grade 11 student with a 
retail night school course 
completed and with exper­
ience as ai supermarket puck­
er and stopkeih would like to 
be considered for any steady 
summer employment
5, Local Grade 12 students 
with experience piling lum­
ber, orchard work and In 
atheltics would like to find 
summer work in construction ' 
or as a salesclerk.
If you are a student seeking summer employment, 
' contact Canada Manpower for the placement of your 
ad. • V '4
42. AUTOS FOR SALt37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
SIX
Bob TO348W.
*$30. TOtepbMHi 3(34903. xn
2787624102 otter * p.m.
toTetephOM 7*4-4(78.
48. AUCTION SALES
this$3*0. Telepbona 1UW0. zn
AUCTION
m7(44444. What is AIt. could be the turning point of your career,
764-21(1. Winfield. 283 12 Year OldCal!
ALLSTATE INSURANCE Finance Co•S3
With 2 Legs?42A. MOTORCYCLES
SUZUKIor 762-3030
LIFE — AUTO — COMMERCIAL





49. LEGALS & TENDERSUNLIMITED
279phone 762-4761. '
279








per word1963 CMC 44 TON FOUR SPEED, 
tool box. good condition. Telephone 763-
WELDING STUDENT WITH FAMILY 
requires part-time work. Telephone 763-
RAMING. ALTERATIONS ETC. HOUR, 
ly or by contract free estimates. Tele-
MUST SELL 1967 HONDA SCRAMBLER
305 cc, excellent condition. Telephone
sHORSE PASTURE FOR RENT. WA- 
ter running on property. Telephone
13* RUNABOUT. M H P. JOHNSON 
motor. MOO. Telephone 713-3941. 279
1970 DODGE PANEL. SLANT SIX, 
automatic, only 11.000 miles. Price 
$2295. Telephone 765-8481. 278
69c
1971 KAWASAKI 350. TRAIL MODEL. 
R*ady to-go Telephone 762-4)007. 279
1970 HONDA, 175 CC, SEE AT SPORTS
Unlimited. Telephone 765-9000. 279
1965 TRIUMPH 500 CHOPPER. $1,000.
EXCLUSIVE 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
1971 TOYOTA 1(00 COROLLA STATION 
wagon. ExeeUwl eandltton. Low a*0m 
age. TMepteme TC4*gr. CT
GOOD CONDITION, 19N ENC, FOUR
42A. MOTORCYCLES
KAWASAKI:
School end special, G5’s 100 cc 
Ehduroa, 5-spc«d gear box. 
sale price *526. Coma out ahead 
on a Kawasaki.
44. BOATS, ACCESS. 
ir ipringbok ska mode
49. LEGALS A TENDERS iKELOWNA DAILY COUMER. JUNE ». im PAGE IS
TAic you now experiencing success in sales? Do you 
consider yoursell stable? (No more than 2 jobs in the 
last 5 years). Are you interested in unlimited earning*?
your, answer is yes, we are interested in talking to 
you. Our field is insurance —
TOTAL INSURANCE PACKAGE
Allstate offers three weeks of excellent formal training 
in Toronto, plus two weeks of field training, a guar* 
antced income, no draws or holdbacks, liberal 
benefits, participation in Canada's finest pension plan, 
’■PLUS: all opportunities to enter management.
HBff' Give us a call:
Ttteplxon* 7«3-43»7. __________»•
CONVERTIBLE — 19«* VALIANT, 
exceUtnt cosMUUm. Telephoto 7*2-00(7.
, , ■ . ' CT
BIo'FAMILY FTATKKf WAGON, 19*4 
Cbev.. V*. aR power. Cteaa' a* naw, 
r4A Telepheao 7*3-3481.____________ CT
19*3 “ACADIAN BEAUMONT. MI 
cyUadir. automatic, radio. tiM. TWe- 
phene 7049*3 after t P-«-________ CT
190 DATSUN 2O0O CONVERTIBLE. 
41,000 mltos. BeM cash Mtr to *1*N.
1M4 FORD HARDTOP. V4 AUTOMA- 
Ue. *a*d ahapfe $4*0. IM* Ford gatan. 
run g*ad. $240. Trlapbane 7*94022. 378
IMMACULATE 19*1 VOLKSWAGEN 
Notehback. A ateal at only $395. Tala- 
phone 7(34340. 277. 271. 281. 28*
199* FORD MUSTANG. V4. AUTO- 
matte, (ood rubber. Price 1*93. TH*- 
phone 7*34491. __________________ «•
CAMPING! 19» VW BUS WITH 19(1 





BOAT — HOME — SICK PAY
278, 279, 281
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
TWO MEN WITH TRUCK WILL DO 
large or small handyman job* including 
cutting lawn*, cleaning garage* and 
basement, washing window*, repairing 
root*., eft. Year round work, please
telephone 763-2683.
WILL CUT YOUR GRASS. ANY 
height, have gras* catcher. Also will 
fence, paint, any odd job* and repair*. 
ReaaMablg. By hour or Job. Tele- 
phone 762-0549._________ _ __________ 279
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basement* mad* as new. 
Spanish or desigo plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. 286
G. FINISHING, ALTERATIONS.
Two journeyman carpenters. By hour or 
contract. Telephone BUI at 765-8857 or
Dan at 763-7173.
Vic's Motor Sports, 
HIGHWAY 97 SOUTH, 
, Kelowna—769-4344
279
in CC, 1971 KAWASAKI. 123 CC RACE 
prepared, never raced. AU Mock in 
ee part* lacludad. $570 firm. 3775 
Lakaata* Boag. TM*pboae 7EW412.
3*1
1971 KAWASAKI TRAIL BOSS. ASK- 
in* $430. Telephone 7*34657, ask for 
Cbrte. 271
1970 KAWASAKI:. 90. NEW CONDI- 
Uon. two helmet*, extra trail aprocket
*72 DUSTER. 340. AUTOMATIC. POWER 
Meeria*. power brake*. Titephone *63- 
7543. TO
19*7 DODGE MONACO CONVERTIBLE, 
good condition, low mltea**, $1400. Ttli- 
phoae 7634165.________________ tf
1971 PINTO. EXCELLENT CONDI- 
Uon. No. 302*511 Rocemead Avtaae.
.  TO
19*4 <X)MET STATION WAGON, FAIR 
condition. *340. TMaphm 7(3-315*.
274. 276. CT
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
SIRED BY CHAMPIONS. SHELT1E 
pups, raised the Re* Lott way. Seeln* 
Is believing. Never priced lower. Tele­
phone 376-9224. Write or call at 1875 
Fleetwood Avenue. North Kamloops.
278, 282
CROSS BRITTANY SPANIEL PUPS, 
six weeks old. Six males. $15 each; four 
female* $10 each. Telephone 769-4230.
______________ 280
SIX-YEAR-OLD PINTO GELDING, 15 
hands, gentle. Wormed, shod, inocu­
lated. $350. Telephone 764-7377 alter 
6 p.m.________ ________  tn
REGISTERED T» ARABIAN GELDING, 
five year*, irien broke, experienced 
rider, excellent show qualities. $300. 
Must *eU. Telephone 764-7166. 283
PUREBRED, EIGHT - MONTH - OLD, 
Sealpoint Siamese cat (female). $20.
9e, BUILDING SUPPLIES
BRICKS. LARGE QUANTITY. USED 
red "bricks cleaned and on pallets. Place 
our • order now. Telephone 763-2093.
’ • T. Th. S, tf
a FOOT HOME BUILT CABIN 
cruiser. fib*8*bm*d aad traitor. 195* 
» A.p. Evinrad*. Axkia* price *uoo. 
Triapbeae 7*4-71*1 211
13 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT AND 9Mi 
h.p. Jahaaau motor. Used very UtU*. 
Tttephon* 7*34*09 after $:6O p.m. m
ALUMINUM CARTOP BOAT AND 3.9 
eutbuard Mtroury. A* uatt. Tikpbone
43. AUTO SERVICE
• and accessories
RUBBERMAID TWIN' HoNt'FLOOR 
mat*. Snip and tit to Vega, Pinto, 
Gremlin. M*v«riek, Toyota. Datoun. 
Volkswagen, etc. 97.95. Race and 
RaUye. Bredin at Sprin*fi*ld. 763-7637.
m
327 MOTOR INCLUDING FOUR BAR- 
rel aad naw exhaust, $135. Telephone
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
^4 mile north past 
Drive-In Theatre
AUCTION EVERY
MONDAY — 7:00 P.M.
Built to take on 
the country ...




TWO Ux I CHROME RIMS. DODGE - 
Ford, Mvar wed. CT. Telaphona $a- 
*M3- 279
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS 
1971 'MTON FORD. AUTOMATIC, 
power brake*. 3*0 motor. West Coast 
mirrors. 750x18 eight ply tires, split 
rims 19.000 mil**- $3300 firm. Tete- 
phone 7*54269, _____________ CT
1967 MERCURY H TON. FOUR SPEED, 
six cylindtr. 630x16 « ply «lrw. Can be 
seen at Black Mountain SheU. 2480 
Highway 97. WIU take older W ton in 
trade. TO
1965 MERC FOUR WHEEL DRIVE. ’A 
ton. New tiros, ntw paint. Telephone 
765-8923 from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.. 
after 6 p.m. 765-7498. tf
1965 DODGE 4k TON. OVERLOAD 
springs, post-traction, , radio, exceUent 
condition. $795. Telephone 764-7305, 779 
Fordham Road after 4 p.m. ‘ tf
1962 FORD Ik TON. WIDE BOX. WILL 
sell for $390. 1983 Ford hardtop. V-8 
automatic. 9399 or offers. Telephone 
765-9022. _______ ■ , ZU
1971 CHEV TRACTOR, 427 MOTOR. 
Five and four transmiisioh. 1966 Trail* 
mobile Van. 45’ long. Telephone 765-
YOUR CHOICE.-1965 DODGE FLEET- 
tide box, standard slant tlx or 1959 
Chev. fleetside box. six cylinder stand. 
ard. Telephone 7(6-2121. Winfield, t79
1963 VOLKSWAGEN VAN. 1500 CC RE- 
built engine. Closett offer to $850. Tele-
Ph. 765-9000
% mile past Reid’s Corner 
Hwy 97 North
Th, F, S, tf
SLANT 4, 19 6 1 INTERNATIONAL 
truck. Good condition. T. - Wedlund. 
Elliot Avenue.. Peachland. B.C. 279
1956 MERCURY TON. GOOD RUN- 
nlng condition $175 or best offer. Tele-
LAND REGISTRY ACT
RE: Lot ••A", District Lot 
14, Osoyoos Division Yale 
District, Plan 7616 
City of Kelowna
WHEREAS proof of loss of 
Certificate of Title No. 201245F 
to the above mentioned land, 
issued tn the name(s) of JOHN 
ARNOLD TRE WHITT has been 
filed in this office, notice is 
hereby given that at the expira-1 
tion of two weeks from the date 
of the first publication hereof, 
I shaU issue a Provisional Cer­
tificate of Title in lieu of the 
said Certificate, unless in the 
meantime valid objection be 
made to me in writing.
DATED at the Land Registry
Office, Kamloops, B.C. 
16th day of June, 1972.
J. C. Groves, 
Registrar of Titles. 
First Publication 
Thursday,- June 29. 1972.
l ( On consignment or 
we buy for cash.
PHONE 765-8922
We charge 15% commission. 





Schneider’s New & Used 




KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
Wa pay cash for, complete estates and 
household content*. Telephone 765-5*47. 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway
Answer: Your Local 
Courier Carrier on Collec­
tion Day. Are you prepar­














California. “Vlne-Rlpene(| Field”. VWf'
Canada No. 1 Grade ... . .. lb. MF M W
Watermelon
CLASSIFIED RATES ,
Classified Advertisements and - Not­
ices for thia page must be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion. except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day -publication.
Phone 763-3228
WANT AD CASH RATES
One or two daya 5c per word, per
CITY OF KELOWNA 
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS 
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby 
given that the “City of Kelowna 
Zoning By-Law, 1961, No. 2293”, 
being By-Law No. 2293 of the 
City of Kelowna is now in pro­
cess of revision, more parti­
cularly* as follows:
1. To amend the City’s Zoning
By-Law by changing the 
zoning classification of the 
northerly 115 feet of Lot A 
of Plan 22601 from the 1-1 
(Industrial) zone to the C-6 
(Gasoline Service Station) 
zone.
This property is located on 
the north side of the 400 
Block Cawston Avenue and 
this property will be used 
as a parking lot in the
Insertion.
Three consecutive days.
Six consecutive days. 4c 
word per insertion.
per insertion.
Minimum charge based on






irTurkeysBirths, Engagements, . Marriages ■ 5c per word, minimum $2.50.Death Notices. In Memoriamt, 
Cards of Thanks 5c per word, mini-! 
mum $2.50. .
If paid prior to Initial billing, a 10% 
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
. Applicable within circulation zone 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous to 
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication.
One insertion $1.89 per column inch.
Three consecutive insertions $1.82 
per column inch.
Six consecutive Insertions $1.75 per 
column inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
day it appear*. We will not be res­





42. AUTOS FOR SALE
AROUND B.C.
Bank RobbersFACTORY AIR CONDITIONING
2:69c1968 CADILLAC
Cruise control, fully powered. Immaculate condition.
Telephone 763*4132. 280
Jelly Powdersphone 765-5954. 285 >
4740. 281
6:49ctf




Creamed CornT. Th. S, tf Ralph Williams765-9366. car dealer,
279762-8724.







310 Foareen Read. Rutland
278p.m. (Mee 9*00.
p






TENT TRAILER FOR RENT JULY 1st 
to July 7th lnc|il>|vd, 828. Telephone
FOR RENT 26 FOOT SELF-CONTAIN- 
ed trailer, sleeps four. Will move it 
anywhere in district. 950 per week.
Priced 82,100.
271
AN EIGHT. FOOT CAB-OVER CAMP- 
er, fully equipped.' Propane Move and 
lamp, 12 and 120 volt. Telephone 763.
EIGHT FOOT DELUXE SECURITY 
camper, like liew, baalc equipped, 
Sleeps five. Telephone 762-6163. after
1969 TWO BEDROOM. FURNISHED, 
mobile homo. Will tako good rar or 
trayel trailer In trade. IxH 27. Mount­
ain , View Trailer Park.. Telephone 7*3-
1969 SKYLARK TANDEM TRAVEL 
trailer, completely self-contaitied, all* 
conditioned; ; beautifully finished and 
maintained. Telephone 765-8971 or 765- 
8694. 279
RAMBLER AMERICAN,
12*x44* SAFEWAY, FURNISHED OR 
unfurnished. Huet have quick sale. 
Open to olfern. , Telephone 162-0838 or
condition. 9150,
NEW HARDTOP TENT TRAILERS FOR 
rent, two sires. Book now for summer 
months. For more information tele-
Telephone 7(3<
278
FIDO FORD H TON, 17,600 MILES, V I 
motor, four speed tranemlielon, over­
load springs, alx ply Urea, with 914 
foo4 cabover camper. Three burner 
etova with oven, lea box, chemical
, -........ TWO
door »»<lan. new valves. In (ood run-
SEE MORE





" FISH. WATER HYACINTH AND 
lllie*. White mice and Guinea 
MCBx Do* and cat vitamin*, coat condi­
tioner* and shampoos, collars, har- 
ewa aad lead*. Largest Pet stock in 
•.Q.K. Valley. The Purple Sea Horse, 
453^.Ellis Street. Telephone 763-5224.
Th. tf
FOUR, YEAR OLD MALE SAMOYED, 
ood with children, needs country home.
Telephone 765-5721.
PUREBRED. BLACK MINIATURE 
poodles, just weaning. Telephone 763- 
2460.  279
PUREBRED MALE DACHSHUND PUP, 
$50. Telephone 765-6504. 278
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE — GOOD USED HEAVY 
duty equipment — D4 caterpillar trac­
tor with winch and angle dozer. D6C 
with heavy duty guards. D6D winch 
and angle dozer. D7E low HP tractor. 
D8H high HP tractor completely re­
built, and guarded. Clarke 6<>* Skidder 
and Timberjack 404 skidder. Used 
log trailer. We are now dealer repre­
sentatives for the Prentice Hydraulic 
Loaders. Contact D and D Welding 
Ltd.. Vernon, B.C. Telephone days 542- 
6960. 542-8538: nights 542-8528. F. S..279
Phone evenings 762-7569 or 763-7545
280






‘{Your Total Transportation 
i Centre"
G5$ Pandosy Ph.:, 763-7700 
‘ Used Car Lot 763-606Q
278
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON. 
20,000 miles on motor, Good condition, 
all new rubber., Telephone 7624810.
_______________________ 287
MUST SELL, GOING TO EUROPE. 1965 
Ford 390. 4 speed, 4 barrel carb., tire* 
and inferior. $695 or best offer. Tele-
MuFt. SACnikTcE by fflis WEElT 
1957 Chevy two door wagon, In 
■tri good condition, Stock rebuilt 317. 
speed stick, new 11” clutch, 411 
i, American mags — 8" and 10", 
buckets, 12" tl*«r paws rear, 
iw. No rust, BeM cash oiler to
M9>PLYMOUTH FURY 111, TWO 1)0011 
arllop. V-8 automatic, power atcering 
nd) brake*, radio. Excellent Ures. Low 
Ilian. Vinyl upholstery. No rattle* 
r hqueak*. Will taka trade. $3150.
Idphona 763-8337.
NA OF A KIND, 1968 XR7 COUGAR, 
alte packege, 390 (IT motor. 330 h.p., 
ouit atudded winter Urea. Low mile- 
on* owner, local rar. hrautlful 
ha6«. U*a than Ik o( new price. Tele-
• *(3 3473, _ __ _______________ •»
CYCLONE (IT 390. POM-TRACK, 
loah ratio, four apeed. convertible, 
owtr windowa, (1230 or doted oiler, 
lad 19*3 Chev Impala. 1033 Chev two 
r. Telephone 76*-2«19._______ 11
(34,~LINCOLN CAPRI. TWO DOOR 
ardtop. 8900. Late 10*3 Ford Galax!*, 
automatic, two door hardtop, *400. 
, Fonilac. V4 automatic, will trad* 
or aluminum cartop boat. Telephon* 
Th. F, S. 2*0
N0WI 
PINE VILLAGE DISPLAY HOMES
Double wides and 12 wides., Open for inspection. Located on 
beautiful Pine Village property.
Paved roads, domestic water, power, gas and telephone. 
Financing ‘ arranged for both home and property.
TRADES ACCEPTED 
Only minutes from Kelowna, 
iy2 miles along CHUTE LAKE ROAD in the MISSION area. 
OPEN: .9 A.M. - 9 P.M. DAILY (Including Saturday and Sunday)
. 764-4137 or 764-4201
T, Th, S 283
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
HELP! S.OxS.l
DO YOU NEED A 
TRAVEL TRAILER?
We’re loaded!, Stop in and see 
what we have to offer, — 16' to 




1713 Harvey Avenue 
763-2118
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
over-all development of 
the relocation of the service 
station outlet by Growers 
Supply Company' Ltd.
2. To amend the City’s Zon­
ing By-Law by changing 
the zoning classification of 
the most easterly six and 
one-half (6%> feet of Lot 
A, Plan Twelve Thousand 
One Hundred and Sixty-six 
(12166) and the most east­
erly six and one-half (6'/4 ) 
feet by the most southerly 
fifty (50) feet measured 
from the north boundary 
of Lot A, Plan Twelve 
Thousand One Hundred and 
Sixty-six (12166) of Lot Two 
, (2), Plan Two Thousand 
and fifty-six (2056), except




1970 MUSTANG MACH I. 3.51 V-8, 
automatic transmlidon, power Muring, 
power brakes. Very low mileage. Tele- i 
phone 763-9175, 280 |
’68 - 124 FIAT SPYDER CONVERTIBLE, 
new paint, engine, live speed trans­
mission. radials, radio. Telephone 766- 1 
3142 Winfield. J80
'68 VIVA S.L., TAPE DECK, RADIO, 
radial lire*. Good condition, need* 
generator. No reasonable offer rtfused. 
Telephone 7*2-4542. 280
1061 VOLKSWAGEN VAN, REBUILT 
1500 motor, radio, overtlt* tire* iniul- 
ated. Offer*! Plus 1961 Simca for part*. 
Telephon* 782-8392. 274, 278, 279
1970 DATSUN 24OZ, EXCELLENT CON- 
dltlon, 26,000 miles, eight track stereo 
and radial wlqtcr Ure* Included. T*le. 
phone 542-8562, Vernon. - 279
19*3 PONTIAC PARISIENNK STA71ON 
wagon. Now paint, A-l, power Meerlng, 
power brakes, automatic, 9M0, or best 
(liter. Telephone 761-0089. 279
1985 VOLKSWAGEN WINDOW VAN*, 
real good condition, Ideal lor camping 
or travailing, 91300, Flexible, Tele­
phone 763-3850. Jia
sAviTHiiriwr^^ 
10*4 Buick *700 cash. Both car* are in 
excellent condition. Telephone 7*3-3059. 
______________  379 
EXECUTIVE LIMOUSINE - 19*3
Buick Electra 233, In A-l shape, air 
conditioning, new paint, Full power. 
$1430, Telephone 7*5-9509, 27#
. TRI-LAKE.
MOBILE HOMES
Exclusive dealer for PARK 
MANOR, SAFEWAY, FRON­
TIER & SHELBY mobile homes 
in 12’ and doublewidcs..
'69 PARKWOOD 12‘ X 66', 3 BED- 
rooms. washer, dryer, excellent locat­
ion, $500 down, take ,over paymints. 
Telephone.769-4700 (Iter * p.m. 279
TRAVELAIRE TRAILER. LAJOLLA. 
sleeps six. good condition, propane 
Move, refrlgeratoir and heater, $2100.
Mi-nixuxt: Volkswagen seven 
Mallon bur. Good camping 
r nrw tlrtr plus Iwo studded 
Sir like new. Other exlias. 
one 7*2-3094 after 3 p.m, 
278
PATBUN 2000. 5 SPEED TRANS- 
on. hardtop and convertible lop, 
It motor, radio and stereo tape 
81405. Telephone 7*9*441 or 7*1-
WFoimAC VENTURA. LOW MILE- 
(•.l| cylinder, automatte. power steer* 
g. ladle, ete, $1400 or cloeeat oiler. ’ trade accepted. Telephone J« n«.
291
fcimmE^
^,1 hardtop, power brakee, power 
eertn*. radio, new Urea, excellent mn- 
Iltoti. Itueo firm. Telephone IMISW 
her 5i» p.m._____ ..........7»o
& AUSTIN WITH M<rMOroh.”NEAIL 
I efter in UM. «♦** Mate*, six cyh 
et otter Io IWO. noth In good 
licenced. T»lepb«ie IM1M4.
i, JJ9a,, . ■,nmi i ■■ i *wa***—■ . • . «
to'll I) ST EH, 340, AIIIOMAni'. 
Ul Mala and coabolt, p«al trachea, 
me* brnkea. rally wheela, new Urea 
l aroupd. Pika 8MM, Telephone 7*1
971
MIIKIK rOLARA WITH REBl'H.T 
■Ml. I*oa, 19*1 Toaltae Peda|enna la a 
r 'hardiep, aln)l r«M. power aieer- 
. Heit brake*... rebuilt. neater., .aak<. 










2 miles north of Vernon.
Brandt and Dorothy Hagglund









For your holidays, 
PHONE 765-6291 
or available immediately, 
T. Th, S, 281
STARCRAFT SIZZLERS
21' RUNABOUT—c/w 165 HP 
Mercrulsdr. Full Convertible 
Top.
18’ NOVA RUNABOUT c/w 
140 HP Mcrcrulser, full conver­
tible top.
*5900.00
16’ SUPER SPORT RUNABOUT
19*3 CHRYSLER JOT, 2 DOOR HARD- 
lop Power at*erln(, power brake*. In 
very good condition. Eaay On g*a> It,. 
000, Telephone 7*54200, 279
Toil PLYMOVTT1I AUTOMATIC, BIX 
cylinder. Aho Iwo winter tlrun, 775- 
14, u*«d *00 miles. Telephone 7*3-2831. 
_________ ___ - , 27* 
Ite* AUSTIN 1100. FOUR IXH>m 
radio. »«ry good condition, any rea. 
aonabl* otter will he accepted; Tele­
phone 762-1011 aiier 5iM p m, 17*
BPAC'Ea FOR RENT AT OKANAGAN 
Mobil* Villa. W« aupply carport*, 
ator*(8 bulldin**, cab!* telavlaion, (ar- 
baia pick up, rural mall, .idn laundry 
UUlltlM all undtrrround. Call any day 
exttpt Saturday, 7*3445*. W,Th. F. 279
FOR RENT IF ANCHOR TRAILER - 
*l««p* *ix. I‘rop«n* atova aad Ir* ra* 
(rl(*r*tor, «tc. Li(ht In pull. Id«*l for 
family holiday. 84$ par WMh. T«l»>
c/w 50 HP Johnson, full 






538 Leon Av*,, Kelowna 
163-2602 
"Your total recreation centre'’ 
276, 278
Plans Eight Thousand 
Three Hundred and Seven­
ty-seven (8377) and Twelve 
Thousand One Hundred and 
Sixty-six (12166) from the 
n P-2 (Park and Public Use) 
zone to R-4 (Motel and 
Trailer Court) zone; and to 
change the zoning classifi­
cation of Lot Two (2) of 
Plan Twelve Thousand One 
Hundred and Sixty-six 
, (12166) from the R-2 (Single 
and Two Family Residen­
tial) zone to the R-4 (Motel 
and Trailer Court) zone.
This Is the existing Pon­
derosa Motel property at 
1864 Harvey Avenue. The 
ownerg wish to remodel the 
motel, construct some new 
units and relocate some 
units. Rezoning is neces­
sary to conform to condi­
tions in Zoning By-Law for 
construction of units.
Details of the proposed By- 
Law may be seen at the office 
of the City Clerk, Kelowna City 
Hall, 1435 Water Street, Kelow­
na, B.C., Monday to Friday — 
June 20th, 1972 to July 10th, 
1972, between the hours of 
eight-thirty o’clock in the fore­
noon and four-thirty o'clock In 
the afternoon.
The Municipal Council will 
meet in special session to hear 
representations of Interested 
persons at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, 
July lOlh, 1972, in the Council 
Chamber, Kelowna City Hall, 







VANCOUVER (CP) - Three 
men escaped with about $4,500 
after robbing the Edelseiss Cre­
dit Union in Vancouver, but 
police captured a suspect after 
a lone gunipan threatened to 
shoot a teller during a robbery i 
of a Bank of Montreal branch 
in downtown Vancouver. The' 
Robber left with $250. !
SENTENCE SUSPENDED
GRAND FORKS (CP)—Allan 
James Chalmers, 20, of Grand 
Forks was given a one-year 
suspended sentence and fined 
$100 Wednesday after pleading 
guilty to a charge of cultivat­
ing marijuana. Chalmers was 




1967 RENAULT CARAVELLK, HARD- 
lop cnnarrtiblr, in so.k| running order. 
Climeal oiler to »Mu, Irl -phnne 743-4W7 
rially nr 7<i3-.y;* c.i-nini". 2JI
I9U MOB with three tope, recent valve 
grind, body In good condition, (our hew 
Ures, radio plus eight-tract atereo, Aak- 
'Ing *rn, Telephone 7OKIM. 279 
i»;o him A I ouir iHM>n~HEDANi 
Radio, 70.000 inllca. radial Urea, Ex. 
ceUeni reedition, *1.193. Telephone 7«1- 
11*1 after »:oo p.m. Til
Wto <11114, 310. AUTUMATIl , INlkl. 
I rar lion, chtomlee. new Urea, black |n> 
toner, mrange •alerter. Aih Iw Ron 
•tier • p nx 7*1-171$ 7*1
iMi siKNih it a r n t o r. rAnnv 
€««pa IMVUte. MM. Teleybena ’ IW-ltol.
Mt
MUST SELL IMMKDIATKLYI 10’xM' 
m«MI« M4m« with full tengih poerk. 
Twn gad thro btdrooma, New *9 
gslloa hot water lank. Aahlhg 11,109 ot 
mat* *8 offer. T«l»phon» 7M-471O, U
1971 FURNISHED MOBILE HOME, 
two' btdrooma, (Metric atove, g«* fun 
nac«. Sacrlllca — new rnat $1,900, mH- 
int for $7,950. Tttephoao 7*111(4 or
FIMMIED HOMEMADE CAMPER 
shell; ln«ul»<»d, l«<l<i<ira cupboards, 
table, benches, rug o« Ihor, To 111 
Ion, wide box. (Miers? Telephone ItA- 
•M9. 279
MIAbT^TRAILElf LWRt~ON~UMk 
•here Rood Children w«lc«m«. Ne pot* 
pleas*. <tebte TV tMliKted...Totepbooe
7W-M7*. । U
tl.WO VALUE REDUCED ID >1*50 
or otter. I4Mi foot ilbrtalua bod, *3 
h.p, Johnaon motor, trailer, akl* and 
arc«*»orlM. Will lake part trade of 
te. »4 or on* ton truck, Tttephona 
7*3-»M. ;m
iiik foot ai.AsrhbN hbreglaks 
bod, decide »i h.p. Mercury motor, 
■kl bar, tlerirlo bailer, good condl. 
iloa. Erie* gl.100. Telepmma 7*1-5323 
•r apply Can Loma R**ort. it 
It'.k ri«)T aANGSTERCRA»¥3TnKK. 
gl«M h»«l. *9 h.p. Mercury motor, 
•teftrlc Mart. Good condition, Tele- 
phoa* 7414419. 288
71 FOOT IIARDW<M1I> M~II,I"'
Mercury electric, llolerld* trailer, all 
•xrptlent coadlllon. Telephon* 7U M7I.
279 
'iY9w>T”riRRE~Ru]u7«oXT,”2»~n.r. 
Johnxon motor and traitor. Can be
Lunch Meat
Motors Ltd,, was remanded 
until Friday for sentencing after! 
being found guilty Wednesday I 
of four charges of false adver­
tising. The ads described cars 
for uale that had already been 
sold.
INDIAN HOTEL
NORTH VANCOUVER (CPI- 
North Vancouver district plan­
ner said Wednesday construc­
tion will begin July 7 of a 
$7.5 million hotel complex on 
land belonging to the Squamlsh 
Indian Band on the North Van­
couver-West Vancouver boun­
dary. ;
WILL BUY LAND !
VANCOUVER (CP) - The! 
Greater Vancouver Regional! 
District Wednesday approved n 
bylaw authorizing the expendi­
ture of $5 million in 1973 and 
1074 to purchase land for parks. 
The expenditure is the first 
phase of a $15 million, five-year 
porks acquisition budget.
SEE IT BETTER 
on your 
CABLE TV SYSTEM 
Black Knight
Television Co. Ltd.
249 Bernard A»e. Phone 762-4433
Jubilee. “Serve Hot 
or Cold”
12 oz. tin ..............
Nabob. “Easy 
Summer Dessert.” 
3 oz. pkg. ...:........
14 oz. tinVegetable”
Lynn Valley. ‘‘A Low Cost
Hot Bread
5f oam. iw raR Jr w
Prices Effective Mil 9 llniris. & I'ri. Nights 
Closed Saturday, July 1st.
SUPER-VALU
Orchard Park or Downtown
High - Wide - Handsome
II
'PAGE It KELOWNA DAILT COUBIEB. THUB., JUNE »7 lf»’
The
762-23001110 St. Paul, Kelowna
PAUo
government in such negotia­
tions.
D ' KERR AUTO BODY SHOP L™
Burgers 3 tor S1.00 
Fish and Chips 70o
OppMll. Moantala Shadow* TESMM
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room •_ Dining Room
• Wall Components ‘
NORDAN IMPORT
282 Bernard Ave. . 763-3810
lower than the present mini-
New Classification Plan Upsets Postal Union Talks
*• - 4 ! * union—feel differently. The
treasury board represents theOTTAWA <CP) — Unloa oppo­sition to a new classification of 
postal workers has upset pre­
viously quiet contract negotia­
tions.
The first skirmish in 1972 
postal bargaining occurred last 
week when about 200 mail 
sorter In Ottawa staged a wild­
cat strike protesting the reclas­
sification.
FORBIDDEN FURS
ST. ALBANS, England (CPI 
— As part of a campaign this 
year by British naturalists to 
protect tigers and spotted cats 
from extinction, the Verulam-
lujn Zoo will not admit women in March.
The department plans to :.re 
mail-sorting machine operators 
at a salary level lower than the 
minimum now paid to letter 
sorters.
Installations of new mail-sort­
ing machines at the main depot 
here was the first mechaniza­
tion of a job previously done 
manually in 15 major centres.
Although the employees re­
turned tn work when the union 
requested, indications are the 
situation may be building to­
ward Canada’s third mail strike 
since 1968.
* Negotiations for u new con­
tract have been going on since 
February. The contract expired
wearing coats or gloves made 
from the skins of these wild 
beasts. The Hertfordshire re­
serve, which attracts more than 
‘60,000 visitors annually, is the 
first to introduce the ban. “I 
hope it will make people realize 
that these animals face extinc­
tion,’' zoo manager Leonard 
Plant said.
employees will lose pay or Jobs 
and that there will.be no red 
circling of existing employees 
operating the machines have 
not satisfied the unions. The de-
"We had high hopes this year ; 
would be the year without the I 
strike, btit the new (equipment I 
issue has thrown a real mon- 
k e y -w r e n c h in the works," 
James McCall said Wednesday. 
He is president of the^Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers, which 
represents letter sorters.
1 Post office assurances that no|
partment says jobs will be 
ended through attrition—not re­
filling positions that become va­
cant.
Red circling means an em­
ployee who needs'lesser skills 
for a new position retains his 
previous income, but has 
smaller chance of getting an in­
crease.
Post office spokesmen also 
say reclassification of present 
employees is not intended, but 
admit the machine operators 
will fill new positions at salaries
mum.
Government officials insist 
that creation of the new posi­
tions is a form of classification 
and therefore is up to the de­
partment concerned. It is not 
part of the collective bargaining 
process, they add.
Representatives of the two un­
ions now negotiating contracts 
—the Canadian Unions of Postal 
Workers and the Letter Carriers
2
Body Builders
Our trained crew can.make 
your car look like new. 

































* Low Down Payments
* Low Monthly Payments
* First Come - First Served
DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED 
COME EARLY!
These are beautiful view lots over­
looking the Valley, Okanagan Lake 
and Kelowna. These lots are serviced 




Located minutes from Rutland Shopping Centre on north side of Highway 33, ju$t past 
Gallagher Road (on Highway to Big White Ski Area.),






Shop Tonight, Friday, June 29, 30, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
THE BAY WILL BE CLOSED SATURDAY, JULY 1
Brand Name Pantie Hose
Discontinued styles and fashion colors. 
Regular $2, 1.50, 1.49 ................................ ..... Now
Flower Baskets
Hanging cedar wood baskets 
filled with assorted flowers. Values upto 9.98. .. Now 4.99
Part Box Wool■ I ...
Excellent selection of Colors in fingering to Ifi Cl
doubleknits, etc. While quantities last. 1-oz. balls............Now IU balls
Jeunesse Tops
Long and short sleeve styles in a variety of fabrics.
Broken sizes. Values to $ 10.............. ........ ......................
Ladies'Shifts
Cool, colorful prints in easy care cotton.
Sizes S-M-L. Regular $10. .............. ............
Ladies'Bikinis
Vibrant prints in arnel and nylon.





Three styles to choose from in suedes or leathers. Black and 






Assortment of ladies' good quality canvas runners 
in navy or white........................     Now, pair 99c
Men's Dress Pants
Choose from easy care polyester and rayon, fortrel and wool. Classic pure 
virgin wool. Broken sizes. Values fljQ Values up CIO
up to $15........... ........ ....... ................... Naw ipO to $24............ ....Now $14
Men's Sport Shirts
| Cool plain shades and assorted patterns. 
Broken sizes. Values up to $10.... ......... Now $5
Men's Work Clothing
Group includes: Shirts, pants, jackets, gloves, hats. OAO/
Broken sizes. Values up to $12. ................................   Now fcU/Ooff
Toddlers' Shirts
Long sleeve cotton knit shirt for play or dress.
Front button closing. Sizes 2-3x. Regular 3.49.
Toddlers' Shorts
Boys' and girls' striped cotton boxer shorts.
Sizes 3 and 3x. Regular 1.98................................
Girls' Dusters
•Nylon quilted short dusters.
Pink or blue. Sizes 10 h? 14. Regular $7.
Girls' Pant Tops
Cartoon look in fortrel or cotton knit.






Your choice from velour, striped sateen or floral y
cotton coverings. Excellent color selection, Values to 4.98. .... Now /3 off
Shower Rings
Decorative vinyl shower rings. Colors Avocado, Royal, 70d» .
Gold and Lilac, Regular 1.19.......................................................... Now, pkg. I vV
Boys' Cartoon Jeans
Cotton Corduroy with flair legs. Blue and Brown flUL I
with grey pockets, and matching waist band. Sizes 8-12. Reg, 6.98. Now V1"
II Boys' (amp Shorts
|| Nylon and cotton permanent Press.
Green, navy or gold; 4-6x....... ..............
Boys' Cartoon T-Shirts ,
Permanent press, long sleeves. White with red, 
blue or brown. Size 5-6...................................................
Baycrest Camper
EL-7B.
Slightly domoged. Regular $799.........
I | Electrical Appliances
I I Frying pans. Scratched.
1| 3 only..... ................ ............. .......................
. ^IteonOaii <Ebmpani>
^Open Daily 9-5:30^Thun, and Fri. 9-9
1 i
..... Now
Now
«- S679
